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Abstract. The Airy line ensemble is a positive-integer indexed system of random continuous curves
whose finite dimensional distributions are given by the multi-line Airy process. It is a natural object
in the KPZ universality class: for example, its highest curve, the Airy2 process, describes after the
subtraction of a parabola the limiting law of the scaled energy of a geodesic running from the origin
to a variable point on an anti-diagonal line in such problems as Poissonian last passage percolation.
The ensemble of curves resulting from the Airy line ensemble after the subtraction of the same
parabola enjoys a simple and explicit spatial Markov property, the Brownian Gibbs property.
In this paper, we employ the Brownian Gibbs property to make a close comparison between
the Airy line ensemble’s curves after affine shift and Brownian bridge, proving the finiteness of a
superpolynomially growing moment bound on Radon-Nikodym derivatives.
We also determine the value of a natural exponent describing in Brownian last passage perco-
lation the decay in probability for the existence of several near geodesics that are disjoint except
for their common endpoints, where the notion of ‘near’ refers to a small deficit in scaled geodesic
energy, with the parameter specifying this nearness tending to zero.
To prove both results, we introduce a technique that may be useful elsewhere for finding upper
bounds on probabilities of events concerning random systems of curves enjoying the Brownian Gibbs
property.
Several results in this article play a fundamental role in a further study of Brownian last passage
percolation in three companion papers, [Ham17b], [Ham17a] and [Ham17c], in which geodesic
coalescence and geodesic energy profiles are investigated in scaled coordinates.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1. Kardar-Parisi-Zhang universality
The topic of Kardar-Parisi-Zhang [KPZ] universality is concerned with random growth processes, in
which a one-dimensional interface evolves randomly in time, and universal structures that describe,
independently of the microscopic details that specify the random growth, the large-scale behaviour
of interfaces that emerges at advanced time. The class of processes that are expected to lie in
the KPZ universality class – that is, for which these universal structures offer an accurate limiting
description – is very broad. The basic characteristics that are expected to place a random growth
model in the KPZ class are that growth occurs in a direction normal to the present surface, alongside
two forces: a surface tension whose effect is smoothening, and a local random force whose effect is
to roughen the surface.
Many last passage percolation models are expected to lie in the KPZ class. An LPP model is a
totally asymmetric random growth model that comes equipped with a planar random environment,
which is independent between disjoint regions. Directed planar paths, which are restricted say to
move only in directions in the first quadrant, are each assigned an energy via the environment: a
path’s energy is equal to (or perhaps some variant of) the integral of the environment along the
path. For a given pair of planar points, the second displaced from the first upwards and to the right,
the path that attains the maximum energy among those directed paths with this pair of endpoints
is called a geodesic. If the first endpoint is held fixed, and the second is varied, say horizontally,
then the geodesic’s energy is a random function that may play the role of the random interface
that we have mentioned. By physicists, this energy profile is called the narrow wedge, a term that
applies when the first endpoint is held fixed.
Scaling exponents play a basic role in KPZ universality. In pursuing a discussion of LPP models,
it is useful to describe these exponents. For such a model in the KPZ class, the random interface
(for the narrow wedge case) is a function of the variable horizontal coordinate of the non-fixed,
higher, endpoint. The vertical displacement between the two endpoints, which is being held fixed,
is a parameter that plays the role of microscopic time in this random interface model. We label this
parameter n > 0. The dominant mechanism of growth is linear, the value of the interface evaluated
on the diagonal y = x growing at order n. The typical deviation of this random value from its mean
scales as n1/3, while the horizontal displacement required in order to see a non-trivial correlation
of the interface’s value with its value on the diagonal is of the order of n2/3. These assertions
have been rigorously demonstrated for only a few LPP models, each of which enjoys an integrable
structure: the seminal work of Baik, Deift and Johansson [BDJ99] rigorously established the one-
third exponent, and moreover obtained the GUE Tracy-Widom distributional limit, for the case of
Poissonian last passage percolation, while the two-thirds power law for transversal fluctuation was
derived for this model by Johansson [Joh00].
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Given these scaling exponents of one-third and two-thirds, the aim of investigating KPZ universality
is advanced by introducing scaled coordinates. For example, the geodesic from the origin to (n, n)
may be expected to fluctuate from the diagonal by an order of n2/3, while its energy fluctuates from
its mean value by an order of n1/3. The use of scaled coordinates in space involves affinely bringing
(n, n) to the location (0, 1) and then further squeezing the x-coordinate by a factor of n2/3. Viewed
in the new coordinates, the geodesic travels a unit distance upwards from the origin, and fluctuates
horizontally on a unit-order, independently of large choices of n.
Brownian last passage percolation is an LPP model which has attractive integrable and proba-
bilistic properties. The present article forms with the companion papers [Ham17b], [Ham17a]
and [Ham17c] an inquiry into Brownian LPP viewed in these scaled coordinates. The scaled geo-
desic energy profile, begun from the narrow wedge, converges to one of the the canonical objects in
the KPZ universality class, the Airy2 process. A refined understanding of the locally Brownian na-
ture of this process is achieved in the present article. The scaled energy profile may also be studied
when it is initiated by a far more general initial condition, and the articles prove a rather strong
(and uniform) assertion of locally Brownian structure for this class of Airy-like processes. Deeply
implicated in the study is the field of scaled geodesics, and uniqueness and coalescence properties for
them, which lead to an understanding that this scaled geodesic field resembles a forest of coalescing
geodesic branches whose geometry respects in a powerful way the scaled coordinates used to depict
it. Figure 1.1 illustrates some of these themes.
A fundamental aspect of the approach to KPZ universality pursued by our four-paper study is to
form an alliance between integrable results and probabilistic techniques. The geodesic energy profile
in an integrable LPP model, such as Brownian LPP, may be embedded, via the Robinson-Schensted-
Knuth correspondence, as the uppermost curve in an ordered system, or ensemble, of random curves,
that collectively may be viewed as a collection of mutually avoiding random walks (or Brownian
motions, in the Brownian LPP case). This observation, which is integrable in origin, becomes a
critical probabilistic tool in our study: such ensembles may be resampled, and thus analysed, using
a Brownian Gibbs resampling property. Broadly, the technical contribution of this article is to
analyse, via the Brownian Gibbs property, natural ensembles arising in Brownian LPP; doing so
leads to significant new inferences regarding, for example, the Airy2 process. These Brownian LPP
deductions will be exploited in the three companion papers where the study of this model in scaled
coordinates is pursued.
In the next section of this introduction, we will offer a conceptual overview of the study undertaken
in this work and the three companion papers. We will make informal statements of the principal
conclusions and indicate crudely the ideas that drive the proofs of the results. The four papers have
been written so that they may be read independently of one another, but the reader of any given
one of them who wants to understand how the pieces fit together is encouraged to consult the next
section. In the third and fourth sections of the introduction, we will then introduce and state some
of the principal conclusions in the present article.
1.1.1. Acknowledgments. I am very grateful to Riddhipratim Basu and Jeremy Quastel for
extensive and valuable discussions regarding this paper and related ideas. I would like to thank Ivan
Corwin, Shirshendu Ganguly and Jim Pitman for helpful discussions; and two referees for thorough
and insightful comments. I thank Judit Za´dor for the simulations shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. Consider a discrete model of random growth in which the initially
healthy integer lattice sites in the upper half-plane become infected. At time zero, a
certain subset of such sites on the x-axis are infected. At any given positive integer
time, one uninfected site in the upper half-plane that is a nearest neighbour of a
presently infected site is selected, uniformly at random. The site then becomes
infected, with a ‘transmission’ edge being added from the newly infected site into
the already infected set, this edge selected uniformly from the available possibilities.
In this way, the infected region grows, one site at a time. At any given moment,
this region is the collection of vertices abutting the present set of transmission edges.
The transmission edge-set is partitioned into a collection of trees, each rooted at
one of the initially infected sites. This infection model, a variant of the Eden model
introduced in [Ede61], is expected to lie in the KPZ class. In the left sketch, it
begins from a single infected site, the narrow wedge case. In the right, each site on
the x-axis is initially infected, so that growth begins from a flat initial condition. A
forest of competing trees forms, with the interface at a given time partitioned into
the canopies of the trees surviving at that time. By working with Brownian LPP, a
model that, unlike the infection model, enjoys known integrable characteristics, our
study will demonstrate that the competition between trees respects KPZ scaling in
such cases as the right sketch. For example, when the interface has height n, the
canopy of a typical surviving tree has width n2/3. Interface behaviour from a general
initial condition will be understood by noting the similarities between the interface
on the canopy of any given surviving tree and this interface for the single tree in the
narrow wedge case seen in the left sketch.
1.2. A conceptual overview of the scaled Brownian last passage percolation study
Our discussion is of course heuristic, but, to give it some precision, we begin by offering the definition
of Brownian last passage percolation; a geometric view of the model; and a specification of the scaled
coordinate description of geodesics and their energies.
1.2.1. Brownian last passage percolation.
1.2.1.1. The model’s definition. On a probability space carrying a law labelled P, we let B : Z×
R→ R denote an ensemble of independent two-sided standard Brownian motions B(k, ·) : R→ R,
k ∈ Z.
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Let i, j ∈ Z with i ≤ j. We denote the integer interval {i, · · · , j} by Ji, jK. Further let x, y ∈ R with
x ≤ y. With these parameters given, we consider the collection of non-decreasing lists {zk : k ∈Ji+1, jK} of values zk ∈ [x, y]. With the convention that zi = x and zj+1 = y, we associate an energy
to any such list, namely
∑j
k=i
(
B(k, zk+1) − B(k, zk)
)
. We may then define the maximum energy,
M1(x,i)→(y,j), to be the supremum of the energies of all such lists. (The superscript ‘1’ anticipates
a generalization that we will later specify under which the maximum over several lists is instead
considered.)
The process M1(0,1)→(·,n) : [0,∞) → R may have been considered first by [GW91]; it was studied
further in [OY02].
1.2.1.2. Staircases. Each such list is in bijection with a certain subset of [x, y]× [i, j] ⊂ R2 that
we call a staircase. Staircases offer a geometric perspective on Brownian LPP and perhaps help in
visualizing the problems in question.
The staircase associated to the non-decreasing list
{
zk : k ∈ Ji + 1, jK} is specified as the union of
certain horizontal planar line segments, and certain vertical ones. The horizontal segments take the
form [zk, zk+1]×{k} for k ∈ Ji, jK. Here, the convention that zi = x and zj+1 = y is again adopted.
The right and left endpoints of each consecutive pair of horizontal segments are interpolated by a
vertical planar line segment of unit length. It is this collection of vertical line segments that form
the vertical segments of the staircase.
The resulting staircase may be depicted as the range of an alternately rightward and upward moving
path from starting point (x, i) to ending point (y, j). The set of staircases with these starting and
ending points will be denoted by SC(x,i)→(y,j). Any staircase φ ∈ SC(x,i)→(y,j) is assigned an energy
E(φ) =
∑j
k=i
(
B(k, zk+1)−B(k, zk)
)
via the non-decreasing z-list with which it is in bijection.
A staircase φ ∈ SC(x,i)→(y,j) whose energy attains the maximum valueM1(x,i)→(y,j) is called a geodesic
from (x, i) to (y, j).
1.2.1.3. Moving to scaled coordinates. We want to depict geodesics in scaled coordinates and to
measure their energy in a suitable scale. To understand what the right transformations will be, it
is useful to mention how the one-third and two-thirds KPZ scaling considerations that have been
outlined are manifest in Brownian LPP. When the ending height j exceeds the starting height i by a
large quantity n ∈ N, and the location y exceeds x also by n, then the maximum energy M1(x,i)→(y,j)
grows linearly, at rate 2n, and has a fluctuation about this mean of order n1/3. Moreover, if y is
permitted to vary from this location, then it is changes of n2/3 in its value that result in a non-trivial
correlation of the maximum energy from its original value.
On the basis of these facts, we want to introduce scaled coordinates suitable for the description of
staircases whose height is of order n. The relevant scaling transformation will be Rn : R2 → R2
given by
Rn
(
v1, v2
)
=
(
2−1n−2/3(v1 − v2) , v2/n
)
.
In these scaled units, a vertical displacement of one unit corresponds to a displacement of (n, n)
in the original description. Horizontal displacement is magnified by a factor of twice n2/3 in the
original units.
The image of any staircase under Rn will be called an n-zigzag. An n-zigzag has starting and ending
points inherited from the preimage staircase. A staircase moves alternately rightwards and upwards,
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while an n-zigzag correspondingly moves rightwards, directly, and northwesterly, along sloping lines
at the low gradient −2n−1/3.
The image under Rn of a geodesic is called an n-polymer, or often simply a polymer. Scaled
geodesics play a central role in our study, so the succinct name ‘polymer’ seems apt. This usage is
not standard, however, since the term ‘polymer’ is often used to refer to typical realizations of the
path measure in LPP models at positive temperature.
We also want to describe a geodesic’s energy in scaled units. The polymer whose endpoints (in scaled
units) are (x, 0) and (y, 1) is for given x, y ∈ R almost surely unique, and will be denoted by ρ(y,1)n;(x,0).
(This uniqueness is proved as part of our study of Brownian LPP: see [Ham17c, Lemma 4.6(1)].)
This polymer is the image under Rn of the geodesic between (2n
2/3x, 0) to (n + 2n2/3y, n). The
polymer will be ascribed a weight, which will be the geodesic’s energy, measured in scaled units.
The weight will be called Wgt
(y,1)
n;(x,0). It is specified by the formula
Wgt
(y,1)
n;(x,0) = 2
−1/2n−1/3
(
M1
(2n2/3x,0)→(n+2n2/3y,n) − 2n− 2n2/3(y − x)
)
. (1)
The quantity Wgt
(y,1)
n;(x,0) may be expected to be, for given real choices of x and y, a unit-order random
quantity, whose law is tight in the scaling parameter n ∈ N.
In fact, any n-zigzag φ receives a weight Wgt(φ), given by replacing the M1 term in the formula (1)
by the energy of the staircase that is mapped to φ under Rn.
1.2.2. Principal directions of inquiry. Some of the leading players in our study have been
introduced: the use of scaled coordinates, polymers with given endpoints such as ρ
(y,t2)
n;(x,t1)
, and the
polymer weight Wgt
(y,t2)
n;(x,t1)
. Having made the acquaintance of these characters, we are ready to
begin informally stating the main conclusions of this four-paper study. We structure this presenta-
tion by next introducing four themes: the narrow wedge polymer weight profile; three KPZ scaling
exponents viewed via Brownian LPP; the general initial condition polymer weight profile; and the
low probability that several disjoint polymers coexist in a unit-order region. In the ensuing sub-
sections, we explain each theme and present, albeit imprecisely, the principal associated conclusion
reached by our study. Although results are labelled as theorems or corollaries, all these assertions
are merely informal versions intended to convey the rough meaning of the result in question. When
the result is proved in one of the three companion papers, the paper and result name appear in
square brackets at the result’s statement.
It will not be apparent from this presentation what connections they are between the results. These
connections are very substantial, as we will endeavour to communicate after presenting the four
themes.
1.2.2.1. The narrow wedge polymer weight profile. The random function y →Wgt(y,1)n;(0,0) may be
viewed as the weight profile obtained by scaled maximizing paths that travel from the origin at
vertical coordinate zero to the variable location y at vertical coordinate one. Since the first polymer
endpoint is fixed, this is the narrow wedge case. This random function locally resembles Brownian
motion, of diffusion constant one, but globally, it hews to the shape of the parabola −2−1/2y2, at
least for values of |y| = o(n1/9) that are not extremely large.
Our study presents a very strong conclusion regarding the locally Brownian nature of the narrow
wedge profile.
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Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the weight profile y →Wgt(y,1)n;(0,0) is viewed as a function of y ∈ [−1, 1]
and is adjusted, by the addition of an affine function, in order that it vanishes at the endpoints
y = −1 and y = 1. The adjusted process takes values in the same space of continuous functions as
does standard Brownian bridge B : [−1, 1]→ R with B(−1) = B(1) = 0. The adjusted weight profile
is extremely similar to the bridge: for an event whose Brownian bridge probability equals a ∈ (0, 1),
where a is supposed to satisfy a ≥ exp{−gn1/12}, the probability of the event for the adjusted profile
is at most a exp
{
G(log a−1)5/6
}
. The positive constants G and g do not depend on n, provided that
n is large enough.
This conclusion is reached in the present article, in Theorem 2.11 and Proposition 2.5.
1.2.2.2. Three scaling principles: the powers one-third, two-thirds and one-half. Here we express
three basic KPZ scaling principles. Each principle is manifest in scaled coordinate Brownian LPP
and, in each case, a result to this effect has been proved in the four-paper study. These results are
certainly not the first expressions of these principles, which are fundamental to the whole arena of
KPZ, but they offer strongly on-scale articulations of the principles and are valuable in our analysis
of scaled Brownian LPP. Before stating the results informally, we mention that the polymer ρ
(y,1)
n;(x,0)
may be viewed as having lifetime [0, 1], moving during its life from x ∈ R to y ∈ R. It is equally
possible to choose two general times t1, t2 ∈ R with t1 < t2, and speak of the polymer from (x, t1)
to (y, t2). This lifetime-[t1, t2] polymer will be denoted ρ
(y,t2)
n;(x,t1)
: see Figure 1.2. We will write
t1,2 = t2− t1 for the polymer’s duration. The quantity nt1,2 appears in some upcoming statements:
this is the polymer lifetime in the original frame.
nt1
nt2
nt2 + 2n
2/3x nt2 + 2n
2/3y
nt1 + 2n
2/3x
t1
x
y
t2
Figure 1.2. Let n ∈ N, t1, t2 ∈ R, t1 < t2, and x, y ∈ R. The endpoints of the
geodesic in the left sketch have been selected so that, when the scaling map Rn is
applied to produce the right sketch, the n-polymer ρ
(y,t2)
n;(x,t1)
results.
A power of two-thirds dictates polymer geometry. A polymer whose lifetime is [t1, t2], and thus has
duration t1,2, fluctuates laterally, away from the planar line segment that interpolates its endpoints,
by an order of t
2/3
1,2 .
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Theorem 1.2. [Ham17a, Theorem 1.5] The polymer ρ
(y,t2)
n;(x,t1)
journeys from (x, t1) to (y, t2). Let
` denote the planar line segment that interpolates this pair of endpoints. Let a be a small positive
quantity, and consider the polymer at time t, where t is either t1 +a or t2−a. We may speak of the
polymer’s location at this time: this means its horizontal coordinate at height t. The probability that
the polymer location differs from the time-t location of ` by more than a2/3r is at most exp
{−drα}.
Here, α = 3/4. The parameter r is measuring polymer fluctuation on the scale suitable given the
duration a from the endpoint time. It is supposed to verify the condition r = o
(
(nt1,2)
1/36
)
. The
constant d is universal.
[BSS17a, Theorem 2] offers a similar assertion for exponential last passage percolation, with α = 1.
A power of one-third dictates polymer weight. A polymer whose lifetime is [t1, t2] has a weight of
order t
1/3
1,2 . Actually, this is only true if the polymer makes no significant lateral movement. For
example, ρ
(y,t2)
n;(x,t1)
may be expected to have a weight of order t
1/3
1,2 provided that the endpoints verify
|y − x| = O(t2/31,2 ). Beyond this scale, parabolic curvature dictates polymer weight.
Corollary 1.3. [Ham17b, Corollary 2.1] Consider the parabolically adjusted polymer weight
t
−1/3
1,2 Wgt
(y,t2)
n;(x,t1)
+ 2−1/2t−4/31,2
(
y − x)2 .
Allow x and y to vary over a unit interval of values in such a way that the normalized difference
|y − |t−2/31,2 is at most order (nt1,2)1/18. The probability that the maximum absolute value of the
parabolically adjusted weight exceeds r is at most exp
{ − O(1)r3/2}, uniformly in high choices of
nt1,2. The parameter r is supposed to be at most of order (nt1,2)
1/18.
See Propositions 10.1 and 10.5 in [BSS17b] for comparable bounds concerning exponential and
Poissonian LPP.
A power of one-half dictates polymer weight differences. Consider two polymers of unit duration
both of whose endpoints differ by a small quantity ε. Then the polymers’ weights typically differ
by an order of ε1/2.
Theorem 1.4. [Ham17b, Theorem 1.1] For x, y ∈ R given, consider the maximum difference in
weight between any pair of n-polymers travelling between [x, x + ε] × {0} and [y, y + ε] × {1}. The
probability that this maximum exceeds ε1/2R is at most exp
{−O(1)R3/2}, uniformly in high choices
of n. We suppose that |y − x| and R are at most of order n1/18.
1.2.2.3. The polymer weight profile initiated from general initial data. The narrow wedge weight
profile y →Wgt(y,1)n;(0,0) concerns polymers all of which are forced to begin at the origin at time zero.
We may make a much more general definition of a polymer weight profile. This will be the f -
rewarded line-to-point polymer weight Wgt
(y,1)
n;(∗:f,0). Here, f : R→ R∪{−∞} is an initial condition.
Paths (or rather n-zigzags) may begin anywhere on the real line at time zero; they travel to y ∈ R
at time one. (Because they are free at the beginning and fixed at the end, we refer to these paths as
‘line-to-point’.) They begin with a reward given by evaluating f at the starting location, and then
gain the weight associated to the journey they make. The value Wgt
(y,1)
n;(∗:f,0), which we will define
momentarily, denotes the maximum f -rewarded weight of all such paths. In the notation Wgt
(y,1)
n;(∗:f,0),
we again use subscript and superscript expressions to refer to space-time pairs of starting and ending
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locations. The starting spatial location is being denoted ∗ : f . The star is intended to refer to the
free time-zero endpoint, which may be varied, and the : f to the reward offered according to where
this endpoint is placed.
Let I denote the space of f that grow at most linearly. This is in essence the broadest class of f
suitable for a study of the weight profiles y →Wgt(y,1)n;(∗:f,0) for all sufficiently high n ∈ N.
For f ∈ I, we define the f -rewarded line-to-point polymer weight Wgt(y,1)n;(∗:f,0) to be
sup
x∈(−∞,2−1n1/3+y]
(
Wgt
(y,1)
n;(x,0) + f(x)
)
.
The polymer that attains this weight is, naturally enough, denoted by ρ
(y,1)
n;(∗:f,0). The f -rewarded line-
to-point polymer uniqueness implicitly asserted by the use of this notation is proved in [Ham17c,
Lemma 4.6(2)].
Note that the narrow wedge case, in which all polymers depart from the origin, corresponds to the
choice that f : R→ R ∪ {−∞} equals zero at the origin and is otherwise minus infinity.
There are two main conclusions that the four-paper study reaches in regard to these general weight
profiles.
First, in [Ham17b, Theorem 1.3], the modulus of continuity of the profiles is studied. The maximum
deviation of a profile over any interval of length x lying inside a given bounded interval is shown to
be at most of the order of x1/2
(
log x−1
)2/3
. This result holds for n high enough, and in essence it
holds uniformly over the class of initial data f lying in the function space I.
The second conclusion is one of the most conceptually central results in the study. It asserts a
strong similarity to Brownian motion for general weight profiles.
Theorem 1.5. [Ham17c, Theorem 1.2] Let f ∈ I. Consider the weight profile y → Wgt(y,1)n;(∗:f,0)
as a function of y ∈ [−1, 1]. The domain [−1, 1] may be broken into a random but finite number
of subintervals called patches. The weight profile when restricted to any given patch coincides on
the patch with a random process – call it the fabric process – defined on [−1, 1] that withstands a
very demanding Brownian comparison on this interval. The comparision is made after the fabric
process is affinely adjusted so that it vanishes at the interval endpoints −1 and 1. To wit, suppose
that a ≥ exp{−O(1)n1/12} and that an event has probability a > 0 for Brownian bridge on [−1, 1];
then its probability for the affinely adjusted fabric process is at most a2/3+o(1). This lower bound
hypothesis on a is mild, rapidly evaporating as n rises; neglecting it, we may reexpress the last
assertion: the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the latter process with respect to the former lies in any
Lp space for p ∈ (1, 3). The number of patches needed is random, but its probability of exceeding
` ∈ N is at most `−2+o(1). There are some constants hidden in this description: in the Lp-norms
for Brownian comparison, in the +o(1) term in the exponent of the patch number decay rate, and in
the lower bound on n that is in fact needed. All these constants can be chosen in essence uniformly
in f ∈ I.
As such, the weight profile [−1, 1]→ R : y →Wgt(y,1)n;(∗:f,0) may be called a Brownian patchwork quilt
– it is woven together from a small set of pieces of fabric, each vividly Brownian.
The ideas that drive the proof of this result form a conceptual highway for many parts of the
four-paper study. We will overview them after discussing the final arena of main results.
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1.2.2.4. The rarity of coexistence of several disjoint polymers. Consider a polymer ρ
(y,1)
n;(x,0) with
given endpoints x, y ∈ R. Considerations of scaling and polymer uniqueness mean that, if we perturb
the time-zero endpoint by a short distance, we may expect that the perturbed polymer will merge
after a short while with the original one, and that the two will then run together for the rest of their
lives. Indeed, the two-thirds power law for polymer geometry suggests that the polymers ρ
(y,1)
n;(x,0)
and ρ
(y,1)
n;(x+ε,0) will typically merge by time of order ε
3/2.
A natural related question concerns MaxDisjtPoly
([y−ε,y+ε],1)
n;([x−ε,x+ε,0]), the maximum possible cardinality
of a pairwise disjoint set of n-polymers all of which begin in [x − ε, x + ε] at time zero and end
in [y − ε, y + ε] at time one. How quickly does the probability that this random variable exceeds
a given integer decay as a function of ε in the limit of low ε? Can a bound be found that holds
uniformly in high n? Our study provides a rather strong estimate.
Theorem 1.6. [Ham17a, Theorem 1.1] Set I = [x− ε, x+ ε] and J = [y − ε, y + ε], we have that
P
(
MaxDisjtPoly
(J,1)
n;(I,0) ≥ k
)
≤ ε(k2−1)/2+o(1) .
The result holds for k ∈ N given, for n large enough, and for |x− y| ≤ ε−1/2.
This theorem leads rather directly to an interesting consequence.
Theorem 1.7. [Ham17a, Theorem 1.4] Let I and J be unit-length intervals. Then the probability
that MaxDisjtPoly
(J,1)
n;(I,0) ≥ k decays at least as fast as k−O(1)(log log k)
2
, uniformly in high n.
As we will later indicate, Theorem 1.6 plays a key role in deriving the patch description of the
general weight profile, Theorem 1.5. Theorem 1.6 is a consequence of the solution of another
natural Brownian LPP problem, which solution is provided in the present article. The problem
concerns a topic that may called the rarity of high-weight multi-polymer watermelons. For k ∈ N, a
k-tuple multi-polymer watermelon consists of k n-zigzags, which share their pair of endpoints, but
which are otherwise disjoint. The watermelon’s weight is the sum of the weight of the constituent
zigzags. If the shared endpoints are (0, 0) and (x, 1), then the watermelon weight may be at most
k ·Wgt(x,1)n;(0,0). After all, each member zigzag travels between 0 at time zero and x at time one. We
now define the event NearGeod
(x,1)
n,k;(0,0)(η) that there exists a k-tuple multi-polymer watermelon with
endpoints (0, 0) and (x, 1) whose weight falls short of the maximum k ·Wgt(x,1)n;(0,0) by at most η. The
problem of the rarity of the high-weight watermelon asks: what is the decay rate of the probability
of this event as η ↘ 0? Here is the solution.
Theorem 1.8. We have that
P
(
NearGeod
(x,1)
n,k;(0,0)
(
η
))
= ηk
2−1+o(1) .
For given k ∈ N, the result holds uniformly for η small, n high and |x| = o(n1/9).
The official version of this result will be presented in this article: see Theorem 1.12.
The relevance of the new result for the proof of Theorem 1.6 lies in the similarity in the two
problems addressed by these theorems. The latter concerns the presence of several disjoint polymers
with nearby endpoints, whereas the former addresses the coexistence of several near polymers that
actually share their endpoints but are otherwise disjoint. Indeed, the idea of the proof of Theorem 1.6
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Figure 1.3. Left: The three polymers concerned in the event
MaxDisjtPoly
([y−ε,y+ε],1)
n;([x−ε,x+ε],0) ≥ 3. Middle: When surgery is undertaken with
the aim of bringing together the endpoints of the three polymers, a bouquet of
three paths with a shared endpoint will be used. Right: Surgery is performed with
the use of two bouquets, facing in opposite directions, which extend the original
three polymers into longer paths, each beginning and ending at (x,−ε3/2) and
(y, 1 + ε3/2). The outcome is a multi-polymer watermelon.
is to relate the result to Theorem 1.8 by setting the latter’s parameter η to be of the order of the
former’s ε1/2. A system of k pairwise disjoint polymers with ε-near endpoints may typically be
surgically altered to manufacture a system of near polymers with endpoints that are shared, but
which otherwise maintain disjointness; in this way, the probability bound in Theorem 1.8 may be
harnessed. The technique of surgery, which is the backbone of the article [Ham17a], is depicted
in Figure 1.3. The three results concerning the KPZ scaling exponents all have a role to play in
ensuring that surgery may be performed at a suitable, on-scale, cost. Because endpoints need to be
moved by an order of ε in the horizontal coordinate, the two-thirds power law for polymer geometry
dictates that changes should be made in a region of height ε3/2 near the endpoint locations. The
one-third power law for polymer weight implies that the concerned changes involve short paths of
typical weight
(
ε3/2
)1/3
= ε1/2. These considerations determine that the choice η = Θ(ε1/2) is
suitable and thus why a factor of one-half appears in the exponent (k2 − 1)/2 in Theorem 1.6.
1.2.3. General weight profiles and polymer forests: a snapshot. We have offered in-
formal assertions of many of the principal conclusions of the four-paper study. We do not propose
here to attempt a detailed overview of their proofs. In keeping with the aim of this section as a
global snapshot of our study, we will now explain a certain critical concept that underlies the proof
in [Ham17c] of the Brownian comparison result for general polymer weight profiles, reviewed here
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as Theorem 1.5. Although the basic idea that we will explain has required significant refinement in
order to be implemented rigorously, it remains conceptually crucial to the overall approach in the
study. As such, we hope that presenting the idea now will serve to explain at least roughly how
the main components of the study interact. This article and the three companion papers contain
further expository material; this material may be read alongside the snapsnot we now present for a
more detailed overview. (A few words about such further reading follow, in the next subsection.)
Consider again the polymer weight profile y →Wgt(y,1)n;(∗:f,0) for an initial condition f in the function
space I. To obtain Theorem 1.5, we want to break the domain [−1, 1] into a random but controlled
number of patches and show that the patch-restricted profiles withstand an exacting comparison to
Brownian motion.
We are aided in this task by the first major input of our study. In the special, narrow wedge, case,
where f equals zero at a given location and is otherwise minus infinity, Theorem 1.1 shows that
the affinely adjusted weight profile, when compared to Brownian bridge, has a Radon-Nikodym
derivative that lies in every Lp-space for p ∈ (1,∞), uniformly in high n.
Figure 1.4 illustrates several key ideas in the conceptual highway that leads from Brownian compar-
ison for narrow wedge profiles to the much more general case. To begin on that highway, we point
out a geometric view of the narrow wedge weight profile: see the left sketch of Figure 1.4. Note
that Wgt
(y,1)
n;(0,0) is the weight of the polymer ρ
(y,1)
n;(0,0). These polymers, indexed by y ∈ R, all stream
out of the origin at time zero, to arrive at their various ending locations y at time one. Almost sure
uniqueness of polymers with given endpoints suggests that, once separated, polymers will not meet
again. Thus, the system of polymers should be viewed as a tree, with a root at (0, 0), and a canopy
R× {1} of ending locations.
Return now to a general initial condition f : R→ R∪{−∞}. The f -rewarded line-to-point polymers
may be traced backwards in time from locations (y, 1) with y ∈ R. They arrive at time zero at a
variety of locations, in contrast to the narrow wedge case. They share something with that case,
however: as time decreases from one to zero, two polymers that meet will stay together; this follows
from f -rewarded line-to-point polymer uniqueness.
This fact has the implication that we may view the collection of polymers ρ
(y,1)
n;(∗:f,0) indexed by y ∈ R
as a forest, which we may call the f -rewarded polymer forest. Each constituent tree has a root
lying on the x-axis, and a canopy that consists of an interval lying in the line y = 1. Indeed, we
may partition the y = 1 copy of the real line into this set of canopies. The polymer weight profile
y → Wgt(y,1)n;(∗:f,0), when restricted to any given canopy, would seem to have much in common with
the narrow wedge weight profile. After all, all the concerned polymers, ending at locations (y, 1),
for points y in the given canopy, share their starting location, namely (r, 0), where r ∈ R is the root
of the canopy in question: see the middle sketch of Figure 1.4.
This then is the basis of our description of the general weight profile y →Wgt(y,1)n;(∗:f,0) as a patchwork
quilt of pieces, on each of which the profile withstands a tough comparison to Brownian motion.
The patches of this quilt should be the canopies in the f -rewarded polymer forest. On any given
patch, the weight profile takes the form y →Wgt(y,1)n;(r,0) where r is the root of the tree in the polymer
forest whose canopy is the patch. Since r is fixed, the weight profile should withstand a demanding
comparison to Brownian motion, because the narrow wedge profile does.
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Figure 1.4. In the left and middle sketches, the weight profile y → Wgt(y,1)n;(∗:f,0),
the f -rewarded polymer forest, and the function f are depicted. On the left, f is
zero at zero and otherwise minus infinity, so that the profile is the narrow wedge
case y → Wgt(y,1)n;(0,0). In the middle, f is instead zero at integer points. The profile
y → Wgt(y,1)n;(∗:f,0) is depicted in bold. The dashed vertical lines that contact the line
at height one indicate canopy boundary points. In a given canopy with root r, the
emboldened profile takes the form y →Wgt(y,1)n;(r,0). The right sketch depicts one tree,
rooted at r, in an f -rewarded polymer forest. The proposed rerooting of this tree to
a nearby discrete mesh element x ∈ εZ is illustrated.
This plan is a crude outline of how Theorem 1.5 will be proved. There are serious obstacles along the
way, whose resolution requires that we draw on several of the main conclusions that we summarised
in the preceding section. We do not explain the obstacles or their resolution in any detail in this
overview. Or rather, we do so only in the merest outline, by voicing two basic objections to the
plan, and then indicating something of how our apparatus will answer them.
• The decomposition into patches in the general weight profile description that we seek calls
for control on the number of patches per unit length. Certainly, we want to argue that
this number is tight in n ∈ N, so that the description can be said to be valid in scaled
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coordinates. We must understand, then, what prevents there being an asymptotically
unlimited (in the high n limit) number of trees per unit length in any f -rewarded polymer
forest.
• It is important for the plan to work that the weight profile y →Wgt(y,1)n;(r,0), where r is the root
of a given tree in the f -rewarded polymer forest, is indeed statistically similar to the narrow
wedge case, where say r is zero. Trouble looms here because the location r is random, and
it may be exceptional. As such, properties of the narrow profile y → Wgt(y,1)n;(x,0), such as
locally Brownian structure, that obtain for typical values of x ∈ R, may disappear for the
possibly exceptional choices of root r that we are considering.
We complete our tour of the conceptual highway of the four-paper study by indicating, very briefly,
how the two objections may be answered; in so doing, we will see at least in a vague way how some
of the principal conclusions of the study will play a useful role.
In regard to the first difficulty, consider for a further time the f -rewarded polymer forest. Pick a
location in the interior of each canopy, so that a point process on R×{1} results. From each point,
draw the f -rewarded line-to-point polymer back to time zero. This system of polymers is pairwise
disjoint, because the time-one endpoints lie in different canopies. If the tightness alluded to in the
first problem were to fail, we would be drawing, for high n, many disjoint polymers, all ending on a
given unit-order interval. It is here that the bound from [Ham17c], quoted here as Theorem 1.7,
asserting that it is a superpolynomial rarity in k that k disjoint polymers coexist in a unit-order
region, serves by providing the desired tightness in n.
Regarding the second difficulty, that root locations r may be exceptional, we may try to solve
the problem by a rerooting procedure: see the right sketch in Figure 1.4. Close to the location r
is an element x in the discrete ε-mesh εZ, where ε > 0 is small but fixed. The polymer weight
profile that we are trying to describe, y →Wgt(y,1)n;(r,0), may be compared to the narrow wedge profile
y → Wgt(y,1)n;(x,0). Because x lies in a discrete mesh, it may be viewed as a typical location, so
that the objection raised in the second bullet point does not arise. But why should the nearby
profile y → Wgt(y,1)n;(x,0) be expected to offer an accurate description of y → Wgt
(y,1)
n;(r,0)? We will now
present an heuristic argument that, since r and x are close, these two functions should, with a high
probability determined by this closeness, differ by a random constant as y varies over the canopy
of the tree of which r is the root; Figure 1.4’s right sketch again illustrates the heuristic. The
tree in question has a branch time, with the constituent polymers following a shared course (the
tree trunk, if you like) until that time, after which they may go their separate ways to the various
locations in the canopy. Now, when the tree is rerooted the short distance from (r, 0) to (x, 0), we
may expect that its structure changes by a modification in the form of the polymers only close to
time zero. Provided this modification has finished by the branch time, it will affect only the form
of the tree trunk, and will be shared by all concerned polymers, no matter at which canopy point
(y, 1) they end. For this reason, the difference y →Wgt(y,1)n;(x,0)−Wgt
(y,1)
n;(r,0) may be expected to equal
the discrepancy in weight between the new and the old tree trunks with high probability, and thus
typically be independent of the canopy location y.
In fact, when this potential resolution of the second objection is pursued, it becomes necessary
to have powerful estimates on the probability that polymers from (r, 0) and the rerooted location
(x, 0) merge quickly enough, not least because union bounds over the approximate root location are
necessary. When the pair of polymers fail to so merge, two disjoint polymers with nearby endpoints
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coexist. Theorem 1.6 plays a vital role in providing a suitably strong estimate, which ultimately
enables the L3−-space comparison seen in Theorem 1.5. In fact, for reasons we will not attempt to
explain here, this key application of Theorem 1.6 is made with k = 3, so that a triple of polymers
are concerned, rather than a pair.
Figure 1.5 may be consulted for an alternative summary of the four-paper study.
1.2.4. A brief discussion of further related topics.
1.2.4.1. Directions to a more detailed overview. We now make suggestions to the reader who
has perused the preceding for a conceptual overview and wishes for a more detailed heuristic ex-
planation regarding the Brownian LPP applications in the three companion papers. Leaving aside
the contribution of the present work, the two most substantial concepts in the four-paper study
concern the use of surgery in [Ham17a] to derive Theorem 1.6 from Theorem 1.8; and the polymer
forest ideas for proving the patch description that we have just outlined. The reader who wants
more heuristic description of the first of these topics should read the ‘road map’ in Section 2.2
in [Ham17a]. Regarding the second, we mention that our conceptual overview is similar to the
‘rough guide’ offered in Section 3 of [Ham17c]. The heuristic story of how the patch description is
built then continues in Section 5 of that article, where the rerooting procedure that is supposed to
resolve the second of the two objections bullet-pointed above is explained more carefully.
1.2.4.2. The limiting picture in high n. The use of scaled coordinates to describe polymers and
their weights is compatible with the expectation that it should be possible to take a high n limit
of these structures and find a unique distributional limit. The limiting field of polymer weights is
in essence the space-time Airy sheet and the limiting system of polymers, the polymer fixed point.
(The language of ‘fixed point’ refers to the viewpoint that this structure is a fixed point of a renor-
malization operator.) The space-time Airy sheet and the polymer fixed point are conjectural objects
whose properties have been non-rigorously discussed in [CQR15]. A recent advance [MQR17] by
Matetski, Quastel and Remenik rigorously constructs an important part of the space of information
expected to be encoded in the space-time Airy sheet. These authors utilize a biorthogonal ensemble
representation found by [Sas05, BFPS07] associated to the totally asymmetric exclusion process
in order to find Fredholm determinant formulas for the multi-point distribution of the height func-
tion of this growth process begun from an arbitrary initial condition. Using these formulas to take
the KPZ scaling limit, the authors construct a scale invariant Markov process that lies at the heart
of the KPZ universality class. The time-one evolution of this Markov process may be applied to
very general initial data, and it is tempting to form a connection to our discussion by saying that
this Markov process is the map that sends f ∈ I to the random function y → Wgt(y,1)n;(∗:f,0), where
n assumes the value infinity. However, [MQR17] is working with a totally asymmetric exclusion
prelimit, rather than with Brownian LPP. If this new technique can be modified to apply to Brow-
nian LPP, we will be able to speak of the limiting weight profile y → Wgt(y,1)∞;(∗:f,0). It may then be
reasonable to attempt to bring the various conclusions of our Brownian LPP study to bear on the
limiting profile. This view is reasonable because our assertions hold uniformly in high (but finite) n,
which is not to say that the existence of the limiting object would render the translation task from
finite n to n =∞ to be trivial in all cases.
1.2.4.3. How self-contained is the four-paper study? Are the proofs of the conclusions that are
reached in the three companion papers contained in those papers and the present article, without
inputs quoted from elsewhere? The answer is no, but the outside inputs are fairly limited. Certain
facts are needed about Brownian bridge, and mutually avoiding systems of Brownian bridges, such
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BG Theorem 1.12
BG Theorem 2.11 and Proposition 2.5
L∞--Brownian comparison for narrow wedge profiles
DP Theorems 1.1 and 6.1
(k
2-1)/2-rarity of k -close disjoint polymers
DP Theorems 1.4 and 6.2
Superpolynomial rarity of many disjoint polymers
MC Proposition 1.5
One-third power law for polymer weight
DP Theorem 1.5
Two-thirds power law for polymer fluctuation
MC Theorem 1.1
One-half power law for weight differences
PQ Theorem 1.2
General weight profiles are quilts with Brownian patches
Rarity of high-weight multi-polymer watermelons
Figure 1.5. The most significant conclusions in the four-paper study regarding
scaled Brownian LPP are recorded. Arrows indicate that one result is used in the
proof of another’s. The acronyms BG, MC, DP and PQ stand for Brownian Gibbs,
Modulus of Continuity, Disjoint Polymers and Patchwork Quilt, and denote the
present article, [Ham17b], [Ham17a] and [Ham17c]. The sketch indicates only
the more consequential results and implications; several significant technical results
are not represented. It is apparent from the figure that [Ham17c, Theorem 1.2] is a
focal point of our study, and that the above order of acronym list would be a natural
order for a reader who wishes to read the entire four-paper study.
as the Karlin-McGregor formula; these aside, the inputs are four assertions that will be recalled at
the end of Section 1.4.2 and in Section 1.4.3: O’Connell-Yor’s observation that Brownian LPP has a
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Dyson Brownian motion ensemble structure; two bounds for the uppermost GUE eigenvalue, due to
Aubrun and Ledoux; and an observation recorded by Grabiner that relates these GUE eigenvalues
to Dyson Brownian motion.
1.3. Non-intersecting line ensembles and their integrable and probabilistic analysis
We now leave the discussion of the four-paper study of Brownian LPP and turn to explaining
the main results and ideas of the present article. In the next section, we will state the principal
conclusions. In this one, we explain some of the overall themes and methods that are developed in
the article.
A useful point of departure for this discussion is the scaled narrow wedge polymer weight profile
in Brownian LPP, namely
[ − 2−1n1/3,∞) → R : y → Wgt(y,1)n;(0,0). A universal KPZ object may be
expected to arise in the high n limit. The limiting process will be defined on the entire real line.
Calling it Wgt
(y,1)
∞;(0,0), we would expect to have Wgt
(y,1)
∞;(0,0) = 2
−1/2(Airy2(x) − x2). The process
Airy2 : R → R is a continuous and stationary process whose finite dimensional distributions may
be expressed via Fredholm determinants. Convergence to this process for the scaled narrow wedge
polymer weight profile was proved for Poissonian last passage percolation by [PS02] and [BDJ99],
who showed convergence in finite dimensional distributions. Johansson [Joh03] derived a functional
limit theorem, applying to LPP with an environment of geometric random variables, and proved
the continuity of the Airy2 process.
These results indicate how progress regarding the narrow wedge profile has been in large part due
to the use of integrable techniques. Another vital perspective on the narrow wedge, which is also
integrable in nature, involves writing the profile Wgt
(y,1)
n;(0,0) in the form Ln+1(1, y), and embedding
this process as the lowest indexed curve in a random ensemble Ln+1 : J1, n+1K×[−2−1n1/3,∞)→ R
of continuous curves (of which there are n + 1 in total). The ensemble is ordered, with Ln+1(1, ·)
uppermost. We will specify this embedding precisely later, but it is defined via the Robinson-
Schensted-Knuth correspondence, with the higher indexed curve values being specified in terms of
the maximum weight of multi-polymer watermelons, namely systems of point-to-point paths that
are disjoint except for their shared endpoints.
The reason that embedding the scaled narrow wedge profile into this ensemble is valuable is that
any given ensemble Ln, for n ∈ N, is in essence a system of Brownian motions conditioned on
mutual avoidance. Something similar is true in several LPP models, before or after the objects
are scaled: in Poissonian LPP, for example, the unscaled narrow wedge geodesic energy profile is,
as [PS02] demonstrated, the uppermost curve in a system of continuous time simple random walks
conditioned on mutual avoidance, with a suitable boundary condition.
Ensembles of this type, namely collections of one-dimensional Markov processes, such as random
walks or Brownian motion, conditioned on mutual avoidance, are discussed the surveys [Fer10,
FS11] and [Joh06]. They form an important class of random models which arise in the study of
random matrix theory, last passage percolation (or directed polymers), determinantal point pro-
cesses, random tiling problems and asymmetric growth processes.
An integrable technique is central to the analysis of such systems. The Karlin-McGregor formula,
or, in different guises, the Lindstro¨m-Gessel-Viennot formula and the method of free fermions in
physics, expresses joint distributions of such systems as determinants whose entries are transition
probabilities for the underlying Markov processes. For example, asymptotic analysis may be applied
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to these determinantal formulas, with exact expressions emerging for certain universal scaling limits;
convergence to the limit is in the sense of finite dimensional distributions. This was the basis of the
derivation of the limiting Airy2 process from Poissonian LPP found by [PS02] and [BDJ99]. And
indeed, such analysis may be performed not only for the polymer weight profile, which is the lowest
indexed ensemble curve, but for the entire ensemble. In [PS02], the high-n finite distributional
convergence of the Poissonian counterpart to the ensemble that we have labelled Ln+1 was proved;
the limit is a consistent family of finite dimensional distributions known as the multi-line Airy
process (after the addition of a parabola).
Thus integrable techniques have been crucial to the analysis of these non-intersecting random walk
or Brownian motion ensembles. The vital governing theme of the present article is that they are
also very well suited to analysis by probabilistic techniques. For Brownian LPP, the ensembles are
mutually avoiding systems of Brownian motions (with certain boundary conditions). Such ensembles
enjoy an explicit resampling property, concerning say the conditional distribution of the top curve
on a given interval given this curve’s values at the interval’s endpoints and the status of all the other
curves. (The rule is simple: the conditional distribution is Brownian bridge between the endpoints
conditioned to remain above the given second curve.) In [CH14], this Brownian Gibbs property
was exploited in order to reexamine and develop the passage to the limit from mutually avoiding
Brownian bridge systems at their edge to the multi-line Airy process. By establishing a certain
uniform regularity at the edge of such systems, which holds after the KPZ scaling is taken, it was
argued that convergence occurs, after a parabolic shift, to the Airy line ensemble, a positive integer-
indexed ordered collection of random continuous curves on the real line, stationary under horizontal
shifts, whose curves are locally Brownian, and whose finite dimensional distributions are given by the
multi-line Airy process. The uppermost curve in the Airy line ensemble, namely the Airy2 process,
is thus a locally Brownian object. This statement may be interpreted either by taking a local limit,
in which, for given x ∈ R, the Gaussianity of ε−1/2(Airy2(x + ε) − Airy2(x)) is investigated after
the low ε limit is taken. The emergence of Brownian motion in this local limit of Airy2 has been
proved by [Ha¨g08] and [CP15]. An in essence stronger assertion of Brownian structure concerns a
unit-order scale: for example, the absolute continuity of [x, x+K] : y → Airy2(y)− Airy2(x) with
respect to Brownian motion (whose rate is two in view of the convention of definition for Airy2) on
any compact interval [x, x+K]. This last assertion was proved in [CH14] via the Brownian Gibbs
technique.
In the preceding section, we informally stated some of this article’s principal conclusions, in the
form of Theorem 1.1 and 1.8, with a view to their role in a broader study of scaled Brownian LPP.
Now that we focus on the article’s main conclusions apart from this role, we may summarise them
thus:
• In Theorem 1.9, an assertion of the close resemblance between Brownian bridge and affinely
shifted curves in the Airy line ensemble, expressed as the finiteness of a super polynomial
moment of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the ensemble’s curves. The same techniques
yield Theorem 1.1. These powerful, unit-order scale, results are achieved by pursuing the
Brownian Gibbs technique introduced in [CH14].
• In Theorem 1.11(1), we prove that the Airy2 process has modulus of continuity of at most
the order of x1/2
(
log x−1
)1/2
. The polylogarithmic power law may be expected to be sharp.
In Theorem 1.11(2), we see that the same process varies by more than ε1/2K on a given
interval of length ε with probability at most exp
{−O(1)K3/2} for any large enough K.
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• In Theorem 1.12 and Corollary 1.13, we present the solution of a natural high-weight multi-
polymer watermelon rarity problem in Brownian LPP. This solution was informally stated
in Theorem 1.8.
• In Theorem 1.16, control on the tails of edge eigenvalues in the Gaussian unitary ensemble
that extends results presently known only for the top eigenvalue.
Leaving aside this article’s role as a supplier of important tools for the broader Brownian LPP
study, the guiding concept of the article is the use of the Brownian Gibbs property as a valuable
probabilistic tool in the study of non-intersecting line ensembles. Beyond the concrete consequences
that we have mentioned, the article introduces a general technique, the jump ensemble method, for
proving upper bounds on the probabilities of events associated to ensembles of random curves that
enjoy the Brownian Gibbs property. The method achieves outcomes, such as the membership in all
Lp-spaces of the Radon-Nikydom derivative of the affinely adjusted Airy2 process with respect to
Brownian bridge, that have hitherto been out of reach; the article raises the prospect of reaching
further such conclusions, and the jump ensemble method has been presented in a guise that we hope
will permit its further application.
We conclude this section by discussing how the Brownian Gibbs and other resampling properties
have been used to date. First however, in an aside, we explain why the property is tied specifically
to Brownian last passage percolation. The RSK correspondence associates to various LPP models
a mutually avoiding system of random curves. All these presumably enjoy the Brownian Gibbs
property after the scaling limit of n → ∞ is taken. But Brownian LPP has the virtue of actually
enjoying the Brownian Gibbs property in the prelimit; other LPP models would only satisfy an
approximate version for high n. The symmetries and invariance properties of Brownian motion make
the Brownian Gibbs property a more attractive one for the purpose of study. This consideration
explains why our four papers investigate Brownian LPP.
When a certain parabola is subtracted from each curve in the Airy line ensemble, the resulting
non-intersecting ensemble enjoys the Brownian Gibbs property. The property is shared [CH14] by
perturbations of the parabolically shifted ensemble in which the highest curves are lifted away from
the parabola far from the origin to become ‘Airy wanderers’ [BBAP05]. It may be expected that
it is shared by Z-indexed tacnode processes [Joh13, DKZ11, BD11], which may be visualized
crudely by inverting one parabolically shifted Airy line ensemble and placing it above another so
that the curves of the two are forced into a deformation in and around a bounded region due to their
mutual avoidance; by the Pearcey process [TW06], another Z-indexed ensemble in which mutually
avoiding Brownian motions split at a ‘cusp’ into two packets in a neighbourhood of the origin,
with the higher group surging upwards and the lower group falling away. The Airy line ensemble
emerges from the tacnode [Gir14] at a generic edge location, and from the Pearcey process far
from the cusp; see [BC13] for examples of such relationships. Dyson Brownian motion [Dys62],
a Z-indexed collection of mutually avoiding Brownian motions that may be expected to arise as a
bulk scaling limit of the Airy, Pearcey and tacnode line ensembles, is a closely related example. It
would be interesting to construct rigorously the Dyson, Pearcey and tacnode line ensembles, as the
Airy line ensemble was in [CH14], and derive ensemble relationships between them that extend
their known correlation kernel and finite dimensional distributional relations using a notion such as
weak convergence of line ensembles in the upcoming Definition 2.2.
The Brownian Gibbs technique has found application in scaling limits that lead to softenings
of the hard-core avoidance constraints among curves. The KPZ equation has been predicted
since [KPZ86] to model in a universal way surface growth with local randomness, smoothness
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and slope dependent growth speed, as the survey [Cor12] discusses. The equation has a narrow
wedge solution, which models growth initiated at a point, that may be centred at late time t and
scaled by the characteristic factors of (t2/3, t1/3). The resulting scaled solution for time t > 0 was
shown in [CH16] to be embedded as the lowest indexed curve in a KPZt line ensemble that enjoys
a softening of the Brownian Gibbs property determined by a Hamiltonian Ht that energetically
penalizes, but does not forbid, curve crossing. Strong inferences result regarding the Brownian
regularity of the scaled solution. The counterpart to the prelimiting mutually avoiding Brownian
bridge systems seen in the zero-temperature, Airy, theory is played by pairwise repulsive diffusions
associated to the quantum Toda lattice Hamiltonian. These diffusions and their connections to
directed polymers were discovered by O’Connell [O’C12].
The narrow wedge KPZ solution is the logarithm of the solution of the stochastic heat equation with
multiplicative white noise with Dirac delta initial condition. In [OW16], a multi-layer extension
of this solution was constructed, with a conjectural Markovian evolution in time that was recently
proved in [LW]. The logarithm of the multi-layer continuum system is, after scaling, given by the
KPZ line ensemble: this has recently been shown by [Nic16], building on techniques of [CN17],
as a consequence of this multi-layer continuum system being exhibited as the limit of the above
mentioned multi-layer directed polymer model associated to the quantum Toda lattice. In this
limit, the number of ensemble curves is sent to infinity in a regime of intermediate disorder, already
discussed in [AKQ14], in which the temperature scales to zero as a function of the system size.
The authors of [OT14] have constructed an infinite-dimensional stochastic differential equation
modelling Dyson’s Brownian motion and proved existence and pathwise uniqueness of solutions.
They have also shown [OT16] that the multi-line Airy process satisfies these stochastic dynamics,
so that the SDE description and the multi-line Airy process are the same.
Systems of non-intersecting random walks are known as vicious walkers and were introduced by
de Gennes [dG68] as a soluble model of long thin fibres at thermal equilibrium subject to uni-
directional stretching. These walks furnish examples of line ensembles with discrete variants of
the Brownian Gibbs property; the survey [Spo05] discusses examples of growth processes associ-
ated to such line ensembles. Non-intersecting systems of discrete and continuous Markov processes
are connected to the theory of symmetric functions [Ges90], including Schur functions, and to
Young tableaux [AvM05], and have interpretations in terms of two-dimensional Yang-Mills the-
ory [FMS11].
In the case of the asymmetric simple exclusion process and the stochastic six-vertex model, begun
from step initial conditions, a discrete Gibbs property has been harnessed in [CD18] to verify the
KPZ prediction of a T 2/3-scaling in space at advanced time T . Indeed, these models correspond
to Hall-Littlewood processes, which are measures on plane partitions; and the levels lines of these
plane partitions form ensembles of non-intersecting paths that verify a discrete Gibbs property. That
Gibbs property controls the local behaviour of curves according to the derivative of the distance
between adjacent curves – and, in this regard, it differs from both the Brownian Gibbs property
and its softened, Ht, version; certain monotonicites that we will review in Lemmas 2.18 and 2.18
are unavailable, but a weaker form of near monotonicity is demonstrated in [CD18] as a tool for
proving the T 2/3-scaling.
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1.4. The article’s main results
In the next three subsections, we present these results. We will also take the opportunity to
present the principal inputs needed for their proofs, since these inputs serve to explain some of the
connections between our results.
1.4.1. Brownian bridge regularity for curves in the Airy line ensemble. The Airy
line ensemble was constructed in [CH14, Theorem 3.1]. It is a random collection A : N × R → R
of continuous curves A(j, ·), indexed by the positive integers j ∈ N, defined under a probability
measure that we label P. For any finite set I ⊂ R, we may define the random variable A[I] under P
to be the point process on I×R given by {(s,A(j, s)) : j ∈ N , s ∈ I}. The law of the ensemble A is
the unique distribution supported on such collections of continuous curves such that, for each finite
I = {t1, · · · , tm}, the process A[I] is a determinantal point process whose kernel is the extended
Airy2 kernel K
ext
2 , specified by
Kext2
(
s1, x1; s2, x2
)
=
{∫∞
0 e
−λ(s1−s2)Ai
(
x1 + λ
)
Ai
(
x2 + λ
)
dλ if s1 ≥ s2 ,
− ∫ 0−∞ e−λ(s1−s2)Ai(x1 + λ)Ai(x2 + λ) dλ if s1 < s2 ,
where Ai : R → R is the Airy function. The Airy line ensemble’s curves are ordered, with A(1, ·)
uppermost.
Under the law P, we further define
L : N× R→ R , L(i, x) = 2−1/2(A(i, x)− x2) for (i, x) ∈ N× R . (2)
The ensemble A is stationary, and indeed ergodic [CS14], under horizontal shifts. This symmetry
is of course lost for L. However, L is a natural object: for example, its top curve L(1, ·) has the
limiting law of a suitably scaled polymer weight profile in such models as geometric LPP [Joh03,
Theorem 1.2]. (The factor of 2−1/2 used in specifying L is employed in order that the curves of L
locally resemble Brownian motion with a diffusion parameter equal to one.)
Inherently related to the construction of the ensemble A in [CH14] is the assertion that the en-
semble L satisfies the Brownian Gibbs property. From this assertion, it readily follows that, if we
affinely shift the curves in L in order to compare them with Brownian bridge, the Radon-Nikodym
derivative associated to this comparsion is almost surely finite. Our first result presents a conclusion
about how close this comparison is in terms of a moment bound on this Radon-Nikodym derivative.
Theorem 1.9. Letting K ∈ R and d ≥ 1, we write C = C[K,K + d] for the space of real-valued
continuous functions on [K,K + d] whose endpoint values vanish, endowed with the topology of
uniform convergence. For k ∈ N, we define L[K,K+d](k, ·) : [K,K + d]→ R,
L[K,K+d](k, x) = L(k, x)− (K + d− x)d−1L(k,K)− (x−K)d−1L(k,K + d) ,
this being the affine translation of L(k, ·) that lies in C. We further write B = B[K,K+d] for the
law of Brownian bridge B : [K,K + d] → R with B(K) = B(K + d) = 0; that is, the law of
W (·−K) : [K,K+d]→ R where W : [0, d]→ R is standard Brownian motion conditioned to vanish
at time d.
The distribution of L[K,K+d](k, ·) under P, and the law B, are both supported on the space C. Let
fk = fk,K,d : C → [0,∞) denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the former distribution with respect
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to the latter. There exists a sequence
{
αk : k ∈ N
}
, dependent on d but not on K, whose terms lie
in (0, 1], and which satisfies inf α
1/k
k > 0, such that the quantity
jk =
∫
C
exp
{
αk
(
log fk
)6/5}
dB ,
which is independent of K ∈ R, is finite for each k ∈ N. Specifically, for each k ∈ N, fk has finite
Lp
(C,B)-norm for all p ∈ [1,∞) (with this p-norm being independent of K ∈ R).
(The property that inf α
1/k
k > 0 has been stated as a convenient summary of the deduction made
in proving Theorem 1.9. However, the main interest in the theorem is probably that it makes an
assertion for any given value of k ∈ N; efforts to take k to infinity using this result should not be
expected to yield sharp conclusions.)
In the next result, the first statement is in essence a restatement of Theorem 1.9 that seeks to explain
its meaning. The second is an example of an inference that can be drawn from this assertion and
should be compared to the Brownian bridge probability B[0,1]( supx∈[0,1] |B(x)| ≥ s) lying in the
interval
[
e−2s2 , 2e−2s2
]
for all s > 0, (a fact that follows from the upcoming Lemma 2.24).
Theorem 1.10. There exists sequences
{
βk : k ∈ N
}
and
{
γk : k ∈ N
}
satisfying lim supβ
1/k
k <∞
and lim inf γ
1/k
k > 0 such that the following hold.
(1) For each k ∈ N and any measurable A ⊂ C[K,K + d], denote a = B[K,K+d](A); then the
condition a < γk implies that
P
(
L[K,K+d](k, ·) ∈ A) ≤ a · 2103 d1/2 exp{βk( log a−1)5/6} .
Specifically, this probability is a · exp{(log a−1)5/6Ok(1)}, where Ok(1) denotes a k-dependent
term that is independent of a.
(2) For each k ∈ N and s > 0,
P
(
sup
x∈[K,K+d]
∣∣L[K,K+d](k, x)∣∣ ≥ s d1/2) ≤ 4206 exp{− 2s2(1− 2−1/6βks−1/3)} .
Our final main result concerning KPZ universal objects has two parts: an upper bound of the order
of x1/2
(
log x−1
)1/2
on the modulus of continuity of the Airy2 process on a compact interval, and a
local version with a pure x1/2 power law. Since this modulus of continuity is actually enjoyed by
Brownian motion, it may be expected that the result in the first part is sharp: for example, that the
polylogarithmic power of one-half cannot be improved. The resampling techniques in this article
might be address this question of a lower bound, but we do not pursue this.
Theorem 1.11. Let A : R→ R denote the Airy2 process.
(1) Let I ⊂ R be a bounded interval. Let S denote the supremum of the ratio of ∣∣A(y)−A(x)∣∣
and (y−x)1/2( log(y−x)−1)1/2 as the variables x and y vary over I subject to x < y. Then
S is almost surely finite.
(2) There exist positive constants M and m such that, for any x ∈ R, ε ∈ (0, 1] and K ≥M ,
P
(
sup
h∈(0,ε)
∣∣A(x+ h)−A(x)∣∣ ≥ Kε1/2) ≤M exp{−mK3/2} .
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The theorem’s first part may be compared to the x1/2
(
log x−1
)2/3
modulus of continuity re-
sult [Ham17b, Theorem 1.3] which applies to polymer weight profiles begun from general initial
conditions in scaled Brownian LPP.
1.4.2. Near geodesics with common endpoints in Brownian last passage percolation.
We now specify some notation for Brownian LPP, further to that in Section 1.2.1, state our principal
inference Theorem 1.12 regarding the scaled behaviour of this model, and introduce the associated
unscaled and scaled ensembles Ln and Lscn .
Recall that Brownian LPP is specified in terms of an ensemble B : Z × R → R of independent
two-sided standard Brownian motions B(k, ·) : R → R, k ∈ Z. Let i, j ∈ N with i ≤ j, and let
x > 0. We have defined the set of staircases SC(0,i)→(x,j) with endpoints (0, i) and (x, j). (Negatively
indexed B-curves will not be used in this paper.) To each member staircase φ, we have associated
an energy E(φ), by summing the increments of the Brownian motions that run over φ’s horizontal
planar segments.
We now introduce notation for collections of mutually avoiding staircases and for the energy associ-
ated to them. Let n ∈ N, ` ∈ J1, nK and x > 0. (The integer interval notation J1, nK was introduced
when Brownian LPP was.) An `-tuple of staircases on [0, x]× J1, nK is a vector (φ1, · · · , φ`) where
• φj ∈ SC(0,j)→(x,n−`+j) for j ∈ J1, `K;
• and the union of the horizontal planar segments of the φj are pairwise disjoint as j varies.
Let SC`(0,1)→(x,n) denote the set of such `-tuples. Each of the ` elements of any `-tuple in SC
`
(0,1)→(x,n)
has an already specified energy. Define the energy E
(
φ
)
of any φ =
(
φ1, · · · , φ`
) ∈ SC`(0,1)→(x,n) to
be
∑`
j=1E(φj).
Define the maximum `-tuple energy
M `n(x) = sup
{
E(φ) : φ ∈ SC`(0,1)→(x,n)
}
. (3)
When ` = 1, a staircase attaining the maximum is called a geodesic.
For n, k ∈ N with n ≥ k, as well as x ∈ R with x ≥ −n1/3/2, and r > 0, we define
NearGeodn,k
(
x, r
)
=
{
Mkn
(
n+ 2n2/3x
) ≥ k ·M1n(n+ 2n2/3x) − rn1/3} .
As the left and middle sketch in Figure 1.6 depict, this event entails the existence of a k-tuple of
disjoint paths whose collective energy is atypically close to the maximum possible, the shortfall
being 2−1/2r when expressed in scaled units. The next theorem and corollary determine the first
order decay for the probability of this event as r ↘ 0. Theorem 1.12 is the official counterpart to the
informal Theorem 1.8: its proof will depend on the probabilistic apparatus of the jump ensemble
to analyse the near-touch ensemble probability depicted in the right sketch of Figure 1.6, and the
result then plays a foundational role in our broader Brownian LPP study.
Theorem 1.12. There exist positive constants K0, K1, a0 and r0 and a positive sequence {βk :
k ∈ N} with lim supβ1/kk < ∞ such that, for n, k ∈ N, x ∈ R and r ∈
(
0, (r0)
k2
)
satisfying k ≥ 2,
n ≥ k ∨ (K0)k2
(
log r−1
)K0 and |x| ≤ a0n1/9,
rk
2−1 · exp{− eK1k} ≤ P(NearGeodn,k(x, r)) ≤ rk2−1 · exp{βk( log r−1)5/6} .
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n− 1
n− 2
0
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x
0
0
1
< 2−1/2r
0
x
0 t
Lscn (2, ·)
Lscn (3, ·)
Lscn (1, ·)
Figure 1.6. Left: In the formation of the Brownian last passage percolation line
ensemble, the maximum triple energy M3n(t) =
∑3
i=1 Ln(i, t), for t > 0 given, is
formed by considering the sum of the increments on the intervals indicated by hori-
zontal solid black lines of the depicted independent Brownian motions and finding the
maximum possible such value. Middle: Taking n large and setting t = n + 2n2/3x
for a given x ∈ R, we may consider the maximizing triple and depict it after the
change of coordinates (x1, x2)→
(
1
2n
−2/3(x1 − x2), x2n−1
)
. If n is high enough, the
semi-discrete structure will be indiscernible in the new sketch, and the triple of paths
– a multi-polymer watermelon – will appear to share the endpoints (0, 0) and (1, x).
Right: If in the scenario depicted in the middle sketch, the event NearGeodn,3
(
x, r
)
occurs for a given small r > 0, the elements in the path triple will have very similar
energies, with a collective deficit of rn1/3 over the total available in principle. Mea-
suring the deficit in units of 21/2n1/3, a 2−1/2r-near touch will arise between the top
three curves in the scaled ensemble Lscn over location x.
Corollary 1.13. Let k ≥ 2 and x ∈ R. Consider the limit supremum and limit infimum of(
log r
)−1 · logP(NearGeodn,k(x, r))
as the limits n→∞ followed by r ↘ 0 are taken. The two limits exist and equal k2 − 1. Moreover,
there exist positive constants K0 and a0 such that, for given k ≥ 2, the limiting value is approached
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from above and below uniformly in the r ↘ 0 limit as the parameters (n, x) vary over the setJk ∨ (K0)k2( log r−1)K0 ,∞)× [−a0n1/9, a0n1/9].
Proof. The result is immediate from Theorem 1.12. 
In order to prove Theorem 1.12, we specify associated ensembles of curves. The n-indexed Brownian
LPP line ensemble Ln : J1, nK× [0,∞)→ R is defined by insisting that, for ` ∈ J1, nK,
M `n(x) =
∑`
i=1
Ln(i, x) . (4)
The scaled Brownian last passage percolation line ensemble
Lscn : J1, nK× [− 12n1/3,∞)→ R
is then specified for (i, x) ∈ J1, nK× [− 12n1/3,∞) by setting
Lscn
(
i, x
)
= 2−1/2n−1/3
(
Ln
(
i, n+ 2n2/3x
)− 2n− 2n2/3x) . (5)
The reader may wish to glance ahead to Figure 2.1 to see a depiction of the ensembles Ln and Lscn .
The right sketch in Figure 1.6 shows how we will characterise the event NearGeodn,k
(
x, r
)
in terms
of the behaviour of the ensemble Lscn . To gauge this behaviour, we will certainly need to understand
basic tightness and parabolic curvature properties of the sequence
{Lscn : n ∈ N}.
In order to obtain these properties, we will rely on the identity in law between Ln and Dyson
Brownian motion which we now recall. For n ∈ N, the n-indexed Dyson Brownian motion line
ensemble DBMn : J1, nK× [0,∞)→ R may formally be regarded as a system of n mutually avoiding
Brownian motions, each begun at the origin at time zero. This initial condition creates a singular
conditioning, which may be interpreted using the theory of the Doob-h transform (which is discussed
in the text [RW00]). Indeed, the function h(x¯) =
∏
1≤i<j≤n(xi−xj), for x¯ = (x1, · · · , xn) ∈ Rn, is a
strictly positive harmonic function for n-dimensional Brownian motion B : J1, nK× [0,∞)→ R∪{c}
that departs to a cemetery state c on exit from the Weyl chamber
{
x ∈ Rn : x1 > · · · > xn
}
. We
may define DBMn to be the Doob h-transform of B with entrance point the origin in Rn.
The next result is [OY02, Theorem 7].
Proposition 1.14. For n ∈ N, the Brownian last passage percolation and Dyson Brownian motion
line ensembles Ln and DBMn, each of which maps J1, nK× [0,∞) to R, are equal in law.
The equality in law between the top curves Ln(1, ·) and DBMn(1, ·) was earlier derived by [Bar01]
and [GTW01].
1.4.3. Deviation inequalities for GUE eigenvalues at or near the edge. For n ≥ 1 and
σ2 ∈ (0,∞), the Gaussian unitary ensemble GUEn(σ2) with entry variance σ2 is the law on random
n × n Hermitian matrices whose upper triangular entries are complex normal random variables
Xi,j ∼ N(0, σ2/2) + iN(0, σ2/2) and whose diagonal entries are real normal random variables
Xi,i ∼ N(0, σ2).
Under a probability measure that we denote by P, Hermitian Brownian motion HBMn is the ran-
dom process defined on [0,∞) and valued in n× n Hermitian matrices, whose upper triangular en-
tries HBMn(t)ij equal Bi,j;1(t/2) + iBi,j;2(t/2), and whose diagonal entries HBMn(t)ii equal Bi,i(t),
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where the B-processes are independent real-valued standard Brownian motions. Note that the law
of HBMn(t) equals GUEn(t) for any t ∈ (0,∞).
Let λn : J1, nK× [0,∞)→ R be such that {λn(k, t) : 1 ≤ k ≤ n} is a decreasing list of the eigenvalues
of the random matrix HBMn(t).
The next result [Gra99, Theorem 3] indicates the relevance of the Gaussian unitary ensemble for
our study.
Proposition 1.15. For any n ∈ N, the Hermitian Brownian motion eigenvalue process λn and
Dyson Brownian motion DBMn are equal in law.
Upper bounds on the upper and lower tail of the scaled top GUE eigenvalue are known. For the
lower tail, [Led07, (5.16)] states that there exist constants C ′, c′ > 0 such that, for n ≥ 1 and
 ∈ [n−2/3, 1],
P
(
λn
(
1, (4n)−1
) ≤ 1− ) ≤ C ′ exp{− c′n3/2} . (6)
For the upper tail, there exist by [Aub05, Proposition 1] constants Cˆ and cˆ such that, for n ∈ N
and t ≥ 0,
P
(
λn
(
1, (4n)−1
) ≥ 1 + t) ≤ Cˆ exp{− cˆnt3/2} . (7)
(The variance choice of (4n)−1 is made in order that the edge eignvalues be close to unity. Regard-
ing (6), the lower bound in the condition  ∈ [n−2/3, 1] is insignificant, since an increase in the value
of C ′ can replace this condition by  ∈ [0, 1].)
The ordering of GUE eigenvalues implies that (6) holds for λn
(
i, (4n)−1
)
for all eigenvalue indices
i ∈ J1, nK. Our next result extends the companion bound (7) to eigenvalues other than the first near
the top of the spectrum.
Theorem 1.16. There exists n0 ∈ N such that, if (n, k) ∈ N2 satisfies n ≥ k ∨ n0, and t ∈
[0, 21/2n−11/18], then
P
(
λn(k,
(
4n)−1
) ≤ 1− t) ≤ Hk exp{− hknt3/2} ,
where these k-indexed positive constants satisfy lim supH
1/k2
k <∞ and lim inf h1/kk > 0.
Expressed in terms of the scaled Brownian LPP ensemble Lscn , our point of departure (6) and (7)
is a quantified form of one-point tightness for the top curve Lscn (1, ·). Theorem 1.16 makes this
inference for higher index curves. Its proof is a variant of this paper’s central theme: the analysis
of such ensembles as Lscn by means of their Brownian Gibbs resampling property; the particular
Brownian Gibbs argument used in this proof is a variant of one used to prove one of the key
technical propositions in the construction [CH16] of the KPZ line ensemble.
CHAPTER 2
Brownian Gibbs ensembles: definition and statements
In this chapter, Brownian Gibbs ensembles are defined and an important regularity property that
they may enjoy is identified. This regularity property has been designed to capture the behaviour
of the scaled Brownian LPP ensembles Lscn . Our principal results will be recast in terms of regular
Brownian Gibbs ensembles. Our work will then be reduced to proving these reformulations in the
later chapters.
Why do we reformulate results using regular ensembles? We have chosen to present several of
our main results in terms of KPZ universal structures, such as the Airy line ensemble, because
such statements make for what we hope is interesting headline reading. In the broader study of
scaled Brownian LPP made in the three companion papers, however, we will always retreat to the
finite n prelimit. This prelimit is in essence described by many copies of the ensemble Lscn . For this
reason, it is the reformulated assertions, rather than the original ones, that will be quoted in these
accompanying papers.
The chapter has three sections. The first formulates the Brownian Gibbs property and the notion
of a regular Brownian Gibbs ensemble and contains the assertion that the ensemble Lscn is indeed
regular. The second reformulates the article’s main conclusions in these terms, and also presents
some further tools using the regular ensemble framework. The third presents some general tools
that are useful when working with the Brownian Gibbs property. This third section ends with an
overview of the structure of the remainder of the paper.
2.1. Preliminaries: bridge ensembles and the Brownian Gibbs property
In this section, we introduce some basic notation and then discuss the Brownian Gibbs property
enjoyed by such ensembles of random curves as the unscaled and scaled Brownian last passage
percolation ensembles Ln and Lscn (for any given n ∈ N). The scaled ensembles Lscn form a sequence
in n ∈ N whose elements verify the Brownian Gibbs property and have curves that are locally
Brownian but globally parabolic, with the highest curves (which are those of lowest index) typically
at unit-order height near the origin: see Figure 2.1. Also in this section, we present a definition
(of regular Brownian Gibbs ensembles) obtaining to such ensembles as the elements of the sequence{Lscn : n ∈ N} that captures such behaviour; the definition has been introduced to provide a format
for the statements of our results that is flexible enough to be convenient for the applications in this
paper and in our study of scaled Brownian LPP.
2.1.1. General notation. We write N =
{
1, 2, · · · }. For i, j ∈ N with i ≤ j, the integer
interval
{
k ∈ N : i ≤ k ≤ j} will be (and has already been) denoted by Ji, jK.
For x, y ∈ R, we write x∧ y = min{x, y} and x∨ y = max{x, y}. Division will take precedence over
∧ (and ∨) so that x ∧ y/2 = x ∧ (y/2).
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2n2/3
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Ln(2, ·)
Ln(1, ·)
Lscn (2, ·)
Lscn (1, ·)
Figure 2.1. A schematic depiction of the highest two curves in the unscaled and
scaled Brownian last passage percolation line ensembles for a high value of n ∈ N.
The dashed parallelogram on the left transforms into the dashed square on the right
under the affine change of coordinates in (5) by which Lscn is formed from Ln. The
dashed curve on the right equals −Q(x) = −2−1/2x2. When n is large, the highest
curves in Lscn surge upwards until, far to the left of the origin, they join a bounded
channel about this parabola, which they then typically inhabit until far beyond the
origin on the right, when the parabola drops away beneath them.
Let k ∈ N. We use an overhead bar notation, as in x¯ ∈ Rk, to indicate a k-vector. We write
0¯ = (0, · · · , 0) ∈ Rk and ι¯ = (k − 1, k − 2, · · · , 1, 0). A k-vector x¯ = (x1, . . . , xk
) ∈ Rk is called a
k-decreasing list if xi > xi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. We write Rk> ⊆ Rk for the set of k-decreasing lists.
When I ⊆ R, we write Ik> for the set of such lists each of whose components lies in I. We also write
Ik≥ in the case that equality between consecutive elements is permitted.
For x¯ ∈ Rk, s > 0 and A ⊆ Rk, x¯+A = {x¯+ a¯ : a¯ ∈ A} and s ·A = {sa¯ : a¯ ∈ A}.
With Q a probability measure and A and B events, we will write Q(A,B) for Q(A∩B) and Q(·|A,B)
for Q(·|A ∩B). The event complementary to A will be denoted by ¬A or Ac.
2.1.2. Mutually avoiding Brownian bridges: some definitions.
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Throughout, Brownian motion and bridge have diffusion parameter one.
Definition 2.1. Let k ∈ N, a, b ∈ R with a < b, and x¯, y¯ ∈ Rk>. Write B[a,b]k;x¯,y¯ for the law of
the ensemble B : J1, kK × [a, b] → R whose constituent curves B(i, ·) : [a, b] → R, i ∈ J1, kK, are
independent Brownian bridges that satisfy B(i, a) = xi and B(i, b) = yi.
Let f : [a, b]→ R ∪ {−∞} be a measurable function such that xk > f(a) and yk > f(b). Define the
non-touching event on an interval A ⊂ [a, b] with lower boundary data f by
NoTouchAf =
{
for all x ∈ A , B(i, x) > B(j, x) whenever 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k , and B(k, x) > f(x)
}
.
We omit the subscript f in the case that it equals −∞ throughout [a, b] (and thus plays no role).
We omit the superscript A in the case that A = [a, b]. With this convention, the event NoTouch
always imposes internal curve avoidance, but only imposes external avoidance of the lower boundary
condition when this is indicated in the subscript.
The conditional measure B[a,b]k;x¯,y¯
( · ∣∣NoTouchf) is the mutually avoiding Brownian bridge ensemble on
the interval [a, b] with entrance data x, exit data y and lower boundary condition f .
We will occasionally refer to the acceptance probability, which is defined to be B[a,b]k;x¯,y¯
(
NoTouchf
)
.
2.1.3. Line ensembles and the Brownian Gibbs property. The law B[a,b]k;x¯,y¯
( · ∣∣NoTouch)
is a prototypical example of a line ensemble that enjoys the Brownian Gibbs property that we now
define: this ensemble verifies the next definition with Σ = J1, kK and Λ = [a, b].
Definition 2.2. Let Σ be an interval of Z, and let Λ be an interval of R. Note that Σ may be
infinite and Λ may have infinite length. Consider the set X of continuous functions f : Σ× Λ→ R
endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of Σ×Λ. Let C denote the
σ-algebra generated by Borel sets in X.
A Σ-indexed line ensemble L is a random variable defined on a probability space (Ω,B,P), taking
values in X such that L is a (B,C )-measurable function. We view L as a collection of random
continuous curves (despite using the word ‘line’ to refer to them), indexed by Σ, each of which maps
Λ into R. We will slightly abuse notation and write L : Σ×Λ→ R, even though it is not L which is
such a function, but rather L(ω) for each ω ∈ Ω. Given a Σ-indexed line ensemble L, and a sequence
of such ensembles
{Ln : n ∈ N}, we say that the sequence converges weakly as a line ensemble to L
if the measure on (X,C ) induced by Ln weak-* converges as n→∞ to the measure induced by L.
This means that, for all bounded continuous functionals f ,
∫
dP(ω)f
(Ln(ω))→ ∫ dP(ω)f(L(ω)) as
n→∞. A line ensemble is ordered if, for all i, j ∈ Σ, i < j, L(i, x) > L(j, x) for all x ∈ Λ. Note for
example that B[a,b]k;x¯,y¯
( · ∣∣NoTouch) is ordered. Naturally, statements such as this are understood as
being asserted almost surely with respect to P.
We also mention that we will sometimes omit the term ‘line’, so that ‘ensemble’ is a synomym of
‘line ensemble’.
We turn now to formulating the Brownian Gibbs property.
Definition 2.3. For n ∈ N and an interval Λ ⊆ R, let k ∈ J1, nK and a, b ∈ Λ, with a < b. Set
f = Lk+1 unless k = n when f ≡ −∞. Write Dk;a,b = J1, kK×(a, b) and DcK;a,b = (J1, nK×Λ)\DK;a,b.
Suppose that an ordered line ensemble L : J1, nK×Λ→ R has the property that, for all such choices
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of k, a and b,
Law
(
L∣∣
Dk;a,b
conditional on L∣∣
DcK;a,b
)
= B[a,b]k;x¯,y¯
( · ∣∣NoTouchf) ,
where on the right-hand side the entrance data x¯ is taken equal to
(L(1, a), · · · ,L(k, a)), the exit
data y¯ to
(L(1, b), · · · ,L(k, b)), and where it is understood that the restriction of f to [a, b] is
considered. Then the ensemble is said to have the Brownian Gibbs property, or, more simply, to be
Brownian Gibbs.
Remark. For any k-curve ensemble E : J1, kK × [a, b] → R, we use the bar k-vector notation in the
form E(x) =
(
E(1, x), · · · , E(k, x)) for x ∈ [a, b].
2.1.4. Regular Brownian Gibbs line ensembles. Let I be a closed interval in the real line
and let n ∈ N. In an extension of terminology, a line ensemble Ln : J1, nK× I → R that is ordered
when restricted to J1, nK× int(I), where int(I) denotes the interior of I, is said to have the Brownian
Gibbs property if the ordered line ensemble given by the above restriction does so. With this usage,
the curves in a Brownian Gibbs line ensemble may all be equal, to zero for example, at say the
left-hand endpoint of their common domain of definition.
Definition 2.4. Consider a Brownian Gibbs ensemble that has the form
L : J1, nK× [− zn,∞)→ R ,
and which is defined on a probability space under the law P. The number n = n(L) of ensemble
curves and the absolute value zn of the finite endpoint may take any values in N and [0,∞). (In
fact, we may also take zn = ∞, except that we would then take the domain of definition of Ln to
be J1, nK× R.)
Consider a given three-component vector ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3, and let C and c be two positive constants.
The ensemble L is said to be (ϕ¯, c, C)-regular if the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) Endpoint escape. zn ≥ cnϕ1 .
(2) One-point lower tail. If z ≥ −zn satisfies |z| ≤ cnϕ2 , then
P
(
L(1, z)+ 2−1/2z2 ≤ −s) ≤ C exp{− cs3/2}
for all s ∈ [1, nϕ3].
(3) One-point upper tail. If z ≥ −zn satisfies |z| ≤ cnϕ2 , then
P
(
L(1, z)+ 2−1/2z2 ≥ s) ≤ C exp{− cs3/2}
for all s ∈ [1,∞).
We will refer to these regular ensemble conditions in the form Reg(i), for i ∈ J1, 3K. Throughout
the paper, we will reserve the symbols c and C for usage in denoting the constant parameters (c, C)
in a regular ensemble.
In alluding to an ensemble L that verifies these conditions, we will reserve the symbol n for the
number of its curves, and write n in the subscript. When the notation Ln is used, reference is
always being made to an n-curve ensemble that is (ϕ¯, c, C)-regular – about the values of these five
parameters, more momentarily.
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The right sketch of Figure 1.6 illustrated how the near geodesic event NearGeodn,k(x, r) will be
characterized by near touching at distance of order r of the k highest curves in Lscn at x. As such,
the next proposition shows the relevance of the regular ensemble definition for the purpose of proving
the near geodesic Theorem 1.12.
Proposition 2.5. Let ϕ¯ =
(
1/3, 1/9, 1/3
)
. There exist choices of the positive constants c and C
such that each of the scaled Brownian LPP line ensembles Lscn : J1, nK× [− 12n1/3,∞)→ R, n ∈ N,
is
(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular.
The values of the three-vector ϕ¯ =
(
1/3, 1/9, 1/3
)
and the constants c and C are set in all ap-
plications according to Proposition 2.5. The definition of (ϕ¯, c, C)-regular has been recorded to
permit other uses; this choice is however arguable, because it is not clear such uses will arise –
for this reason, we emphasise that ϕ¯ equals
(
1/3, 1/9, 1/3
)
consistently in this work, and thus the
reader is encouraged to focus on this value in interpreting statements, and to bear in mind that the
value ϕ2 = 1/9 dictates the value of certain quantities that appear on several occasions, such as
ϕ1/4 ∧ ϕ2/4 ∧ ϕ3/2, which equals 1/36 in applications.
2.1.5. The Airy line ensemble after parabolic shift enjoys the Brownian Gibbs prop-
erty. Note that the Airy line ensemble A : N × R → R recalled in Section 1.4.1 is a continuous
ordered N-indexed line ensemble. The next proposition is asserted by the principal Theorem 3.1 of
[CH14].
Proposition 2.6. The ensemble L : N × R → R associated to the Airy line ensemble via (2) has
the Brownian Gibbs property.
The ensemble L : N × R → R is also regular, as we shall demonstrate in the proof of Theorem 1.9
in the next section.
2.2. Statements of principal results concerning regular ensembles
We now gather together our main conclusions concerning regular ensembles. At the same time, we
give the proofs of our main theorems, which follow directly from the new statements.
2.2.1. The one-point lower tail estimate extends to curves of higher index. Here we
reformulate the eigenvalue bounds Theorem 1.16 as an assertion that extends the one-point lower
tail condition Reg(2) concerning the lowest indexed curve in a regular Brownian Gibbs ensemble to
a counterpart result for other ensemble curves.
To present our result to this effect, Proposition 2.7, we associate to any (ϕ¯, c, C)-regular ensemble
two sequences
{
Ck : k ∈ N
}
and
{
ck : k ∈ N
}
. The dependence of the sequences on the regular
ensemble is communicated through the constant parameters (c, C). The sequences are specified by
setting, for each k ≥ 2,
Ck = max
{
10 · 20k−15k/2
(
10
3−23/2
)k(k−1)/2
C , ec/2
}
(8)
as well as C1 = 140C; and
ck =
(
(3− 23/2)3/22−15−3/2)k−1c1 , (9)
with c1 = 2
−5/2c ∧ 1/8.
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Note that the sequences satisfy lim supC
1/k2
k <∞ and lim inf c1/kk > 0.
This usage of Ck and ck will be made consistently in the paper.
Proposition 2.7. Let ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3. Set δ = ϕ1/2 ∧ ϕ2/2 ∧ ϕ3. For any n-curve (ϕ¯, c, C)-regular
ensemble Ln, and for each k ∈ N, the estimate
P
(
Ln
(
k, x
)
+ 2−1/2x2 ≤ −s
)
≤ Ck exp
{− cks3/2}
is valid provided that n ≥ k ∨ (c/3)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1 ∨ 62/δ, |x| ≤ c/2 · nδ and s ∈ [0, 2nδ].
We will prove the proposition by establishing the stronger Proposition A.2, which asserts a similar
estimate for the lowest value adopted by Ln(k, ·) on a compact interval.
Theorem 1.16 is a consequence of Proposition 2.7. Indeed, the next result is a restatement of the
theorem with a more explicit description of its constant parameters.
Corollary 2.8. Suppose that (n, k) ∈ N2 satisfies n ≥ k ∨ (c/3)−2ϕ−12 ∨ 62/δ, where ϕ2 = 1/9 and
δ = 1/18. If s ∈ [0, 21/2n1/18−2/3], then
P
(
λn
(
k, (4n)−1
) ≤ 1− s) ≤ Ck exp{− 23/2ckns3/2} ,
where the parameters (c, C) used to determine the sequences (8) and (9) are supplied by Proposi-
tion 2.5.
Proof. By Propositions 1.14 and 1.15 as well as Brownian scaling, 2nλn
(
k, (4n)−1
)
has the law
of Ln(k, n). Thus, (5) implies that λ
n
k−1 has the law of 2−1/2n−2/3Lscn (k, 0). Since Lscn is a
(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-
regular ensemble, with ϕ¯ = (1/3, 1/9, 1/3), by Proposition 2.5, we may apply Proposition 2.7 to
find that, for r ∈ [0, 2n1/18],
P
(Lscn (k, 0) ≤ −r) ≤ Ck exp{− ckr3/2} .
Setting r = 21/2n2/3s, so that the left-hand side equals P
(
λnk −1 ≤ −s
)
, we obtain the corollary. 
2.2.2. The close encounter of several curves at the edge. Now we reformulate Theo-
rem 1.12 in the language of regular Brownian Gibbs ensembles.
Let m, k ∈ N satisfy m ≥ k, and let a, b ∈ R satisfy b > a. If E : J1,mK × [a, b] → R is an ordered
ensemble, x ∈ [a, b] and φ > 0, we let Close(k;E, x, φ) denote the event that
E
(
1, x
) ≤ E(k, x)+ φ ,
also adopting this definition when [a, b] is replaced by [a,∞).
First we reformulate the upper bound in Theorem 1.12.
Theorem 2.9. For ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3 and C, c > 0, there exists a sequence {Dk = Dk(c) : k ≥ 2}
satisfying supk≥2D
1/k
k <∞ such that the following holds. Let
Ln : J1, nK× [− zn,∞)→ R
be a (ϕ¯, c, C)-regular ensemble defined under the law P. Let k ∈ N, k ≥ 2, and ε > 0 satisfy
ε < 2−1/2(17)−1/kC−1/kk D
−1
k . For n ∈ N satisfying n ≥ k ∨ (c/6)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)
−1 ∨ 62/δ (where δ =
ϕ1/2 ∧ ϕ2/2 ∧ ϕ3), and nϕ1/4∧ϕ2/4∧ϕ3/2 ≥
(
c/4 ∧ 21/2)−121/3Dk( log ε−1)1/3,
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(1) the bound
P
(
Close
(
k;Ln, x0, ε
)) ≤ 106 exp{8842k7/2D5/2k ( log ε−1)5/6} εk2−1
holds for any given x0 ∈ c/2 · nϕ1∧ϕ2 · [−1, 1];
(2) and the bound
P
(
∃x ∈ R , |x− y| ≤ 14Dk
(
log ε−1
)1/3
: Close
(
k;Ln, x, ε
))
≤ εk2−3 · 1046 26k2D18k exp
{
8844k7/2D
5/2
k
(
log ε−1
)5/6}
also holds whenever |y| ≤ c/2 · nϕ1∧ϕ2.
It should be noted that only the first part of Theorem 2.9 is needed for the purpose of proving
Theorem 1.12. The second part leads directly to the inference that the probability that there ex-
ists a value of x in a given compact interval such that NearGeod
(x,1)
n,k;(0,0)
(
η
)
occurs has probability
ηk
2−3+o(1); this holds for given k ∈ N, uniformly for η small, n high and |x| = o(n1/9). Theo-
rem 2.9(2) is included because it may prove to be a useful tool which anyway follows rather directly
from our results and techniques.
The lower bound in Theorem 1.12 is reformulated next.
Theorem 2.10. Let ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3 and C, c > 0, and let
Ln : J1, nK× [− zn,∞)→ R
be a (ϕ¯, c, C)-regular ensemble defined under the law P. Set δ = ϕ1/2 ∧ ϕ2/2 ∧ ϕ3, and specify
sk =
(
8 · 2c−1k log(28Ck)
)2/3 ∨ 25/2 in terms of the sequences (8) and (9) for k ≥ 2. Then, for
ε ∈ (0, k−2s−1k /4),
P
(
Close
(
k;Ln, x, ε
)) ≥ e−52s2kk3 εk2−1
whenever |x| ≤ c/2 · nϕ1∧ϕ2, k ≥ 2 and n ≥ k ∨ (c/6)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1 ∨ 62/δ ∨ (sk/2)1/δ.
Proof of Theorem 1.12. We consider k ≥ 2, n ≥ k and x ≥ −n1/3/2. Note first that, by (4),
kM1n
(
n+ 2n2/3x
)−Mkn(n+ 2n2/3x) = k∑
i=2
(
Ln
(
1, n+ 2n2/3x
)− Ln(i, n+ 2n2/3x)) .
For any r ≥ 0, the event NearGeodn,k(x, r) that the displayed quantity is at most rn1/3 may by (5)
be expressed in the form { k∑
i=2
(Lscn (1, x)− Lscn (i, x)) ≤ 2−1/2r} .
Since the ensemble Lscn is ordered, we find that
Lscn (1, x)− Lscn (k, x) ≤
k∑
i=2
(Lscn (1, x)− Lscn (i, x)) ≤ (k − 1)(Lscn (1, x)− Lscn (k, x)) .
Thus,
P
(
Lscn
(
1, x
)− Lscn (k, x) ≤ (k − 1)−12−1/2r)
≤ P
(
NearGeodn,k
(
x, r
)) ≤ P(Lscn (1, x)− Lscn (k, x) ≤ 2−1/2r) .
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By Proposition 2.5, we are able to apply Theorem 2.9(1) and Theorem 2.10 to Lscn to bound the
right and left-hand terms here above and below, whenever |x| ≤ c/2 · n1/9, where the constant
parameter c > 0 is provided by this regular ensemble. In bounding the left-hand term below, we use
lim sup s
1/k
k < ∞ in order to obtain the doubly-exponential-in-k correction factor on the left-hand
side of the conclusion of Theorem 1.12. In summary, the bounds on P
(
NearGeodn,k(x, r)
)
stated in
Theorem 1.12 are obtained by this means. 
Remark. It is in fact technically incorrect to state that Lscn is ordered, because its curves are equal
to zero at the left endpoint −n1/3/2, so the ordering is not strict. This point is irrelevant for the
application just made, as it will be subsequently, and we will call similar ensembles ordered later in
the paper.
2.2.3. Brownian bridge regularity for affinely translated ensemble curves. Here we
reformulate Theorem 1.10(1).
Theorem 2.11. Let ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3, (c, C) ∈ (0,∞)2 and n ∈ N. Suppose that Ln is an n-curve(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble. Let d ≥ 1 denote a parameter. Setting θ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, let K ∈ R satisfy
[K,K+d] ⊂ c/2·[−nθ, nθ], and let k ∈ N. Let the parameter Dk = Dk(c) be specified by Theorem 2.9,
and further set D1 = D2. Suppose that n ≥ k∨ (c/3)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1 ∨ 62/δ, where δ = ϕ1/2∧ϕ2/2∧ϕ3.
For any measurable A ⊂ C[K,K+d], write a = B[K,K+d](A). Suppose that a satisfies the k-dependent
upper bound a < e−1 ∧ (17)−1/kC−1/kk D−1k ; as well as the n-dependent lower bound
a ≥ exp
{
− (c/2 ∧ 21/2)D−1k n3ϕ1/4∧ 3ϕ2/4∧ 3ϕ3/2} . (10)
Then
P
(
L[K,K+d]n
(
k, ·) ∈ A) ≤ a · 2103 d1/2 exp{6395 d2k7/2D2k( log a−1)5/6} .
Specifically, this probability is a · exp{(log a−1)5/6Ok(1)}, where Ok(1) denotes a k-dependent term
that is independent of a.
The condition (10) may appear to be a nuisance. However, taking the form a ≥ exp{−O(1)n1/12}
in applications in view of Proposition 2.5, it is seen to be rather mild; moreover, the condition is
vacuous in the important case where n = ∞ and Ln is set equal to the parabolically shifted Airy
line ensemble given by (2).
Theorems 1.10 and 2.11’s proofs appear in Section 5.3.
2.2.4. Modulus of continuity for ensemble curves. Here we reformulate the two parts of
Theorem 1.11 in the regular ensemble language. The reformulation of the first part, Theorem 2.13,
will also later permit us to verify Theorem 2.9(2) from Theorem 2.9(1).
Definition 2.12. For k ∈ N, a, b ∈ R with a < b, and an ensemble E : J1, kK × [a, b] → R, define
the ensemble’s modulus of continuity
ωk,[a,b](E, δ) = max
i∈J1,kK sup
{∣∣E(i, x+ s)− E(i, x)∣∣ : (x, s) ∈ [a, b− δ]× [0, δ]} .
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Theorem 2.13. For ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3 and C, c > 0, there exists a sequence {Dk = Dk(c) : k ≥ 2}
satisfying supk≥2D
1/k
k < ∞ such that the following holds. Let Ln : J1, nK × [ − zn,∞) → R be a(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble defined under the law P. For k ∈ N with k ≥ 2, set
gk = 64(k + 2)k
3/4D
3/2
k ∨ 2−5/2c1/2k D3/2k ∨ 50k2k .
Suppose that k ≥ 2, K ≥ 96 ∨ 118gk and ε < e−1 ∧ (17)−1/kC−1/kk (381)−1(k + 2)2/3k1/2K−2/3; and
further that n ∈ N satisfies n ≥ k ∨ (c/3)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1 ∨ 62/δ (where δ = ϕ1/2∧ϕ2/2∧ϕ3), as well as
nϕ1/4∧ϕ2/4∧ϕ3/2 ≥ (c/2 ∧ 21/2)−1 1380(k + 2)−2/3k−1/2K2/3( log ε−1)1/3 . (11)
Then
P
(
ωk,I
(Ln, ε) > K ε1/2( log ε−1)1/2) ≤ 25k2k ε10−10ck(k+2)−2k−3/2K2 ,
where the interval I is given by I = 14Dk(log ε
−1)1/3 · [−1, 1].
Proof of Theorem 1.11(1). To verify this assertion, recall that the Airy2 process equals the
uppermost curve A(1, ·) in the Airy line ensemble and that, as we saw in the proof of Theorem 1.9,
the parabolically adjusted ensemble L : N× R→ R from (2) is regular.
Moreover, given the form of Theorem 1.11(1) and the stationarity of A, it suffices to demonstrate
this result’s statement for the process L(1, ·) : R → R and with the interval I chosen to equal
[−1, 1]. To do this, let K > 0 be large enough to permit the application of Theorem 2.13 with
k = 1. We will first argue that there exists ε0 > 0 of the form O(1)K
−2/3 such that, for any dyadic
scale 2−i0 ≤ ε0, the supremum of the ratio of
∣∣L(1, y)−L(1, x)∣∣ and (y − x)1/2( log(y − x)−1)1/2 as
the variables x and y vary over [−1, 1] subject to x < y < x+ 2−i0 has probability at most (ε0)gK2
of exceeding K. This claim is verified by applying Theorem 2.13 with n = ∞ and k = 1 to the
regular ensemble L, with ε being set equal to 2−i for all integer values of i exceeding the specified
i0 ∈ N. The parameter g > 0 is obtained by a suitable decrease from the value 10−10ck3−2, the
decrease made to cope with the union bound over dyadic scales.
From the claim just established, we see that the corresponding supremum, where x and y are instead
permitted to vary over [−1, 1], may exceed O(1)K5/3 with probability at most O(1)K2/3(ε0)gK2 .
Since ε0 = O(1)K
−2/3, this supremum is certainly seen to be almost surely finite, so that the proof
is complete. 
Theorem 2.13 is a significantly less delicate result than Theorem 2.11, because it treats only fluctu-
ations whose probability one may expect to be of fast polynomial decay in ε. It is not implied by
the latter result, however, because of the affine shift used in Theorem 2.11; the absence of this affine
shift gives Theorem 2.13 a practical usefulness that the more refined Theorem 2.11 (in isolation
from other bounds) lacks. We also draw attention to the ε-determined lower bound on n in (11):
the index n must rise in order that short scale fluctuation be understood. Theorem 2.13 offers an
all-scale limiting description in the high n limit, something we took advantage of in the proof of
Theorem 1.11(1), but this description is not offered in a uniform way for varying n.
We now turn to maximal fluctuation near a given point and the reformulation of Theorem 1.11(2),
namely Theorem 2.14. In fact, Theorem 2.14 concerns several ensemble curves, and is expressed in
terms of the quantity ωk,[x,x+δ](E, δ), which we note is equal to
max
i∈J1,kK sup
{∣∣E(i, x+ s)− E(i, x)∣∣ : s ∈ [0, δ]}
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under the circumstances specified in Definition 2.12.
Theorem 2.14 does not prove the presumably optimal exp
{ − cK2} tail behaviour that we see in
Theorem 2.13; rather we find a bound of the form exp
{− cK3/2}. However, the new upper bound,
being of the form exp
{− cK3/2} rather than εcK2 , does not require fast polynomial decay in ε↘ 0
for the probability of the fluctuation event in question.
Theorem 2.14. For ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3, C, c > 0 and n ∈ N, let
Ln : J1, nK× [− zn,∞)→ R
be a
(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble defined under the law P. If k ≥ 1, x ∈ [−1, 1], ε ∈ (0, 1/2) and
K ≥ 1 ∨ 2−3c2kk−9/23−3 ∨ 219/2k1/2(k + 2), then
P
(
ωk,[x,x+ε]
(Ln, ε) ≥ Kε1/2) ≤ (23k/2pikk · 60 + 14Ck) exp{− ckk−32−16K3/2} .
whenever n ≥ k ∨ (c/3)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1 ∨ 62/δ ∨ (2−8K(k + 2)−1k−1/2)1/δ (with δ = ϕ1/2 ∧ ϕ2/2 ∧ ϕ3).
Proof of Theorem 1.11(2). Since the Airy2 process may, after the subtraction of a parabola,
be embedded as the lowest indexed curve in a regular Brownian Gibbs ensemble with n =∞, this
result follows from Theorem 2.14. 
Theorem 2.14 dispenses with the ε-determined lower bound (11) on the index n that encumbers
Theorem 2.13. The uniformity of the assertion remains compromised by a lower bound on n that
is K-determined, however. We present one further result, which dispenses with this shortcoming.
The new result is not needed to prove the theorems in this article but we include it since it is a
potentially useful result that emerges directly en route to Theorem 2.14.
For n ∈ N, x ≥ −zn + 2 and t > 0, define
Gt(x) =
⋂
x−2≤y≤x+2
{
Ln(1, y) + 2−1/2y2 ≤ t , Ln(k + 1, y) + 2−1/2y2 ≥ −t
}
.
Proposition 2.15. For ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3, C, c > 0 and n ∈ N, let
Ln : J1, nK× [− zn,∞)→ R
be a
(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble defined under the law P. If k ≥ 1, |x| ≤ c/2 · nϕ1∧ϕ2, ε ∈ (0, 1/2)
and K ≥ 219/2k1/2(k + 2), then, setting t = 2−8K(k + 2)−1k−1/2,
P
(
ωk,[x,x+ε]
(Ln, ε) ≥ Kε1/2 , Gt(x)) ≤ 23k/2pikk · 60K−1 exp{− 2−12K2}
whenever n ≥ k + 1.
In the bird’s eye view tour of scaled Brownian LPP results presented in Section 1.2, we re-
viewed [Ham17b, Theorem 1.1], a strong assertion of the one-half power law for polymer weight
differences, in the guise of the informal Theorem 1.4. Proposition 2.15, and its circumvention of the
shortcoming we have mentioned, plays an important role in a proof of [Ham17b, Theorem 1.1],
though in fact this result is derived [Ham17b] using a separate and simple Brownian Gibbs argu-
ment.
2.3. Some generalities: notation and basic properties of Brownian Gibbs ensembles
In this section, some useful general tools concerning Brownian Gibbs ensembles are presented.
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2.3.1. Some helpful lemmas and basic notation.
2.3.1.1. Strong Gibbs property. In order to explain this property of Brownian Gibbs line ensem-
bles, we introduce the concept of a stopping domain.
Definition 2.16. Consider a line ensemble L : J1, nK× [a, b]→ R. For a < ` < r < b, and k ∈ J1, nK,
denote the σ-algebra generated by L outside J1, kK× [`, r] by
Fext
(
k; `, r
)
= σ
{
L on J1, kK× ([a, `] ∪ [r, b]) , and L on Jk + 1, nK× [a, b]} .
The random subset J1, kK× (l, r) of the domain J1, nK× [a, b] of L is called a stopping domain if, for
all ` < r,
{l ≤ `, r ≥ r} ∈ Fext
(
k; `, r
)
.
In other words, the domain is determined by the information outside of it.
We will make use of a version of the strong Markov property where the concept of stopping domain
introduced in Definition 2.16 plays the role of stopping time.
Let Ck(`, r) denote the set of functions f = (f1, . . . , fk) : J1, kK× [`, r]→ R with each fi : [`, r]→ R
continuous. Define
Ck =
{
(`, r, f) : ` < r and f ∈ Ck(`, r)
}
.
Let bCk denote the set of Borel measurable functions from Ck → R.
Lemma 2.17. Consider a line ensemble L : J1, nK × [a, b] → R with the Brownian Gibbs property.
Write P and E[·] for the probability measure and expectation associated to L. Fix k ∈ J1, nK. For
all stopping domains J1, kK × (L,R), the following strong Brownian Gibbs property holds: for all
F ∈ bCk, P almost surely,
E
[
F
(
L,R,L∣∣J1,kK×(L,R)) ∣∣∣∣Fext(k;L,R) ] = B[L,R]k;x¯,y¯ [F (L,R,B) ∣∣∣NoTouchf ] ,
where x¯ = {L(i, L)}ki=1, y¯ = {L(i, R)}ki=1, f(·) = Lk+1(·) (or −∞ if k = n). On the right-hand side,
a notational abuse is adopted under which B[L,R]k;x¯,y¯
[ · ∣∣NoTouchf ] denotes conditional expectation with
respect to this conditional measure.
This lemma is [CH14, Lemma 2.5]. The lemma’s message is that the conditional law of a line
ensemble inside a stopping domain is dictated by the domain’s boundary data via the mutually
avoiding Brownian bridge measure specified by this data.
2.3.1.2. Monotonicity results. The next two lemmas, [CH14, Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7], state two
simple but important monotonicities exhibited by mutually avoiding Brownian bridge ensembles.
Lemma 2.18. Fix k ∈ N, a < b and two measurable functions f, g : [a, b]→ R∪ {−∞} such that for
all s ∈ [a, b], f(s) ≤ g(s). Let x¯, y¯ ∈ Rk> be two k-decreasing lists such that xk ≥ g(a) and yk ≥ g(b).
Recalling Definition 2.1, set Pk;f = B[a,b]
( · ∣∣NoTouchf), and likewise define Pk;g. Then there exists a
coupling of Pk;f and Pk;g such that almost surely Bk;f (i, x) ≤ Bk;g(i, x) for all (i, x) ∈ J1, kK× [a, b].
Lemma 2.19. Fix k ∈ N, a < b, a measurable function f : [a, b] → R ∪ {−∞} and a measurable
set A ⊆ [a, b]. Consider two pairs of k-decreasing lists x¯, y¯ and x¯′, y¯′ such that xk ∧ x′k ≥ f(a),
yk ∧ y′k ≥ f(b) and x′i ≥ xi and y′i ≥ yi for each i ∈ J1, kK. Then the laws B[a,b]k;x¯,y¯( · ∣∣NoTouchAf ) and
B[a,b]k;x¯′,y¯′
( · ∣∣NoTouchAf ) may be coupled so that, denoting by B and B′ the ensembles defined under
the respective measures, B′(i, x) ≥ B(i, x) for all (i, x) ∈ J1, kK× [a, b].
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2.3.1.3. Gaussian random variables: notation and tail bounds. For k ∈ N, let m¯ = (m1, · · · ,mk) ∈
Rk be a k-vector, and let σ2 ∈ [0,∞). We will write νkm¯,σ2 for the law of a k-vector N = (N1, · · · , Nk)
of independent Gaussian random variables, where Ni has mean mi and variance σ
2 for i ∈ J1, kK.
When A ⊆ B ⊆ Rk, we denote by νkm¯,σ2
(
A
∣∣B) the conditional probability under νkm¯,σ2 given N ∈ B
that N ∈ A.
In the special case where k = 1, and where we now take m ∈ R, consider the choice A = [y1, y2]
and B = [x,∞) with x ≤ y1 ≤ y2. In this case, we will use the further shorthand ν1m,σ2
(
y1, y2
∣∣x,∞)
to denote ν1m,σ2(A|B). We also write ν1m,σ2(y1, y2) in place of ν1m,σ2([y1, y2]). Furthermore, we will
often omit the superscript in the notation νkm¯,σ2 when k = 1.
When k = 1, and we take m ∈ R, we will write gm,σ2 : R→ [0,∞),
gm,σ2(x) = (2pi)
−1/2σ−1 exp
{
− (x−m)2
2σ2
}
(12)
for the density of ν1m,σ2 at x ∈ R.
Whenever one-dimensional Gaussian tail bounds are needed, the next lemma will be used. We will
sometimes omit to mention that the lemma has been invoked.
Lemma 2.20. Let m ∈ R and σ2 ∈ [0,∞) and let x ∈ R with x ≥ m. Setting t = (x −m)σ−1, we
have
ν1m,σ2
(
x,∞) ≤ (2pi)−1/2 · t−1 exp{− t2/2} ;
and if t ≥ 1, then
ν1m,σ2
(
x,∞) ≥ (2pi)−1/2 · (2t)−1 exp{− t2/2} .
Proof. The standard bounds
(2pi)−1/2 t
t2+1
exp
{− t2/2} ≤ ν10,1(t,∞) ≤ (2pi)−1/2t−1 exp{− t2/2}
for t ≥ 0 may be found in [Wil91, Section 14.8]. Note that t
t2+1
≥ (2t)−1 for t ≥ 1. 
On one occasion, we will also use the next fact.
Lemma 2.21. Let a ∈ R and σ2 > 0. For any r > 0, the map R → R : s → νa,σ2
(
s+r,∞
)
νa,σ2
(
s,∞
) is strictly
decreasing. That is, for a normal random variable N of any given mean and positive variance, the
conditional probability P
(
N ≥ s+ r ∣∣N ≥ s) is strictly decreasing in s ∈ R, for any given r > 0.
Proof. Let N denote a normal random variable of mean a and variance σ2. Note that
logP
(
N ≥ s+ r ∣∣N ≥ s) = log ∫ ∞
s+r
exp
{− (x−a)2
2σ2
}
dx − log
∫ ∞
s
exp
{− (x−a)2
2σ2
}
dx
has derivative in s given by∫∞
s exp
{− (s−a)2−(x−a)2−r2
2σ2
}(− exp{− −(s−a)r
σ2
}
+ exp
{− −r(x−a)
σ2
})
dx∫∞
s+r exp
{− (s−a)2
2σ2
}
dx
∫∞
s exp
{− (s−a)2
2σ2
}
dx
.
The integrand is strictly negative for all x > s. 
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We typically denote means and variances of Gaussian random variables by m and σ2 using subscripts
for vector component indices. Each use of this notation is made locally with, we hope, little prospect
of confusion between them.
2.3.1.4. Standard bridges, general or Brownian. Let a, b ∈ R, with a ≤ b. A continuous function
f : [a, b] → R with f(a) = f(b) = 0 will be called a standard bridge. The space of such functions
will be denoted C0,0
(
[a, b],R
)
(a usage that will supersede the earlier use of C[K,K + d] when
[a, b] = [K,K + d] with K ∈ R and d ≥ 1).
When f : [a, b] → R is general, the standard bridge obtained from f by affine translation will be
denoted f [a,b], so that
f [a,b](x) = f(x)− b−xb−af(a)− x−ab−a f(b) for x ∈ [a, b] .
This notation extends to line ensembles: for example, if Ln : J1, nK × [−zn,∞) → R and [a, b] ⊂
[−zn,∞), then L[a,b]n : J1, nK× [a, b]→ R is the line ensemble whose value L[a,b]n (i, x) is specified by
the displayed formula with f = Ln(i, ·).
When k = 1 is taken in B[a,b]k;x¯,y¯, we will write B : [a, b] → R in place of B(1, ·). Note then that the
process B[a,b] has law B[a,b]1;0,0. It will be called standard Brownian bridge.
2.3.1.5. Brownian bridge basics.
Lemma 2.22. Let a, b ∈ R with a < b. For l ∈ N, let x1, · · · , xl be an increasing sequence of elements
of (a, b). Also let x, y ∈ R. Then the joint distribution under B[a,b]1;x,y of
(
B(x1), · · · , B(xl)
) ∈ Rl has
density at (z1, · · · , zl) ∈ Rl given by
Z−1
l∏
i=0
g0,xi+1−xi
(
zi+1 − zi
)
,
where we take x0 = a and xl+1 = b, as well as z0 = x and zl+1 = y; the quantity Z equals
g0,b−a(y − x).
Proof. Let W : [a, b] → R denote Brownian motion with W (a) = x. The law B[a,b]1;x,y is the weak
limit as φ ↘ 0 of the law of W given that W (b) ∈ (y − φ, y + φ). The claimed formula for the
density arises from Bayes’ theorem after this limit is taken. 
The next result is a trivial but sometimes useful consequence.
Corollary 2.23. For choices of parameters given in Lemma 2.22, let A1, · · · , Al ⊆ R be a collection
of intervals. Also set A0 = {x} and Al+1 = {y}. Writing µ for Lebesgue measure, we have that
B[a,b]1;x,y
( k⋂
i=1
{
B(xi) ∈ Ai
}) ≥ 1
g0,b−a(y − x) ·
l∏
i=1
µ(Ai) ·
l∏
i=0
g0,xi+1−xi(si) ,
where si = sup
{|z − z′| : z ∈ Ai, z′ ∈ Ai+1}.
When applying the bound, also note that g0,b−a(y − x)−1 ≥
(
2pi(b− a))1/2.
2.3.2. Bounds on maximum fluctuation of bridge ensembles.
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2.3.2.1. Maximum fluctuation of standard Brownian bridge.
Lemma 2.24. Let a, b ∈ R with b > a. For any h ∈ R and r > 0,
B[a,b]1;h,h
(
sup
x∈[a,b]
B(x) ≥ h+ r
)
= exp
{
− 2 r2b−a
}
.
Equality also holds when the condition infx∈[a,b]B(x) ≤ h− r is considered instead.
Proof. By Brownian scaling and symmetry, the second statement reduces to the first and the first
to the case where a = 0, b = 1 and h = 0. The result then follows from equation (3.40) in [KS88,
Chapter 4]. 
2.3.2.2. Maximum fluctuation of mutually avoiding Brownian bridges.
Lemma 2.25. Let k ∈ N, x¯, y¯ ∈ Rk> and [a, b] ⊂ R. Then, for any r > 0,
B[a,b]k;x¯,y¯
(
inf
x∈[a,b]
B(k, x) < xk ∧ yk −
√
2(b− a)1/2(k − 1 + r) ∣∣∣NoTouch[a,b]) ≤ (1− 2e−1)−ke−4r2 .
Proof. Specify z¯ ∈ Rk> so that zi = xi ∧ yi −
√
2(b − a)1/2(i − 1). Note that zi is at most both
xi and yi, and also that zi − zi−1 ≤ −
√
2(b − a)1/2. By Lemma 2.19, the probability in question
may only increase if x¯ and y¯ are replaced by z¯. Under the law B[a,b]k;z¯,z¯, each curve is a vertical
displacement of standard Brownian bridge, and there is a clear route to the mutual avoidance event
NoTouch[a,b]: it is achieved if each of the standard bridges has a supremum in absolute value of at
most 2−1/2(b − a)1/2. Each bridge has B[a,b]k;z¯,z¯-probability at least 1 − 2e−1 of being constrained in
this way by Lemma 2.24. Bayes’ theorem, and another use of Lemma 2.24, yields the result. 
2.3.3. Some basic properties of regular ensembles.
2.3.3.1. Basic parabolic symmetry of regular ensembles. Let Q : R → R denote the parabola
Q(x) = 2−1/2x2, and let l : R2 → R be given by l(x, y) = −2−1/2y2 − 21/2y(x − y). Note that
x→ l(x, y) is the tangent line of the parabola x→ −Q(x) at the point (y,−Q(y)). Note also that,
for any x, y ∈ R,
Q(x) = −l(x, y) +Q(x− y) . (13)
For zn ≥ 0, consider a regular ensemble Ln : J1, nK × [−zn,∞) → R. For any yn > −zn, define
Lshiftn,yn : J1, nK× [−zn − yn,∞)→ R to be the shifted ensemble given by
Lshiftn,yn(i, x) = Ln(i, x+ yn)− l(x+ yn, yn) .
By (13), Lshiftn,yn(i, x) equals
(Ln(i, x+ yn) +Q(x+ yn))−Q(x). In the case of a regular ensemble Ln,
the last expression consists of the bracketed process, for which the influence of curvature has been
cancelled, at least when x+ yn = n
o(1), to which is added the basic parabolic decay term.
Lemma 2.26. Let ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3, c, C > 0 and n ∈ N. Suppose that Ln : J1, nK × [−zn,∞) → R is a(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble. Set θ = ϕ1 ∧ϕ2. Whenever yn ∈ R satisfies |yn| ≤ c/2 ·nθ, the ensemble
Lshiftn,yn is
(
ϕ¯, c/2, C
)
-regular.
Proof. Note that the domain of definition of Lshiftn,yn has left-hand endpoint −zn − yn at most
−cnϕ1 + c/2 · nθ ≤ −c/2 · nϕ1 . Thus Reg(1) holds.
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Note that the parabolically adjusted random variable Lshiftn,yn
(
1, z
)
+Q(z) with which Reg(2) and (3)
are concerned equals Ln
(
1, z + yn
) − l(z + yn, yn) + Q(z) = Ln(1, z + yn) − Q(z + yn) in view of
(13). Thus Reg(2) and (3) for Lshiftn,yn follow from their counterparts for Ln, for values of |z| at most
cnϕ2 − yn and thus when |z| ≤ c/2 · nϕ2 . 
2.3.3.2. The upper tail of the maximum of a Brownian Gibbs ensemble top curve. We now
present a result similar to the ‘no big max’ Lemma 5.1 of [CH14]. Our proposition roughly asserts
that the upper tail estimate exp{−O(t3/2)} for the one-point law in Reg(3) remains valid when we
instead consider the maximum top curve value.
Proposition 2.27. Let ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3, c, C > 0 and n ∈ N. Suppose that Ln : J1, nK× [−zn,∞)→ R
is a
(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble. For r ∈ [0, c/2 · nϕ1∧ϕ2], t ∈ [27/2, 2nϕ3] and n ≥ (2c)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1,
P
(
sup
x∈[−r,r]
(Ln(1, x) + 2−1/2x2) ≥ t) ≤ (r + 1) · 6C exp{− 2−9/2ct3/2} .
In fact, we now take the opportunity to record a version of this proposition which is slightly more
flexible, in which the interval [−r, r] may be centred elsewhere than at the origin. This more general
version will not be applied in the present article but is valuable in some of the accompanying
Brownian LPP papers, and its proof is immediate given the apparatus we have developed.
Proposition 2.28. Let ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3, c, C > 0 and n ∈ N. Suppose that Ln : J1, nK× [−zn,∞)→ R
is a
(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble. For |y| ≤ c/2 · nϕ1∧ϕ2, r ∈ [0, c/4 · nϕ1∧ϕ2], t ∈ [27/2, 2nϕ3] and
n ≥ c−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1,
P
(
sup
x∈[y−r,y+r]
(Ln(1, x) + 2−1/2x2) ≥ t) ≤ (r + 1) · 6C exp{− 2−11/2ct3/2} .
Proof. A consequence of Proposition 2.27 and the parabolic invariance Lemma 2.26. 
As we will shortly demonstrate, Proposition 2.27 reduces, also via Lemma 2.26, to the next result,
which concerns the top curve supremum over a bounded interval. The proof of Lemma 2.29 is an
early illustration of the utility of the Brownian Gibbs property, showing how when a Brownian
Gibbs ensemble attains a very high value at a possibly exceptional time, it in fact typically adopts
rather high values on a neighbourhood of nearby times; thus, such behaviour may occur only with
probability dictated by the one-point upper tail axiom Reg(3).
Lemma 2.29. Let ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3, c, C > 0 and n ∈ N. Suppose that Ln : J1, nK × [−zn,∞) → R is a(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble. For t ∈ [27/2, 2nϕ3] and n ≥ (2c−1)(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1,
P
(
sup
x∈[−2,2]
Ln
(
1, x
) ≥ t) ≤ 6C exp{− ct3/2/8} .
Proof of Proposition 2.27. Note that
sup
x∈[−r,r]
(Ln(1, x) + 2−1/2x2) ≤ max sup
x∈[m−1,m+1]
(Ln(1, x) + 2−1/2x2) ,
where the maximum is taken over even integers m with |m| ≤ r. The supremum on the right-hand
side equals
sup
x∈[−1,1]
(Lshiftn,m (1, x) + 2−1/2x2) .
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As such, we will now be able to use Lemma 2.26 to reduce Proposition 2.27 to Lemma 2.29, using
a union bound to find that the probability in the proposition is at most an (r + 1)st multiple of
P
(
sup
x∈[−1,1]
(Lshiftn,m (1, x) + 2−1/2x2) ≥ t) ≤ P( sup
x∈[−1,1]
Lshiftn,m (1, x) ≥ t/2
)
,
where we used t ≥ 25/2. We now apply Lemma 2.29 to bound this quantity, noting from Lemma 2.26
that the shifted ensembles Lshiftn,m over the range |m| ≤ r are ϕ¯-regular, because r ≤ c/2 · nϕ1∧ϕ2 .
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.27. 
Proof of Lemma 2.29. We will prove the lemma in the guise
P
(
sup
x∈[−2,0]
Ln
(
1, x
) ≥ t) ∨ P( sup
x∈[0,2]
Ln
(
1, x
) ≥ t) ≤ 3C exp{− ct3/2/8} (14)
for t ≥ 27/2.
We prove (14) only for the latter probability, the two proofs being the same. Let χ denote the
supremum of values x ∈ [0, 2] for which Ln
(
1, x
) ≥ t, with χ = −∞ if no such point exists. It is our
aim then to bound P
(
χ ∈ [0, 2]). For r > 0, let Up−21 (r) denote the event that Ln(1,−2) ≥ −23/2−r,
so that the one-point lower tail bound Reg(2) implies that
P
(
¬Up−21
(
r
))
≤ C exp{− cr3/2} (15)
provided that r ∈ [1, nϕ3 ], since cnϕ2 ≥ 2. Note that {1}×[−2, χ∨−2] is a stopping domain. We now
consider the choice r = t/2−23/2, this value lying in the interval [1, nϕ3 ] due to our assumption on t.
By the strong Gibbs Lemma 2.17 and the monotonicity Lemma 2.18, the conditional distribution
of Ln
(
1, ·) : [−2, χ] → R under P given {χ ∈ [0, 2]} ∩ Up−21 (t/2 − 23/2) stochastically dominates
B[−2,χ]1;−t/2,t. Since zero is closer to χ than it is to −2, the probability that the latter bridge at zero
exceeds 12
(
t− t/2) = t/4 is at least one-half. Thus,
P
(
Ln
(
1, 0
) ≥ t/4 ∣∣∣χ ∈ [0, 2] , Up−21 (t/2− 23/2)) ≥ 12 ,
from which we find that
P
(
χ ∈ [0, 2]) ≤ 2P(Ln(1, 0) ≥ t/4) + P(¬Up−21 (t/2− 23/2)) .
Applying Reg(3) using 2 ≥ cn1/9 and (15),
P
(
χ ∈ [0, 2]) ≤ 2C exp{− c2−3t3/2} + C exp{− c(t/2− 23/2)3/2} .
Since t ≥ 27/2, we obtain (14). 
2.3.3.3. The collapse far from the origin of the top curve in a regular ensemble. The three Reg
axioms make no comment on the behaviour of a regular ensemble’s curves at very high distances
from the origin. However, the conditions imply a rapid decay for the curves’ value in this region,
though not one dictated by the parabolic curvature seen at shorter range.
Proposition 2.30. Let ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3, c, C > 0 and n ∈ N. Suppose that Ln : J1, nK× [−zn,∞)→ R
is a
(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble.
For η ∈ (0, c], let ` = `η : R → R denote the even function which is affine on [0,∞) and has
gradient −5 · 2−3/2ηn1/9 on this interval, and which satisfies `(ηn1/9) = ( − 2−1/2 + 2−5/2)η2n2/9.
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If n ≥ 245/4c−9, then
P
(
L(1, z) > `(z) for some z ∈ [− zn,∞) \ [− ηn1/9, ηn1/9])
≤ 6C exp
{
− cη32−15/4n1/3
}
.
In fact, this proposition will not be applied in this article. It will, however, play a useful role in
the companion paper scaled Brownian LPP applications, because control on curves in all of space
is needed when global properties are considered. For example, the proposition may be applied to
find that the maximizer of x→ L(1, x) is tight uniformly over the space of regular ensembles.
2.3.4. A rough guide to the structure of the remainder of the paper. Before surveying
this structure, it is useful to remark how central we have made the apparatus of regular Brownian
Gibbs ensembles. Indeed, we have reduced Theorem 1.12 to two results, Theorems 2.9(1) and 2.10,
that are expressed in terms of regular ensembles, while another main theorem, Theorem 1.9, which
concerns Brownian bridge regularity of the Airy line ensemble, is a very close cousin of Theorem 2.11,
a result phrased in terms of regular ensembles which, in place of using the language of Radon-
Nikodym moment bounds, records a bound that controls the deformation in probability of unlikely
events.
The crucial technical results that we must prove, such as the k-curve closeness Theorem 2.9 and the
just mentioned Theorem 2.11, are upper bounds on regular Brownian Gibbs ensemble probabilities.
They will be proved with the aid of a general tool for such upper bounds that we will call the
jump ensemble method. This method is crucial for deriving the more subtle of the results in the
article, and its development and application is the guiding theme of the proofs that we undertake.
The method is built on a more basic apparatus which we call missing closed middle reconstruction.
This more basic method is enough to prove the more straightforward k-curve closeness lower bound
Theorem 2.10 and the local maximal fluctuation Theorem 2.14.
These considerations dictate the overall structure of the remainder of the article. In the next
chapter, we will present the missing closed middle construction, and a related technique called the
Wiener candidate approach, and prove Theorems 2.10 and 2.14. The jump ensemble method refines
the Wiener candidate approach. The foundations of the new method are presented in Chapter 4.
It is plausible that this technique may have numerous applications in understanding behaviour of
Brownian Gibbs ensembles, and thus in KPZ universality, and we hope that the presentation of
the method in a general form in this chapter may facilitate such applications. We provide two
applications of the method in this article. These are the proofs of Theorems 2.9 and Theorem 2.11,
which appear in Chapter 5.
The article ends with an appendix in which certain important properties of regular Brownian Gibbs
ensembles are proved. The concerned results include Proposition 2.5, the result that makes the
necessary connection from regular ensembles to Brownian last passage percolation. The higher
curve index one-point lower tail bound Proposition 2.7 is necessary to set up the jump ensemble
method, and its proof also appears in the appendix. The just presented ‘collapse near infinity’
Proposition 2.30 has a Brownian Gibbs proof that is easily expressed here given the notation and
tools we anyway develop, and the appendix ends with its derivation.
Remark on notation. We end this overview with a notational comment. Regular Brownian
Gibbs ensembles being critical for our purpose, henceforth our standing and implicit assumption is
that Ln : J1, nK × [−zn,∞) → R is a (ϕ¯, c, C)-regular ensemble, for a given admissible choice of
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these parameters. (It is Proposition 2.5 that furnishes such an admissible choice in applications to
Brownian last passage percolation.)
CHAPTER 3
Missing closed middle reconstruction and the Wiener candidate
This chapter is devoted to the proofs of two bounds on Brownian Gibbs ensemble properties, Theo-
rems 2.10 and 2.14, that are available with a less refined approach than will be needed for our other
principal conclusions, Theorems 2.9 and Theorem 2.11. In fact, the resampling method by which
we will prove these first two results will be a fundamental underpinning of the more subtle jump
ensemble method that we will later develop. A key role of the present chapter will be to introduce
the methods in the chapter’s title.
It is convenient to treat the one-point k-curve closeness problem as an example that motivates the
development of our resampling method. We begin the chapter by considering this problem: in
Section 3.1, we turn to the beginnings of an explanation for the k2 − 1 exponent that we have seen
in this context, deriving it simply for k-curve systems of mutually avoiding Brownian bridges. In
considering how to prove the lower bound Theorem 2.10 in light of the solution of this toy problem,
we are led to ask how it is that that k-curve closeness in the k-curve system may be inherited by
Brownian Gibbs ensembles with far more curves. We answer this question by setting up a technique,
missing closed middle reconstruction, for transferring ensemble behaviour from a small system to a
large one. Section 3.2 presents the general apparatus of this technique and, in Section 3.3, we use
the technique to prove Theorem 2.10 as well as Theorem 2.14.
3.1. Close encounter between finitely many non-intersecting Brownian bridges
We now study the k-curve closeness probability in k-curve systems, finding that the k2−1 exponent
arises for them. The principal conclusion of this section will be Proposition 3.3.
First we need the next proposition, a basic input from integrable probability. Recall that ι¯ denotes
the k-decreasing list (k − 1, k − 2, · · · , 1, 0) ∈ Rk>.
Proposition 3.1. Let k ∈ N and ρ,K > 0, and let y¯ ∈ [−K,K]k> and η ∈
(
0, ρk−2K−1
)
.
(1) We have that
B[0,ρ]k;ηι¯,y¯
(
NoTouch[0,ρ]
)
= ηk(k−1)/2 · ρ−k(k−1)/2 ·
∏
1≤i<j≤k
(
yi − yj
) · (1 + E) , (16)
where the error term E satisfies
− 2η ρ−1k2K ≤ E ≤ (e2 − 1)η ρ−1k2K . (17)
(2) Suppose that the left endpoint vector ηι¯ in the left-hand side of (16) is replaced by any
vector x¯ ∈ Rk> for which x1 < xk + η. Then the upper bound on the error term E stated
in (17) remains valid.
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(3) Suppose instead that this same vector ηι¯ is replaced by any vector x¯ ∈ ηι¯+Rk≥: that is, by
any vector with the property that each of its consecutive component differences is at least η.
Then the lower bound on E stated in (17) is still valid.
Proof: (1). Set x¯ = ηι¯. By the Karlin-McGregor formula,
B[0,ρ]k;ηι¯,y¯
(
NoTouch[0,ρ]
)
=
( k∏
i=1
h(xi, yi)
)−1
det
(
h(xi, yj)
)
1≤i,j≤k ,
where h : R2 → [0,∞) equals h(x, y) = g0,ρ(y − x) = (2piρ)−1/2 exp
{ − (x−y)22ρ }. (This form of the
Karlin-McGregor formula follows from equation (4) in their paper [KM59] in the case of Brownian
motions, by taking n = k and Ei = (yi − , yi + ) and considering the limit  ↘ 0. In fact, the
authors demand that the processes involved be stationary. The method of proof does not require
this hypothesis in our case, however; if we insist on applying the result directly, we might do so by
making use of Brownian motions on a circle and letting the circle’s radius tend to infinity.)
Thus,
B[0,ρ]k;ηι¯,y¯
(
NoTouch[0,ρ]
)
= exp
{
− ρ−1
k∑
i=1
xiyi
}
· det(exiyjρ−1)
1≤i,j≤k .
The determinant is Vandermonde, and thus may be factored:
det
(
exiyjρ
−1)
1≤i,j≤k = det
((
eηyjρ
−1)i−1)
1≤i,j≤k
=
∏
1≤i<j≤k
(
eηyjρ
−1 − eηyiρ−1) .
Writing the term in the product in the form η(yj − yi)ρ−1eηti,jρ−1 for certain ti,j ∈ [yi, yj ] using the
mean value theorem, we find that B[0,ρ]k;ηι¯,y¯
(
NoTouch[0,ρ]
)
equals(
ηρ−1
)k(k−1)/2 · ( ∏
1≤i<j≤k
(yi − yj)
)
· (1 + E) ,
where
1 + E = exp
{
− ρ−1
k∑
i=1
xiyi
}
· exp{ηρ−1t}
with t =
∑
1≤i<j≤k ti,j . The two right-hand factors will now be bounded by the same upper and
lower bounds: to do so, we begin by seeing that the terms
∑k
i=1 xiyi and ηt are in absolute value
at most ηk2K. In the latter case, this follows from |t| ≤ k2K, a fact which is due to y¯ ∈ [−K,K]k.
In the former, it is a consequence of Cauchy-Schwarz. Since ηρ−1k2K is at most one by hypothesis,
the inequality ex ≤ 1 + (e − 1)x, x ∈ [0, 1], yields an upper bound on both of the last displayed
factors; a lower bound on each is furnished by 1 + x ≤ ex, x ∈ R. What we have learnt is that(
1− ηρ−1k2K
)2 ≤ 1 + E ≤ (1 + (e− 1)ηρ−1k2K)2 .
Another use of ηρ−1k2K ≤ 1 yields Proposition 3.1(1).
Remark. The preceding proof is a variant of arguments in [Gra99], which derives asymptotic
avoidance probabilities for Brownian ensembles with various constraints.
(2). The differences between successive components of the vector x¯ are all less than η. The law
B[0,ρ]k;ηι¯,y¯ may be obtained from B[0,ρ]k;x¯,y¯ by an affine translation of each curve. Since the differences
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between successive components of the vector x¯ are all less than η, the occurrence of NoTouch[0,ρ] is
maintained by this procedure.
(3). The role-reversed observation applies. 
Definition 3.2. Let k,m ∈ N satisfy m ≥ k. For [a, b] ⊆ R, x ∈ [a, b], φ > 0, and an ensemble
E : J1,mK× [a, b]→ R, we define the event Close(k;E, x, φ) that
E(i, x)− E(k, x) ∈ (0, φ) for each i ∈ J1, k − 1K .
When the ensemble E is ordered, this event is specified by the condition that E(1, x) < E(k, x) +φ,
consistently with the usage of this notation in Theorem 2.9.
The parameter k will be consistently used when the Close event is studied, and we will use the
shorthand Close
(
E, x, φ
)
.
Theorems 2.9(1) and 2.10 assert that this event’s probability behaves as εk
2−1+o(1) in a limit of
ε↘ 0. We now present a simple result that gives a first indication as to why this behaviour may be
expected. A system of k mutually avoiding Brownian bridges defined on an interval of unit-order
length has such a probability of near-touch at the midpoint time, provided that the entrance and
exit data are both well-spaced; moreover, this remains true in the presence of a lower boundary
condition that consistently remains a respectful distance below the endpoint locations.
Proposition 3.3.
(1) Suppose that x¯, y¯ ∈ 2ι¯ + [0,∞)k≥ and f : [−1, 1] → [−∞,−1] is measurable. Moreover, we
assume that x1 ∨ y1 ≤ K for some given constant K ≥ 1. If φ ∈ (0, k−2K−1), then
B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
Close
(
B, 0, φ
) ∣∣∣ NoTouch[−1,1]f ) ≤ φk2−1 · (1− 2e−1)−kpi−(k−1)/2Kk2e4k4 .
(2) Suppose that x¯, y¯ ∈ ι¯ + [0,∞)k≥; that x¯, y¯ ∈ [0,K]k for some given K ≥ 1; and also that
f : [−1, 1]→ R is measurable and satisfies f ≤ −4√2k. If φ ∈ (0, (2kK)−1), then
B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
Close
(
B, 0, φ
) ∣∣∣ NoTouch[−1,1]f )
≥ φk2−1 · (1− pi−1/2e−1) 116(2k)−(k2−1)pi−(k−1) exp{− 2(k − 1)(2K + 1)2} .
Note that the case f = −∞ of an absent lower boundary condition is included.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. By Bayes’ theorem, the conditional probability in question equals
B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
NoTouch
[−1,1]
f
)−1 · B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯ (Close(B, 0, φ) , NoTouch[−1,1]f ) . (18)
The first factor is the reciprocal of the acceptance probability associated to the law B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯ and the
function f . This probability is bounded below for our parameter choices, as we now show.
Lemma 3.4. When x¯, y¯ ∈ 2ι¯+ [0,∞)k≥ and f : [−1, 1]→ R satisfies f ≤ −1,
B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
NoTouch
[−1,1]
f
)
≥ (1− 2e−1)k .
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Proof. Consider the planar line segments `i ⊂ [−1, 1] × R that interpolate the boundary data
(−1, xi) and (1, yi) for i ∈ J1, kK. The corridor Ci ⊂ [a, b] × R consists of points whose verti-
cal displacement from `i is less than one. Under our assumption, the k corridors are disjoint,
with the lowest one, Ck, lying above the graph of f . Thus, for a sample of B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯ to realize the
event NoTouch
[−1,1]
f , it is enough that each of the k curves remain in the corridor that shares its
index. We may express this eventuality in terms of the standard bridges associated to the curves:
in these terms, this event is
k⋂
i=1
{∣∣B[−1,1](i, x)∣∣ < 1 ∀x ∈ [−1, 1]} .
The standard bridges are independent under B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯ . Thus, Lemma 2.24 implies that the B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯ -
probability of the displayed event is at least
(
1− 2e−1)k. 
We may write the second factor in (18) in the form of a product of three terms
B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
Close
(
B, 0, φ
)
, NoTouch
[−1,1]
f
)
= A1 ·A2 ·A3 , (19)
where the first term is the probability of closeness
A1 = B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
Close
(
B, 0, φ
) )
;
the second is the conditional probability of avoidance on the left interval [−1, 0] given closeness
A2 = B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
NoTouch
[−1,0]
f
∣∣∣Close(B, 0, φ)) ,
and the third is the conditional probability of avoidance on the right interval [0, 1],
A3 = B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
NoTouch
[0,1]
f
∣∣∣Close(B, 0, φ) , NoTouch[−1,0]f ) .
As we will now show, these events have probabilities in the low φ limit described by the dominant
terms φk−1, φk(k−1)/2 and φk(k−1)/2 . Indeed, this triple product probability and the formula
φk
2−1 = φk−1 · φk(k−1)/2 · φk(k−1)/2 ,
is a useful overview of the reason why we may at least begin to expect to see the exponent k2 − 1
in the one-point k-curve closeness estimate in Theorems 2.9(1) and 2.10.
We now substantiate these claims about dominant behaviour in the φ↘ 0 limit. The next lemma
treats upper bounds and in view of (19) completes the proof of Proposition 3.3(1).
Lemma 3.5. Let f : [−1, 1]→ R ∪ {−∞} be measurable.
(1) For any vectors x¯, y¯ ∈ Rk,
A1 ≤ pi−(k−1)/2φk−1 .
(2) Suppose that φ < k−2K−1. If x¯, y¯ ∈ [0,K]k for some given K ≥ 1, then A2 and A3 are
both at most φk(k−1)/2 ·Kk2/2e2k2.
Proof: (1). We may condition on the value of B(k, 0); if it is taken equal to x, then the closeness
event takes the form ∩k−1i=1
{
B(i, 0) ∈ [x, x+φ]}. The random variable B(i, 0) is normally distributed
under B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯ with mean (xi + yi)/2 and variance 1/2; from (12), we thus see that it has probability
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at most φpi−1/2 to belong to any given interval of length φ. The upper bound in the lemma’s first
part results from multiplying this bound over the k − 1 indices.
(2). The quantity A2 is at most the supremum of
B[−1,0]k;x¯,z¯
(
NoTouch
[−1,0]
f
)
as x¯ varies over [0,K]k and z¯ over vectors in some displacement of the set [0, φ]k. We may eliminate
the lower boundary condition by setting f = −∞, since it is trivial that doing so only increases the
probability in question. We then apply Proposition 3.1(2) with η = φ and ρ = 1 to find that
A2 ≤ φk(k−1)/2 ·Kk(k−1)/2
(
1 + (e2 − 1)φk2K) .
Using φ ≤ 1 ≤ K, we confirm the stated upper bound on A2.
The quantity A3 is at most the supremum of
B[0,1]k;z¯,y¯
(
NoTouch
[0,1]
f
)
as y¯ varies over [0,K]k and z¯ over vectors in some displacement of the set [0, φ]k. The preceding
argument proves the upper bound on A3. 
In order to prove the lower bound on B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
Close(B, 0, φ) , NoTouch
[−1,1]
f
)
in Proposition 3.3(2),
we first specify a convenient sufficient condition for the occurrence of Close(B, 0, φ). Let D ⊂ Rk−1
denote the (k − 1)-dimensional box
D =
[
2k − 3, 2k − 2]× · · · × [3, 4]× [1, 2] ;
specify the event BoxClose
(
B, 0, φ
)
to be equal to{(
B(1, 0)−B(k, 0), B(2, 0)−B(k, 0), · · · , B(k − 1, 0)−B(k, 0)
)
∈ 12kφ ·D , B(k, 0) ≥ −1
}
;
and note that BoxClose
(
B, 0, φ
) ⊂ Close(B, 0, φ). In place of (19), we write
B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
BoxClose
(
B, 0, φ
)
, NoTouch
[−1,1]
f
)
= H1 ·H2 ·H3 ,
where
H1 = B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
BoxClose
(
B, 0, φ
) )
,
H2 = B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
NoTouch
[−1,0]
f
∣∣∣BoxClose(B, 0, φ) ) ,
and
H3 = B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
NoTouch
[0,1]
f
∣∣∣BoxClose(B, 0, φ) , NoTouch[−1,0]f ) .
Proposition 3.3(2) thus follows from the next lemma. 
Lemma 3.6.
(1) If φ ≤ 1 and x¯, y¯ ∈ [0,K]k for some given K ≥ 1, then
H1 ≥ φk−1 ·
(
1− pi−1/2e−1)(2k)−(k−1)pi−(k−1)/2 exp{− (k − 1)(2K + 1)2} .
(2) If φ ≤ (2kK)−1, ~x, ~y ∈ ι¯ + [0,∞)k≥ and f : [−1, 1] → R is measurable and satisfies
f ≤ −4√2k, then both H2 and H3 are at least
φk(k−1)/2 · 14(2k)−k(k−1)/2 .
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Proof: (1). Recall that B(i, 0) has law ν(xi+yi)/2,1/2 under B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯ . Note that each of these means
(xi + yi)/2 lies in [0,K]. The probability that B(k, 0) adopts a value in [−1,K + 1] is at least
1 − 2ν0,1/2(1,∞) ≥ 1 − pi−1/2e−1. Supposing that it adopts such a value x ∈ [−1,K + 1], it is
sufficient for BoxClose(B, 0, φ) to occur that, for each i ∈ J1, k− 1K, B(i, 0) lies in a certain interval
of length 12kφ inside [x, x+ φ]; for given i and any such interval I, this circumstance happens with
probability at least
∫
I g0,1/2(x) dx where note that the interval I is of length
1
2kφ and is contained
in [−2K, 2K + φ]. Since φ ≤ 1, this expression is at least 12kφpi−1/2 exp
{− (2K + 1)2}.
(2). Note that H2 is at least the infimum of
B[−1,0]k;x¯,z¯
(
NoTouch
[−1,0]
f
)
as x¯ varies over elements of ι¯ + [0,∞)k≥ and z¯ ∈ Rk> over elements of Rk> such that
(
z1 − zk, z2 −
zk, · · · , zk−1 − zk
) ∈ φ2kD and zk ≥ −1. The displayed quantity may be represented
B[−1,0]k;x¯,z¯
(
NoTouch[−1,0]
)
· B[−1,0]k;x¯,z¯
(
NoTouch
[−1,0]
f
∣∣∣NoTouch[−1,0] ) .
A lower bound on the first term in the product is provided by Proposition 3.1(3) with the choice
η = 12kφ (and ρ = 1). The assumption that φ ≤ (2kK)−1 implies that the term 1 + E is at least
1/2. The second term is bounded below by means of Lemma 2.25, taking [a, b] equal to [−1, 0] and
x¯ equal to its present value, as well as y¯ = z¯ and r = k. The lemma bounds above the probability
of the complementary event, finding this probability to be at most (1 − 2e−1)−ke−4r2 , which is at
most 1/2. Thus, the second term is at least 1/2.
The lower bound on H3 follows similarly. 
We end this section by noting a related result that will be used later.
Lemma 3.7. For any k ≥ 2, φ ∈ (0, k−3/6), and x¯, y¯ ∈ Rk>,
B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
NoTouch[−1,1] , Close
(
B, 0, φ
)) ≤ 4258 · (36)k2(k2 − 1)k2φk2−1( log φ−1)k2/2 .
Proof. Suppose in the first instance that (x1 − xk) ∨ (y1 − yk) ≤ Cˆ(log ε−1)1/2, where Cˆ =
6(k2 − 1)1/2. By the affine symmetry of Brownian bridge, we may suppose that x¯, y¯ ∈ [0,K]k with
K = Cˆ
(
log φ−1
)1/2 ≥ 1. With this choice of K, we may apply Lemma 3.5 to the formula (19) to
learn that
B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
NoTouch[−1,1] , Close
(
B, 0, φ
)) ≤ φk2−1( log φ−1)k2/2Cˆk2 · pi−(k−1)/2e4k4 .
(The hypothesis φ < k−2K−1 of Lemma 3.5(2) takes the form 6(k2−1)1/2k2( log φ−1)1/2φ < 1. The
logarithmic term may be omitted here because φ < e−1. The present hypothesis φ ≤ k−3/6 is then
seen to imply the resulting bound.)
The post-· right-hand term in this display is at most 4258, (because supk≥2 pi−k/2k4 is attained by
k = 7 and is thus at most 44).
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Suppose instead that (x1 − xk) ∨ (y1 − yk) > Cˆ(log φ−1)1/2. In this case, note that
B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
Close
(
B, 0, φ
)) ≤ k∑
i=1
B[−1,1]
k;0¯,0¯
(∣∣B(i, 0)∣∣ ≥ 16 Cˆ(log φ−1)1/2)
≤ k · 2(2pi)−1/2
(
1
3 Cˆ(log φ
−1)1/2
)−1
exp
{− 136 Cˆ2 log φ−1} ≤ φCˆ2/36 ,
where in the first inequality, we used φ < 16 Cˆ(log φ
−1)1/2 (a bound due to φ ≤ e−1 and Cˆ ≥ 6); and
then Cˆ(log φ−1)1/2 ≥ 3√2pi−1/2k. Since Cˆ2/36 = k2 − 1, we find that
B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
(
Close
(
B, 0, φ
)) ≤ φk2−1 .
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.7. 
3.2. The reconstruction of the missing closed middle
Recall from the remark concerning notation at the end of Section 2.3.4 that Ln : J1, nK× [−zn,∞)→
R denotes a
(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble.
As we prepare to introduce the reconstruction that, in the first instance, we will use to prove the
lower bound Theorem 2.10, it may be useful to give a sense of the guiding ideas of this proof. The
essence of these ideas is quite straightforward. We may consider the eventuality that the highest k
curves of the ensemble Ln are separated from one another to unit order above locations −1 and 1,
and are comfortably above the curve Ln(k + 1, ·) throughout the interval [−1, 1]. If we can argue
that this circumstance occurs with a probability that is uniform in the parameter n, then we
may note that the conditional distribution of Ln : J1, kK × [−1, 1] → R verifies the hypotheses of
Proposition 3.3; the lower bound in Theorem 2.10 will then result.
(We have just made the first use of a notational abuse that we will sometimes employ. The line
ensemble Ln has domain of definition J1, nK × [−zn,∞). When we are interested in an ensemble’s
behaviour on a subdomain, we will refer to such objects as Ln : J1, kK × [−1, 1] → R, even though
this is technically incorrect.)
We will verify that this separation circumstance has uniformly positive probability by introducing
a procedure by which the law of the entire ensemble Ln : J1, nK × [−zn,∞) → R may be sampled.
The procedure may be viewed as a reconstruction: the law is realized, with the information that
specifies it being represented in a certain convenient form. Some pieces of information in the
representation are retained, and others are forgotten. The lost data is then reconstructed according
to its conditional distribution given the retained data, so that a new, reconstructed, copy of the
ensemble results.
Since the procedure and its jump ensemble elaboration will play such a key role in this paper, as we
now present the procedure, we will discuss in some detail how it may be interpreted probabilistically.
3.2.1. Specifying the missing closed middle reconstruction procedure. Beyond the
total curve number index n and the fixed index k ∈ J1, nK, the missing closed middle reconstruction
procedure has three parameters: T > 0 and the left and right parameters ` and r that satisfy
` ∈ [−T, 0] and r ∈ [0, T ]. The middle interval is [`, r]; it is straddled by the side intervals [−2T, `]
and [r, 2T ].
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Let n ∈ N and a, b ∈ R satisfy −zn ≤ a ≤ b. Recall the standard bridge ensemble L[a,b]n : J1, nK ×
[a, b]→ R induced on [a, b] by Ln, namely
L[a,b]n
(
i, x
)
= Ln
(
i, x
) − `[a,b]n (i, x) for (i, x) ∈ J1, nK× [a, b] ,
where `
[a,b]
n
(
i, ·) denotes the affine function whose values at a and b are Ln(i, a) and Ln(i, b).
Let F denote the missing closed middle σ-algebra, generated by the following collection of random
variables:
• the curves Ln : Jk + 1, nK× [−zn,∞)→ R of index at least k + 1;
• the highest k curves Ln : J1, kK× ([−zn,−2T ] ∪ [2T,∞))→ R outside (−2T, 2T );
• and the 2k standard bridges L[−2T,`]n
(
i, ·) and L[r,2T ]n (i, ·), where i ∈ J1, kK.
This σ-algebra clearly depends on the index k, though we omit display of this dependence in our
notation.
Let PF denote the conditional probability given F . That is, PF (A) = E
(
1A
∣∣F) for any measurable
event A. The law PF represents the information available to, and statistical uncertainty of, the
observer who is informed by an experimenter who samples the law P only of the data constituting F .
To this observer, whom we may call the witness of F , certain aspects of the behaviour of the line
ensemble Ln : J1, nK× [−zn,∞)→ R remain unknown, and random.
The use of the law PF is central to the proofs of our main results. It is thus valuable to carefully
consider the nature of this object, a task which amounts to understanding the perspective of the
witness of F as he considers the conditional law of the entire line ensemble given the available
data. In this regard, we should ask: what is known to the witness, and what is random? Does the
conditional law of what is unknown have a convenient and explicit representation?
Clearly picturing the F-witness’s perspective is also useful, because we will later present arguments
based on resamplings of the line ensemble Ln under which the data that is frozen is an augmentation
of that specifying F . The concerned data in such arguments will be specified by a larger σ-algebra
than F , with the associated probability experiment having its own, more knowledgeable, witness.
We will again evoke the perspective of these witnesses when we present these later arguments; the
groundwork is set by clearly understanding the nature of PF .
We should address then the posed questions about the perspective of the witness of F . What is
known to this observer? Clearly, the three item list of data that specifies F . What data is random,
and how may we conveniently depict this randomness? The F-random data consists of
• Ln : J1, kK× [`, r]→ R.
Alternatively, this data may be represented in the form:
• and the endpoint k-vectors (Ln(i, `) : i ∈ J1, kK) and (Ln(i, r) : i ∈ J1, kK);
• and the standard bridges L[`,r]n
(
i, ·) for i ∈ J1, kK.
Both of these ways of writing the F-random data will be used. We will call them the one-piece and
two-piece list presentations. We speak of the missing closed middle because, as the two-piece list
shows, the witness of F is unaware of middle interval endpoint data as well as standard bridge data.
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Consider for now the two-piece list presentation of the data. We first present a specification of a
space of possible outcomes for the witness of F of the form of such data.
Consider data (x¯, y¯) ∈ Rk>×Rk> and a k-vector b¯ whose components are standard bridges bi belonging
to C0,0
(
[`, r],R
)
for i ∈ J1, kK.
The witness of F may consider the possibility that the F-random data in two-piece list form adopts
the values (x¯, y¯) in the first item and b¯ in the second. Indeed, the witness may reconstruct the top
k curves in this eventuality: for each i ∈ J1, kK, the ith curve so reconstructed may be denoted by
Lxi,yi;bin
(
i, ·) : [−zn,∞)→ R .
It is specified by
Lxi,yi;bin
(
i, s
)
=

Ln
(
i, s
)
s ∈ [−zn,−2T ) ,
L[−2T,`]n
(
i, s
)
+ `−s`+2T Ln
(
i,−2T )+ s+2T`+2T xi s ∈ [− 2T, `] ,
r−s
r−`xi +
s−`
r−`yi + bi(s) s ∈
[
`, r
]
,
L[r,2T ]n
(
i, s
)
+ s−r2T−rLn
(
i, 2T
)
+ 2T−s2T−ryi s ∈
[
r, 2T
]
,
Ln
(
i, s
)
s ∈ (2T,∞) .
(20)
Note that indeed the curve Lxi,yi;bin
(
i, ·) depends on its parameters only via the i-indexed variables
(xi, yi, bi). The curve is compatible with the data in F in the sense that the curve is specified by
its form outside (−2T, 2T ), standard bridges on [−2T, `] and on [r, 2T ], and its form on [`, r]; and
of these three pieces of data, the first two coincide with the data specified by F .
As such, the set of k-vectors of reconstructed curves given by(
Lxi,yi;bin
(
i, ·) : [−2T, 2T ]→ R , i ∈ J1, kK)
as the triple
(
x¯, y¯, b¯
)
varies over Rk × Rk × C0,0
(
[`, r],R
)k
constitutes for the witness of F a space
of possible outcomes for the form of Ln on J1, kK × [−2T, 2T ]. Note that here we have begun to
neglect the region outside [−2T, 2T ] where F-data dictates the outcome.
What law on this set of triples gives the conditional distribution for the witness of F of the outcome
Ln : J1, kK× [−2T, 2T ]→ R?
To answer this question, we begin by embuing the outcome set Rk × Rk × C0,0
(
[`, r],R
)k
with a
reference measure, namely the product measure of k-dimensional Lebesgue measure in the first two
coordinates, and the standard k-dimensional Brownian bridge law B[`,r]
k;0¯,0¯
in the third.
We may then find a form for the conditional distribution in question by finding its Radon-Nikodym
distribution with respect to the reference measure. Indeed, we let h : Rk × Rk × C0,0
(
[`, r],R
)k →
[0,∞) denote the density with respect to the reference measure of the conditional law under PF of
the triple of k-vectors((
Ln
(
i, `
)
: i ∈ J1, kK) , (Ln(i, r) : i ∈ J1, kK) , ([`, r]→ R : x→ L[`,r]n (i, x) : i ∈ J1, kK)) .
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The Brownian bridge basic Lemma 2.22 may be used to explicitly compute h: h
(
x¯, y¯, b¯
)
equals
Z−1
k∏
i=1
exp
{
− 12(`+2T )
(
Ln
(
i,−2T )− xi)2 − 12(r−`)(xi − yi)2 (21)
− 12(2T−r)
(
Ln
(
i, 2T
)− yi)2} · M1,k+1(x¯, y¯, b¯) ,
where M1,k+1
(
x¯, y¯, b¯
)
denotes the indicator function of the event{
Lxi,yi;bin
(
i, s
)
> Lxi+1,yi+1;bi+1n
(
i+ 1, s
) ∀ (s, i) ∈ [−2T, 2T ]× J1, k − 1K} (22)
∩
{
Lxk,yk;bkn
(
k, s
)
> Ln
(
k + 1, s
) ∀ s ∈ [−2T, 2T ]} ;
the role of the F-measurable quantity Z ∈ (0,∞) in (21) to normalize h so that it is the density
function of a probability measure. This means that Z is specified by
Z =
∫ k∏
i=1
exp
{
− 12(`+2T )
(
Ln
(
i,−2T )− xi)2 − 12(r−`)(xi − yi)2 (23)
− 12(2T−r)
(
Ln
(
i, 2T
)− yi)2} · M1,k+1(x¯, y¯, b¯) dx¯ dy¯ db¯ ,
where the integral is over the outcome set and dx¯ dy¯ db¯ denotes integration with respect to the
reference measure.
In other words, the witness of F , in considering the eventuality that the F-random data adopts the
value
(
x¯, y¯, b¯
)
, determines that this outcome occurs with density h evaluated at this point. Two
considerations, that may be labelled kinetic and potential, contribute to the formula for h: the
first, represented by the omission of the factor M1,k+1
(
x¯, y¯, b¯
)
in (21), expresses the Gaussian costs
associated to the placement of the endpoint vectors x¯ and y¯ at ` and r.
The second, potential, factor is concerned with the need to check that the line ensemble that
results from the placement of curves dictated by the triple
(
x¯, y¯, b¯
)
observes the curve avoidance
requirements of the ensemble. It is useful to categorize the avoidance conditions that are expressed
by the equation M1,k+1
(
x¯, y¯, b¯
)
= 1. Before we do this, a word on our notation: we write M1,k+1
to indicate that all of the top k + 1 curves are implicated in the constraints; indeed, the concerned
event, in (22), may be viewed as the intersection of an internal avoidance constraint involving the
top k curves (that are random for the witness), and an external constraint that stipulates avoidance
of the kth curve with the non-random boundary condition Ln
(
k + 1, ·) : [−2T, 2T ]→ R.
For A ⊆ [−2T, 2T ], write MA1,k+1
(
x¯, y¯, b¯
)
for the indicator function of the event{
Lxi,yi;bin
(
i, s
)
> Lxi+1,yi+1;bi+1n
(
i+ 1, s
) ∀ (s, i) ∈ A× J1, k − 1K}
∩
{
Lxk,yk;bkn
(
k, s
)
> Ln
(
k + 1, s
) ∀ s ∈ A} .
The quantity M1,k+1
(
x¯, y¯, b¯
)
is thus alternatively denoted M
[−2T,2T ]
1,k+1
(
x¯, y¯, b¯
)
. It equals the product
M
[−2T,`]
1,k+1 ·M [`,r]1,k+1 ·M [r,2T ]1,k+1
evaluated at
(
x¯, y¯, b¯
)
.
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We may think of the witness of F as testing the viability of the data (x¯, y¯, b¯) by performing two
checks: a side intervals test, which checks that both M
[−2T,`]
1,k+1 and M
[r,2T ]
1,k+1 equal one; and a middle
interval test, which checks that M
[`,r]
1,k+1 also equals one. Each of these conditions is determined
by (x¯, y¯, b¯) and the F-measurable data to which the witness is privy. In fact, the two criteria in
the side intervals test are determined respectively by x¯ and y¯ alone (alongside the data in F). We
demonstrate this fact now, by providing an explicit characterization of when the two side interval
subtests are met in terms of the values of x¯ and y¯.
Lemma 3.8. There exists Corner`,F ∈ Rk≥ such that x¯ ∈ Rk satisfies M [−2T,`]1,k+1 (x¯, y¯, b¯) = 1 if and only
if x¯−Corner`,F ∈ (0,∞)k>, i.e., this vector is a k-decreasing list of positive elements. In particular,
the value of (y¯, b¯) ∈ Rk≥ × C0,0
(
[`, r],R
)k
plays no role in determining whether the left side interval
test is met. Similarly, there exists Cornerr,F ∈ Rk≥ such that y¯ ∈ Rk satisfies M [r,2T ]1,k+1(x¯, y¯, b¯) = 1 if
and only if y¯ − Cornerr,F ∈ (0,∞)k>.
Remark. The lemma demonstrates that the admissible set of x¯-locations is a set in Rk with a
‘lower’ extreme point at Corner`,F . We will encounter a similar circumstance also in regard to later
σ-algebras that contain F , and we will use this corner notation for them as well. The bar notation
for k-vectors is being used for Corner`,F and Cornerr,F in a slightly altered form, so that it does
not look ugly.
Proof of Lemma 3.8. The second statement is proved similarly to the first and we prove only
the first, illustrating the proof with Figure 3.1. It is natural to think of specifying the components
Corner`,Fi , i ∈ J1, kK, in decreasing order of the index i. Thus take i = k to begin. Since the curve
Ln
(
k+ 1, ·), and the F-measurable bridge L[−2T,`]n (k, ·) : [−2T, `]→ R are almost surely continuous
functions, there is a unique value Corner`,Fk ∈ R such that the curve
LCorner
`,F
k ,yk;bk
n
(
k, s
)
touches, but does not cross underneath, Ln(k + 1, s) on the interval s ∈ [−2T, `].
(The values of yk and bk are irrelevant here.) Similarly, we may choose Corner
`,F
k−1 ∈ R to be the
unique value such that
LCorner
`,F
k−1,yk−1;bk−1
n
(
k − 1, s) touches, but does not cross, LCorner`,Fk ,yk;bkn (k, s) for s ∈ [−2T, `].
Iteratively, we construct the vector Corner`,F . Note that this vector specifies the values at ` of a
collection of curves
{
LCorner
`,F
i ,yi;bi
n
(
i, s
)
: i ∈ J1, kK} that do not cross each other for s ∈ [−2T, `];
again, it makes no difference what the values of yi and bi are. In this way, we see that Corner
`,F ∈ Rk≥.
If x¯ ∈ Rk is to satisfy the non-touching condition that M [−2T,`]1,k+1 (x¯, y¯, b¯) = 1, then xk > Corner`,Fk
is required, in order that the curves with indices k and k + 1 not touch. Moreover, if we begin
by considering the curves’ location dictated by the vector Corner`,F at `, then an upward push of
xk − Corner`,Fk made to curve k must also be delivered to all curves of lower index, in order that
no pair of consecutive curves among them begin to cross. After these equal pushes, the curves with
indices k− 1 and k remain in contact, the higher requiring a further upward push, delivered via an
increase in the value of xk−1, with the lower indexed curves again being subjected to the same push
via a similar increase in order to maintain non-crossing. Proceeding through the indices i ∈ J1, kK in
decreasing order, we see then that the difference vector x¯−Corner`,F must be strictly increasing in
its reverse-ordered components if and only if the condition M
[−2T,`]
1,k+1 (x¯, y¯, b¯) = 1 is to be satisfied. 
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−2T ` −2T `
a
b
Ln(3, ·)Ln(3, ·)
Figure 3.1. The proof of Lemma 3.8 is illustrated for k = 3. The top two curves
on the left are LCorner
`,F
1 ,y1;b1
n
(
1, ·) and LCorner`,F2 ,y2;b2n (2, ·), where the y and b data is
irrelevant. The top pair of beads over ` in the left sketch are located at Corner`,F .
On the right, this pair has been displaced to Corner`,F+(a, b), where (a, b) represents
a generic point in (0,∞)2>; thus, the new pair verifies M [−2T,`]1,3
(
Corner`,F+(a, b)
)
= 1.
The middle interval test is more naturally analysed using the one-piece list presentation. In order to
explain why, and to present a satisfying characterization of the overall condition M
[−2T,2T ]
1,k+1 = 1, we
begin by equipping the probability space carrying the law P with some auxiliary random variables.
The vectors
Ln(−2T ) =
(
Ln
(
i,−2T ) : i ∈ J1, kK) and Ln(2T ) = (Ln(i, 2T ) : i ∈ J1, kK)
are F-measurable random variables valued in Rk>. Denote these two vectors temporarily by u¯ and v¯,
the lower-case notation reflecting the deterministic status of these vectors in the eyes of the witness
of F . Recall that B[−2T,2T ]k;u¯,v¯ denotes a collection B(i, ·) : [−2T, 2T ] → R of independent Brownian
bridges indexed by i ∈ J1, kK with endpoints B(i,−2T ) = ui and B(i, 2T ) = vi. We augment the
probability space that carries the law P with copies of these bridge laws. (How this construction
is carried out is irrelevant for our purpose, but for example one may take a single copy of the law
B[−2T,2T ]
k;0¯,0¯
that is independent of F and then affinely shift each of its k curves in an F-determined
manner in order to produce the desired distribution B[−2T,2T ]k;u¯,v¯ .) We will be concerned with these
new processes only via their form on the subset J1, kK × [`, r], and will denote them there by the
symbol W . In this way, the witness of F constructs an ensemble W : J1, kK × [`, r] → R with
the marginal law on [`, r] of the above bridge ensemble. For reasons to be explained shortly, the
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ensemble W will be called the Wiener candidate. We may express the new ensemble in the two-piece
list presentation, at the same time recalling a little notation:
• we write W (`) = (W (i, `) : i ∈ J1, kK) and W (r) = (W (i, r) : i ∈ J1, kK);
• and W [`,r] : J1, kK× [`, r]→ R for the standard bridge ensemble on [`, r] formed from W .
Note the relationship between this construction and the two-piece list Radon-Nikodym derivative
discussion. Under the law PF , the random triple of k-vectors
(
W (`),W (r),W [`,r]
)
has Radon-
Nikodym derivative evaluated at (x¯, y¯, b¯) with respect to the reference measure given by (21) where
the factor of M1,k+1
(
x¯, y¯, b¯
)
is omitted, (and where the normalization Z is now specified by (23)
with this same factor also omitted). Kinetic and potential considerations dictate the law of the top
k curves of Ln for the witness of F . The witness views the Wiener candidate W : J1, kK× [`, r]→ R
– or, alternatively represented, the triple
(
W (`),W (r),W [`,r]
)
– as the random process that results
when kinetic costs are considered but potential constraints are neglected.
For this reason, the conditional distribution under PF of Ln : J1, kK×[`, r]→ R equals the conditional
law of the ensemble W : J1, kK× [`, r]→ R under PF conditioned on the potential constraint that
M
[−2T,2T ]
1,k+1
(
W (`),W (r),W [`,r]
)
= 1 .
When we wish to think of the question of whether this constraint is satisfied using the one-piece list
presentation, we will instead write
M
[−2T,2T ]
1,k+1
(
W
)
= 1 ,
with the use of a single argument, rather than a triple, indicating the meaning. Similarly, of course,
if we replace the superscript by a set A ⊂ [−2T, 2T ]. For example, the middle interval test
M
[`,r]
1,k+1
(
W
)
= 1 (24)
is more naturally expressed in the one-piece presentation, when it amounts to checking the ordering
of the curves of W and that W (k, ·) exceeds Ln(k + 1, ·) on [`, r].
That the conditional law of Ln : J1, kK × [`, r] → R under PF may be obtained by conditioning W
helps to explain the reason for the Wiener candidate name. The witness of F constructs W and
regards it as a candidate for the process Ln : J1, kK × [`, r] → R: the candidate is successful if the
condition M
[−2T,2T ]
1,k+1
(
W (`),W (r),W [`,r]
)
= 1 is met; indeed, under PF , the process W conditioned
on success has the law of Ln. See Figure 3.2.
We may summarise our understanding about how to check the outcome of the examination to which
the candidate is subject by writing the examination indicator function in the form
M
[−2T,2T ]
1,k+1
(
W (`),W (r),W [`,r]
)
= SideLeft
(
W (`)
) ·Middle(W ) · SideRight(W (r)) ,
where the three right-hand factors are indicator functions whose meaning we now review.
The left and right side interval tests may be written
SideLeft
(
W (`)
)
= M
[−2T,`]
1,k+1
(
W (`),W (r),W [`,r]
)
and
SideRight
(
W (r)
)
= M
[r,2T ]
1,k+1
(
W (`),W (r),W [`,r]
)
.
Note that Lemma 3.8 indeed implies that it is only the first and second argument in the respective
triples that is used to determine the value of these right-hand sides.
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2Tr`−2T
Ln(1, 2T )
Ln(2, 2T )
Ln(1,−2T )
Ln(2,−2T )
Ln(3, ·)
Figure 3.2. The perspective of the witness of F and the construction of the Wiener
candidate are depicted for k = 2. The two curves on [−2T, 2T ] that are dotted,
dashed and then dotted again are samples of the law B[−2T,2T ]2;u¯,v¯ , with (u1, u2) =(Ln(1,−2T ),Ln(2,−2T )) and (v1, v2) = (Ln(1, 2T ),Ln(2, 2T )). The marginal of
these curves on [`, r], i.e., their dashed sections, forms the Wiener candidate W .
The thicker solid black curve on [−2T, `] is the affine translation of L[−2T,`]n with
left endpoint Ln(1,−2T ) and right endpoint W (1, `). Similarly on the right, and
for the thinner solid black second curve. The black beads on the vertical line with
x-coordinate `, located at heights
(
W (1, `),W (2, `)
)
, thus dictate the form of the
black curves to the left via affine translation subject to the fixed left endpoints; and
similarly of course on the right. Note that SideLeft
(
W (`)
)
= 1, Middle(W ) = 1 and
SideRight
(
W (r)
)
= 0, and that the Wiener candidate is unsuccessful in this instance.
The middle interval test is naturally examined by using the one-piece list:
Middle(W ) = M
[`,r]
1,k+1
(
W
)
.
A final remark about the one-piece list perspective. For i ∈ J1, kK, the witness of F may seek to
reconstruct the curve Ln(i, ·) on the basis that the unknown data associated to this curve equals
fi : [`, r] → R. Denoting the reconstructed curve by Lfin (i, ·) : [−zn,∞) → R, with the use of a
single argument superscript indicating that the one-piece list presentation is being used, we have
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that
Lfin
(
i, s
)
=

Ln
(
i, s
)
s ∈ [−zn,−2T ) ,
L[−2T,`]n
(
i, s
)
+ `−s`+2T Ln
(
i,−2T )+ s+2T`+2T fi(`) s ∈ [− 2T, `] ,
fi(s) s ∈
[
`, r
]
,
L[r,2T ]n
(
i, s
)
+ s−r2T−rLn
(
i, 2T
)
+ 2T−s2T−rfi(r) s ∈
[
r, 2T
]
Ln
(
i, s
)
s ∈ (2T,∞) .
(25)
3.3. Applications of the Wiener candidate approach
We are now ready to present the proofs of the curve closeness lower bound Theorem 2.10 and the
local maximal fluctuation Theorem 2.14 (as well as Proposition 2.15). These results are applications
of missing closed middle reconstruction (via the Wiener candidate) with the fixed parameter choice(
T, `, r
)
=
(
1,−1, 1).
There is a further similarity between the two proofs. Before we give the proofs, which appear in
Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, we describe this common element. We introduce a favourable event Ft,
specified by a positive parameter t. This event may be detected by the witness of F , since it is
F-measurable, and when the event does occur, the Wiener candidate behaves pleasantly under the
law PF .
We now specify the favourable event; show in Lemma 3.9 that it is typical; and, in Lemma 3.10,
show that Wiener candidate success M
[−2,2]
1,k+1 (W ) = 1 is typical under PF when the event occurs.
For t > 0, we define Ft to be the event that
• Ln(i,−2) ∈ [−t, t] and Ln(i, 2) ∈ [−t, t] for i ∈ J1, kK;
• Corner`,Fi ∈ [−t, t] and Cornerr,Fi ∈ [−t, t] for i ∈ J1, kK;
• and Ln(k + 1, x) ≤ t for x ∈ [−1, 1].
Lemma 3.9. For any t > 0, the event Ft is F-measurable. If t ≥ 25/2, then
P
(
F ct
) ≤ 14Ck exp{− ckt3/2/8} (26)
for all n ≥ k ∨ (c/3)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1 ∨ 62/δ ∨ (t/2)1/δ (with δ = ϕ1/2 ∧ ϕ2/2 ∧ ϕ3). Specifically, when
t ≥ (8c−1k log(28Ck))2/3 ∨ 25/2, P(F ct ) ≤ 1/2.
Proof. By ensemble ordering and Proposition 2.7 applied with x = ±2 and s = t− 23/2, the lower
tail conditions in the first bullet point fail with probability at most 4Ck exp
{ − ck(t − 23/2)3/2}.
The proposition applies because t−23/2 ∈ [0, 2nδ], as well as 2 ≤ c/2 ·nδ. The upper tail conditions
in this bullet point fail with probability at most 2C exp
{ − ct3/2} due to ensemble ordering and
Reg(3) in light of 2 ≤ cnϕ2 .
Regarding the next point, note that[
Cornerl,Fk ,Corner
l,F
1
] ⊆ [Ln(k + 1,−1),Ln(1,−1)] .
Bounds on the lower tail of Ln(k + 1,−1) and on upper bound of Ln(1,−1) will yield an estimate
on the probability of failure of the `-condition in the second point. Similarly of course for the
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r-condition. Arguing as in the preceding paragraph with s = t− 2−1/2, we find that the probability
that the event in this bullet point does not occur is at most
4Ck exp
{− ck(t− 23/2)3/2}+ 2C exp{− ct3/2}
since t− 2−1/2 ∈ [1, 2nδ].
The third point is treated by means of ensemble ordering and the ‘no big max’ Lemma 2.29. The
failure probability is at most 6C exp
{− ct3/2/8}.
Using Ck ≥ C, ck ≤ c and t ≥ 25/2, failure among any of the three points is seen to occur with
probability at most 14Ck exp
{− ckt3/2/8}. Since the final assertion of the lemma is an immediate
consequence of (26), this completes the lemma’s proof. 
Lemma 3.10. If k ≥ 1 and t ≥ 2(log 2)1/2, then
PF
(
M
[−2,2]
1,k+1 (W ) = 1
)
≥ 2−3k/2pi−k exp{− 4k(k + 2)2t2} · 1Ft .
Proof. Set ∆ ⊂ Rk equal to the box [2k, 2k + 1]× · · · × [4, 5]× [2, 3]. Let Gt
(
W
)
denote the event
that W (−1) and W (1) belong to t ·∆. We will prove the lemma by deriving the stronger claim that
PF
(
Gt(W ) , M
[−2,2]
1,k+1 (W ) = 1
)
≥ 2−3k/2pi−k exp{− 4k(k + 2)2t2} · 1Ft . (27)
To derive the claim, we begin by noting that
PF
(
Gt(W ) , M
[−2,2]
1,k+1 (W ) = 1
)
· 1Ft = PF
(
Gt(W )
) · PF(M [−2,2]1,k+1 (W ) = 1 ∣∣∣Gt(W )) · 1Ft . (28)
We are working with missing closed closed reconstruction with
(
T, `, r
)
set equal to
(
1,−1, 1). Recall
that, under PF , the Wiener candidate W : J1, kK× [−1, 1]→ R has the marginal law on [−1, 1] of the
Brownian bridge ensemble B[−2,2]
k;L¯n(−2),L¯n(2). Applying Corollary 2.23 in regard to the curve W (i, ·),
i ∈ J1, kK, with l = 2, a = −2, b = 2, A0 ⊂ [−t, t], A1 = A2 = t · [2k + 2 − 2i, 2k + 3 − 2i] and
A3 ⊂ [−t, t], we learn that
PF
(
Gt(W )
) ≥ 2−k/2pi−k k∏
i=1
exp
{(
t+ t(2k + 3− 2i))2
2
+
t2
4
+
(
t+ t(2k + 3− 2i))2
2
}
· 1Ft ,
where we made use of the length of each interval Ai being at least one (which is due to t ≥ 1).
Thus,
PF
(
Gt(W )
) ≥ 2−k/2pi−k exp{− 4k(k + 2)2t2} · 1Ft . (29)
Consider now the conditional law PF
( · ∣∣Gt(W ) ). For the demand that M [−2,2]1,k+1 (W ) = 1 to be
met for this conditioned process, it is enough that each standard bridge W [−1,1](i, ·) have absolute
value whose supremum is less than t/2. Since these bridges independently have law B[−1,1]1;0,0 under
the measure in question, Lemma 2.24 implies that
PF
(
M
[−2,2]
1,k+1 (W ) = 1
∣∣∣Gt(W )) ≥ (1− 2e−t2/4)k · 1Ft ≥ 2−k · 1Ft (30)
since t ≥ 2(log 2)1/2.
Note that from (29) and (30) follow the claim (27) and Lemma 3.10. 
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3.3.1. Proving Theorem 2.10, the lower bound on the k-curve closeness probability.
First, we reduce the theorem to the following assertion.
Proposition 3.11. For ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3, C, c > 0 and n ∈ N, let
Ln : J1, nK× [− zn,∞)→ R
be a
(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble defined under the law P. Set δ = ϕ1/2 ∧ ϕ2/2 ∧ ϕ3, and, for k ∈ N,
sk =
(
8c−1k log(28Ck)
)2/3 ∨ 25/2. Then, for ε ∈ (0, k−2s−1k /4),
P
(
Close
(
k;Ln, 0, ε
)) ≥ e−52s2kk3 εk2−1
whenever n ≥ k ∨ (c/3)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1 ∨ 62/δ ∨ (sk/2)1/δ.
Proof of Theorem 2.10. We use parabolic invariance Lemma 2.26 and Proposition 3.11 with the
parameter choice (ϕ¯, c/2, C), while noting that the value of ck in (9) determined by c/2 is at least
one-half of the value determined by c. 
Preparing to prove Proposition 3.11, recall that the event Ft is F-measurable, and that we sug-
gested at the beginning of Section 3.3 that we might work by examining the law PF for F-data
causing the occurrence of Ft. Actually, this is not quite our approach (though this description is
correct for the proof of Theorem 2.14). Rather, we now introduce a new event Ht (which is not in
fact F-measurable), establish in Lemma 3.12 that the event is typical, and then finish the proof of
Proposition 3.11 by showing that k-curve closeness at zero is typical when Ht occurs. We consider
Ft merely as a tool for proving that Ht is typical.
As we did in the proof of Lemma 3.10, we let ∆ ⊂ Rk denote the box [2k, 2k+1]×· · ·× [4, 5]× [2, 3].
For s > 0, let Hs = Hk,s denote the event that
• the k-vectors Ln(−1) and Ln(1) belong to s ·∆ ;
• and supx∈[−1,1] Ln(k + 1, x) ≤ s.
Developing the notation used in the proof of Lemma 3.10, and letting Gt
(Ln) denote the event that
Ln(−1) and Ln(1) belong to t ·∆, we use the abbreviation Gt = Gt
(Ln), and find that Gt∩Ft ⊆ Ht.
Thus,
P
(
Ht
) ≥ P(Gt ∩ Ft) = E[PF(Gt)1Ft] = E[PF(Gt(W ) ∣∣∣M [−2,2]1,k+1 (W ) = 1) · 1Ft ]
≥ E
[
PF
(
Gt(W ) , M
[−2,2]
1,k+1 (W ) = 1
)
· 1Ft
]
. (31)
Lemma 3.12. If t ≥ (8c−1k log(28Ck))2/3 ∨ 25/2, then
P
(
Hk,t
) ≥ 12 · 2−3k/2pi−k exp{− 16k3t2}
provided that n ≥ k ∨ (c/3)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1 ∨ 62/δ ∨ (t/2)1/δ, where δ = ϕ1/2 ∧ ϕ2/2 ∧ ϕ3.
Proof. Note first that P(Ft) ≥ 1/2, because we hypothesise the lower bound on t > 0 necessary to
conclude this from Lemma 3.9. Using Lemma 3.10 and P(Ft) ≥ 1/2, we find that
P
(
Ht
) ≥ 12 · 2−k/2pi−k exp{− 4k(k + 2)2t2} · 2−k .
Since k ≥ 2, we obtain the lemma. 
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Proof of Proposition 3.11. Consider a given instance of data Ln(−1), Ln(1) and Ln(k + 1, ·) :
[−1, 1] → R. Denote these pieces of data by x¯, y¯ and f . Under the law P conditionally on the
observation of these data, the conditional distribution of Ln : J1, kK× [−1, 1]→ R is
B[−1,1]k;x¯,y¯
( · ∣∣NoTouch[−1,1]f ) .
If the data
(
x¯, y¯, f
)
is such that the event Hk,t occurs for a value t that is at least 2
5/2k, then this
conditional distribution, after a downward shift of x¯, y¯ and f by the amount t+ 25/2k, satisfies the
hypotheses of Proposition 3.3(2) with K = 2k(t− 1). Applying this result, we find that
P
(
Close
(Ln, 0, φ) ∣∣∣ Hk,t )
≥ φk2−1 · (1− pi−1/2e−1) 116(2k)−(k2−1)pi−(k−1) exp{− 32k3t2} ,
where φ is assumed to be at most
(
4k2(t− 1))−1. We thus obtain Proposition 3.11 by taking φ = ε
and invoking Lemma 3.12, taking t equal to the lowest value permitted in the proposition. 
In summary, the curve closeness probability lower bound Theorem 2.10 has been proved by reducing
it to Proposition 3.11; and the latter result has been proved following the plan outlined in the second
paragraph of Section 3.2, the eventuality in question being Hk,t.
3.3.2. Deriving Theorem 2.14 on local maximal fluctuation. We continue to work with
missing closed middle reconstruction with
(
T, `, r
)
=
(
1,−1, 1), and the Wiener candidate, in order
to prove Theorem 2.14 (and Proposition 2.15). Our first application of the Wiener candidate
approach, the proof of Theorem 2.10, made use of a specification of the parameter t > 0 that
assured merely that the infimum over n ∈ N of the favourable event probability P(Ft) was at least
one-half. As we now revisit this approach, we will make use of the same favourable event via
Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10, but instead specify t > 0 so that P(F ct ) decays to zero as the parameter
K > 0 in Theorem 2.14 tends to infinity.
We begin the proof of Theorem 2.14 by stating a result that will emerge during the course of the
derivation and which leads directly to Proposition 2.15.
Proposition 3.13. If k ≥ 1, x ∈ [−1, 1], ε ∈ (0, 1/2) and K ≥ 219/2k1/2(k + 2), then, with
t = 2−7K(k + 2)−1k−1/2,
P
(
ωk
(Ln, x, ε) ≥ Kε1/2 , Ft) ≤ 23k/2pikk · 60K−1 exp{− 2−12K2}
whenever n ≥ k + 1.
Proof of Proposition 2.15. By Lemma 2.26, it suffices to take x = 0. The result then follows
from Proposition 3.13 and Gt+21/2(0) ⊆ Ft with t = 2−7K(k + 2)−1k−1/2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.14 and Proposition 3.13. In this argument, we will write ωk
(
E, x, δ
)
in
place of ωk,[x,x+δ]
(
E, δ
)
since doing so simplifies the appearance of some expressions.
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Note that
P
(
ωk
(Ln, x, ε) ≥ Kε1/2 , Ft)
≤ E
[
PF
(
ωk
(
W,x, ε
) ≥ Kε1/2 ∣∣∣M [−2T,2T ]1,k+1 (W ) = 1) · 1Ft]
≤ E
[PF(ωk(W,x, ε) ≥ Kε1/2)
PF
(
M
[−2T,2T ]
1,k+1 (W ) = 1
) · 1Ft]
≤ 23k/2pik exp{4k(k + 2)2t2}E[PF(ωk(W,x, ε) ≥ Kε1/2) · 1Ft] ,
where in the third inequality, we used Lemma 3.10.
Recall that T = 1, ` = −1 and r = 1. We leave the favourable event parameter t > 0 unspecified for
now, but note that, when this event Ft occurs, Ln
(
i, u
) ∈ [−t, t] for (i, u) ∈ J1, kK× {−2, 2}. Thus,
for any t > 0,
PF
(
ωk
(
W,x, ε
) ≥ Kε1/2) · 1Ft ≤ k · sup
(u,v)∈[−t,t]2
B[−2,2]1;u,v
(
ωk
(
B, x, ε
) ≥ Kε1/2) .
For any u, v ∈ R, Brownian bridges B and B′ under the laws B[−2,2]1;0,0 and B[−2,2]1;u,v may be coupled
by affine shift; when they are, the bound ω1
(
B′, x, ε
) ≤ ω1(B, x, ε) + ε4−1|v − u| results. This
right-hand side is at most ω1
(
B, x, ε
)
+ tε/2 when u, v ∈ [−t, t]. Impose that tε ≤ Kε1/2. Hence,
PF
(
ωk
(
W,x, ε
) ≥ Kε1/2) · 1Ft ≤ k · B[−2,2]1;0,0 (ω1(B, x, ε) ≥ 12 ·Kε1/2)
= k · B[0,1]1;0,0
(
ω1
(
B, x/4 + 1/2, ε/4
) ≥ 14 ·Kε1/2) ,
where since x ∈ [−1, 1], x/4 + 1/2 ∈ [1/4, 3/4]. Standard Brownian bridge B : [0, 1] → R may be
represented in the form
B(t) = (1− t)X( t1−t) , t ∈ [0, 1] ,
where X : [0,∞)→ R is standard Brownian motion. Note that, when r, s ∈ [0, 7/8], r < s,∣∣B(s)−B(r)∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣X( s1−s)−X( r1−r)∣∣∣+ (s− r) sup
x∈[0,7/8]
|X|( x1−x) .
Since [0, 7/8] : x→ x/(1−x) has 64 as a Lipschitz constant and x/4+1/2+ε/4 ≤ 7/8 since ε ≤ 1/2,
we find that
ω1
(
B, x/4 + 1/2, ε/4
) ≤ ω1(X, 1/2+x/41/2−x/4 , 16ε) + ε/4 · sup
t∈[0,7]
|X(t)| .
Writing P for the probability measure associated to the Brownian motion X, we find that
B[0,1]1;0,0
(
ω1
(
B, x/4 + 1/2, ε/4
) ≥ 14 ·Kε1/2)
≤ P
(
ω1
(
X, 1/2+x/41/2−x/4 , 16ε
) ≥ 18 ·Kε1/2) + P(ε/4 · sup
t∈[0,7]
|X(t)| ≥ 18 ·Kε1/2
)
≤ 4 ν0,16ε
(
1
8 ·Kε1/2,∞
)
+ 4 ν0,7
(
2−1Kε−1/2,∞)
≤ 4(2pi)−1/232K−1 exp{− 2−1(K/32)2}+ 4(2pi)−1/271/2 · 2ε1/2K−1 exp{− 7−18−1K2ε−1}
≤ 60K−1 exp{− 2−11K2} ,
where the last inequality used ε ≤ 1.
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We find then that
P
(
ωk
(Ln, x, ε) ≥ Kε1/2 , Ft) ≤ 23k/2pik exp{4k(k + 2)2t2} · k · 60K−1 exp{− 2−11K2} .
We now set the favourable event parameter t > 0 so that 4k(k + 2)2t2 = 2−12K2. That is, t =
2−7K(k+2)−1k−1/2. Note that the condition that tε1/2 ≤ K, which we demanded earlier, is satisfied
since ε1/2 ≤ 27k1/2(k + 2) is implied by k ≥ 1 and ε < 1. We obtain
P
(
ωk
(Ln, x, ε) ≥ Kε1/2 , Ft) ≤ 23k/2pikk · 60K−1 exp{− 2−12K2} ,
which is Proposition 3.13.
Note further that
P
(
ωk
(Ln, x, ε) ≥ Kε1/2) ≤ P(ωk(Ln, x, ε) ≥ Kε1/2 , Ft) + P(F ct )
≤ 23k/2pikk · 60K−1 exp{− 2−12K2} + 14Ck exp{− ckt3/2/8}
≤ 23k/2pikk · 60K−1 exp{− 2−12K2}
+ 14Ck exp
{− ck2−27/2K3/2k−3/4(k + 2)−3/2}
≤ (23k/2pikk · 60K−1 + 14Ck) exp{− ckk−9/42−27/23−3/2K3/2} ,
where the second inequality uses Lemma 3.9, with the necessary bound t ≥ 25/2 taking the form
K ≥ 27k1/2(k + 2)25/2 when expressed in terms of K; and where, in the last inequality, we used
k ≥ 1 and K ≥ 2−3c2kk−9/23−3 (which simply follows from K ≥ 1 in view of ck ≤ 1) in the form
2−12K2 ≥ ckk−9/42−27/23−3/2K3/2.
Also using K ≥ 1, we obtain Theorem 2.14. 
CHAPTER 4
The jump ensemble method: foundations
This chapter is devoted to introducing the general apparatus of this method; the next uses it to
prove the k-curve closeness Theorem 2.9(1) and the Brownian regularity Theorem 2.11. The present
chapter has two sections. In Section 4.1, we explain why missing closed middle reconstruction is
inadequate for the purpose of proving such upper bounds as Theorem 2.9(1). Faced with the need
for a new technique, we refine this reconstruction approach and so formulate the jump ensemble
method, in the later part of Section 4.1 and in Section 4.2.
4.1. The jump ensemble method
In this section, we will present the apparatus of this general method for proving upper bounds on
probabilities of events expressed in terms of the curves in Brownian Gibbs ensembles.
4.1.1. The need for a further method: how the Wiener candidate falls short. We
begin by advocating the need for a new approach by examining the k-curve closeness example. We
will explain why the upper bound Theorem 2.9 may be expected to be harder to prove than the
lower bound Theorem 2.10. This discussion will motivate the need for some of the apparatus of the
jump ensemble method that we will specify later in Section 4.1.
We may try to use missing closed middle reconstruction and the Wiener candidate W , constructed
under PF , in order to prove upper bounds on probabilities of events expressed in terms of the
ensemble Ln. Suppose that we set the reconstruction parameters T , ` and r equal to 1, −1 and
1, as we did when we proved Theorem 2.10 (and for that matter Theorem 2.14). Recall that,
under PF , the conditional distribution of Ln : J1, kK × [−1, 1] → R is given by the conditional law
of the candidate ensemble W : J1, kK× [−1, 1]→ R given that M [−2,2]1,k+1 (W ) = 1.
The Wiener candidate is by its definition essentially a system of independent Brownian motions.
In proving either the lower bound Theorem 2.10 or the upper bound Theorem 2.9, we seek to
transmit information about the k-curve closeness probability for independent Brownian motions
in Proposition 3.3 to learn something comparable about the ensemble Ln. Conditioning as we do
on the data specifying F , this transfer is a matter of specifying a reasonably probable favourable
F-measurable event F with the property that under the law PF for a choice of F-data causing the
occurrence of F , the conditional probability that M
[−2,2]
1,k+1 (W ) = 1 is itself quite high.
Of course, we saw this idea late in the preceding chapter, where we took the event F to be Ft: this
event is after all F-measurable, and has a positive probability, uniformly in the parameter n, while
Lemma 3.10 records a lower bound on the conditional probability in question.
As we consider applying this approach to prove the upper bound, it is clear that it must be carried
out in a more exacting way. From the form of Theorem 2.9(1), it is apparent that we must specify
a favourable event F in terms of F-data whose complement has a superpolynomial decay in ε↘ 0
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(or anyway a decay as fast as εk
2−1). This event specified, we must then argue that, under the
associated PF law, the condition M
[−2T,2T ]
1,k+1 (W ) = 1 is met with at least a subpolynomially decaying
εo(1) probability as ε ↘ 0. If this scenario can be realized, then the probability of the putatively
rare event Close
(Ln, 0, ε) may be gauged as follows:
P
(
Close
(Ln, 0, ε)) ≤ E[PF(Close(W, 0, ε) ∣∣∣M [−2T,2T ]1,k+1 (W ) = 1) · 1F] + P(F c) . (32)
The latter term on the right-hand side is O
(
εk
2−1) while the former is at most
E
[ PF(Close(W, 0, ε) , M [`,r]1,k+1(W ) = 1)
PF
(
M
[−2T,2T ]
1,k+1 (W ) = 1
) · 1F ] .
In the ratio here, the denominator behaves as εo(1) as ε↘ 0. The numerator concerns the k-curve
closeness probability for a system of Brownian bridges conditioned on the avoidance constraints
that comprise the middle interval test. As such, Proposition 3.3(1) suggests that the numerator is
at most εk
2−1−o(1). (One might object that this result requires that the entrance and exit data, in
this case W (`) and W (r), be well-spaced. However, it is plausible that this data is well-spaced fairly
typically, and also that the bound cannot be significantly improved even when W (`) and W (r) are
constant vectors. Our expository purpose would not be advanced by examining this imprecision
further.)
If this method can be implemented, then, we would learn that P
(
Close(Ln, 0, ε)
) ≤ εk2−1−o(1).
We now turn to considering how we may hope to carry out such an approach. The parameters T > 0,
` ∈ [−T, 0] and r ∈ [0, T ] serve to specify the missing closed middle reconstruction σ-algebra F .
Is the choice T = 1, ` = −1 and r = 1 that we have been considering realistic for the upper bound
argument? The favourable event F must stipulate that the lower boundary condition Ln
(
k+ 1, ·) :
[`, r] → R not rise too high. After all, if F-data that causes F to occur is to result in at least
a modest PF -probability of M
[−2T,2T ]
1,k+1 (W ) = 1, then it must also entail such a probability for the
weaker middle interval condition that M
[`,r]
1,k+1(W ) = 1. In the latter condition, we are demanding
inter alia that Brownian bridges begun at unit-order locations at the presently chosen unit-order
boundary times −2T and 2T consistently rise above the curve Ln(k + 1, ·) during [`, r].
Since Ln is a regular ensemble, it satisfies the one-point upper tail axiom Reg(3) and is ordered
(because it is Brownian Gibbs). For these two reasons,
P
(
Ln
(
k + 1, 0
) ≥ s) ≤ C exp{− cs3/2}
for s ≥ 1. In demanding that P(F c) = O(εk2−1), we may thus incorporate into the definition of F
a demand on the (k + 1)st curve in Ln no stronger than
sup
x∈[`,r]
Ln
(
k + 1, x
) ≤ O( log ε−1)2/3 .
The boundary data Ln
(
i,±2T ), i ∈ J1, kK, are typically of unit-order (if T = 1 at least). Under PF ,
the k Brownian bridges on [−2T, 2T ] used to form the candidate ensemble W : J1, kK × [`, r] → R
are being required to jump over a hill whose height is O
(
log ε−1
)2/3
. If T is of unit order, the
probability of this happening is exp
{−O(log ε−1)4/3}. This four-thirds exponent is inadequate for
our purpose: we want it to be less than one to carry out the proposed method.
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We may improve matters by increasing the value of T . However, as we do so, we pay a price: the
typical boundary data at ±2T will no longer be at a unit-order location but instead at a parabolically
determined location around −O(T 2).
Suppose we write T =
(
log ε−1
)α
for α > 0. The interval [−2T, 2T ] has length of order ( log ε−1)α.
The k Wiener candidate curves defined on this interval begin and end at heights of order−( log ε−1)2α.
They must clear a height of order
(
log ε−1
)2/3
on an interval of times including zero. The probability
that they do so has order
exp
{
− 1(
log ε−1
)α(( log ε−1)2/3 + ( log ε−1)2α)2O(1)} = exp{− ( log ε−1)(4/3−α)∨3αO(1)} .
This expression is maximized by setting α = 1/3 when it takes the form exp
{
O(log ε−1)
}
.
We were seeking a sub-polynomial decay in low ε, for which such an expression would clearly qualify
only if it took the form exp
{
(log ε−1)1−ζ
}
for some ζ > 0; and this we did not find. Although the
outcome that ζ = 0 is possible is ambiguous, it may seem unlikely, on the basis of these heuristics,
that the method may work.
Indeed, a slightly closer review would show that it cannot work, and we will need to refine our
approach in order to prove the upper bound Theorem 2.9(1). We will allude to the problem identified
here – that ζ cannot be made positive – as the high jump difficulty.
Note the role of the basic parameter ε > 0 in our discussion. For the k-curve closeness problem,
its role is to specify up to a power the order of probability of k-curve ε-closeness for a reference
mutually avoiding Brownian bridge ensemble, this probability being εk
2−1+o(1) by Proposition 3.3.
Other upper bounds on Brownian Gibbs ensemble probabilities will be sought, such as in the proof
of Theorem 2.11, a result which quantifies the assertion that the change of measure from mutually
avoiding Brownian bridge law to Brownian Gibbs ensemble law transforms small probability events
in the manner ε→ ε1−o(1). Here, the parameter ε > 0 again plays the role of determining the order
of magnitude of the probability of an event under study for the law in the transform’s preimage.
The parameter ε is embedded in the jump ensemble method that we are developing, and the use of
this symbol is henceforth reserved for its use in the method; it always has a conceptual interpretation
of the form we have just discussed.
4.1.2. Setting the missing close middle reconstruction parameters. Set back by the
high jump difficulty we may seem to be, but we have learnt something useful: a sensible choice of the
parameter T > 0. We now set, for the rest of the paper, the value of T to be equal to Dk
(
log ε−1
)1/3
.
The quantity Dk > 0 is a constant, without dependence on ε > 0, though it depends on k ≥ 2; in
the general formulation of the jump ensemble method, we will take
Dk ≥ max
{
k1/3c
−1/3
k
(
2−9/2 − 2−5)−1/3 , 36(k2 − 1)} , (33)
where the c-sequence is specified in (9). We adopt equality in (33) by default, but permit an increase
in the value of Dk as the need arises in specific applications of the method. On the parameter ε > 0,
we require that
ε < e−1 ∧ (17)−1/kC−1/kk D−1k ; (34)
in fact, the first condition ε < e−1 is implied by the second for each k ≥ 2, but we include it because
we will sometimes invoke it directly. The ensemble index n ≥ k will be supposed to satisfy
nϕ1/4∧ϕ2/4∧ϕ3/2 ≥ (c/2 ∧ 21/2)−1Dk( log ε−1)1/3 (35)
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and
n ≥ k ∨ (c/3)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1 ∨ 62/δ , (36)
where δ = ϕ1/2 ∧ ϕ2/2 ∧ ϕ3.
We emphasise that the preceding four hypotheses will be enforced throughout the use of the jump
ensemble method in this article. The hypotheses are not explicitly recalled except for in the state-
ments of theorems that are derived by the method. Specifically, we are supposing that (35) holds.
In applications, where ϕ¯ =
(
1/3, 1/9, 1/3
)
, this hypothesis asserts that n ≥ O(1)( log ε−1)12, where
the O(1) term permits k-dependence; in other words, ε ≥ exp{ − O(1)n1/12} – so that extremely
small probability events are not treated by the method uniformly in n. For example, this hypothe-
sis transmits to Theorem 2.11, one of our principal results, which concerns Brownian regularity of
regular ensembles; we will allude explicitly to this consideration again, when we prove this result at
the end of Chapter 5.
We must also set the values of ` ∈ [−T, 0] and r ∈ [0, T ]. It would be natural enough to consider
the choice ` = −T and r = T . In fact, we will make choices slightly closer to the origin than these,
in a way that ensures that the lower boundary condition Ln
(
k+1, ·) : [`, r]→ R enjoys a little more
regularity than would be the case with the choice ` = −T and r = T .
To specify our choice of (`, r), we introduce the least concave majorant c+ : [−T, T ] → R of the
curve Ln(k + 1, ·) : [−T, T ]→ R.
Define a random variable pair (l, r) according to
l = inf
{
x ∈ [−T, T ] : c′+(x) ≤ 4T
}
and r = sup
{
x ∈ [−T, T ] : c′+(x) ≥ −4T
}
,
where the convention that inf ∅ = T and sup ∅ = −T is adopted.
We now specify, for the rest of the paper, our choice of (`, r) to be equal to (l, r). As such, we will be
working with the missing closed middle reconstruction whose side intervals are [−2T, l] and [r, 2T ]
and whose middle interval is [l, r]. There would seem to be formal problem that l > r is possible
due to the cases where one of l = T or r = −T is forced by the above convention; but, in either of
these cases, r = l. Thus, in fact, we always have l ≤ r; and we will soon see that a stronger bound
holds in our applications of the method.
Note that J1, k+ 1K× (l, r) is not a stopping domain, because the form of Ln(k+ 1, ·) near the origin
dictates the values of c+ further away. What is needed for our purpose is that (l, r) is F-measurable
(which is true because the entire (k + 1)st curve is known to the witness of F).
(The use of the pair (l, r) develops a technique in the construction [CH14] of the Airy line ensemble
by which was proved the key technical Proposition 3.5 showing a uniform lower bound on acceptance
probability for a prelimiting ensemble sequence. It would be of interest however to revisit this proof
with merely the use of missing closed middle reconstruction.)
4.1.3. Specifying the favourable event Fav. Disregarding for a moment longer the identified
high jump difficulty, we endeavour to specify in precise terms the form of the proposed method,
now defining the favourable event Fav: we set
Fav = F1 ∩ F2 ∩ F3 ,
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where
F1 =
{
Ln
(
i, x
) ∈ T 2[− 2√2− 1,−2√2 + 1] for (i, x) ∈ J1, kK× {− 2T, 2T}} ,
F2 =
{
− T 2 ≤ Ln
(
k + 1, x
) ≤ T 2 for x ∈ [−T, T ]} ,
and F3 =
⋂
i∈J1,kK
{
Cornerl,Fi ∈
[− T 2, T 2]} ∩ {Cornerr,Fi ∈ [− T 2, T 2]} .
Note that, since Ln
(
k+1, l
) ≥ Ln(k+1,−T )+4T (l+T ), the occurrence of Fav ⊆ {Ln(k+1,−T ) ≥
−T 2} ∩ {Ln(k + 1, l) ≤ T 2} entails that l ≤ −T/2; similarly, it ensures that r ≥ T/2. Thus,
[−T/2, T/2] is always a subset of the middle interval [l, r] whenever middle interval reconstruction
is attempted.
The next lemma establishes that the favourable event Fav has the superpolynomial decay property
that the upper bound method we have been proposing demands of it: P
(
Favc
)
= O(εO(ckD
3
k))
as ε↘ 0, so that high choices of Dk give rise to any desired polynomial decay.
Lemma 4.1. We have that
P
(
Favc
) ≤ ε2−5ckD3k .
Remark. When applications are made, the value of Dk will be increased if necessary over the explicit
value given in (33) in order to ensure that the decay rate P
(
Favc
)
is suitable for the problem at
hand.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We must bound above P(Fci ) for each i ∈ J1, 3K.
Bounding P(Fc1). By hypothesis, Ln is a regular ensemble. As such, Proposition 2.7 with x = ±2T
and s = T 2 provides an estimate needed to control the one-point lower tail, namely∑
x∈{−2T,2T}
P
(
Ln
(
k, x
)
+ 2−1/2x2 ≤ −T 2
)
≤ 2Ck exp
{− ckT 3} = 2CkεckD3k ;
here are used n ≥ k∨(c/3)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1∨62/δ, 2T ≤ 2−1cnδ and T 2 ≤ 2nδ, where δ = ϕ1/2∧ϕ2/2∧ϕ3
– hypotheses which hold due to (35), (36) and c ≤ 1.
The one-point upper tail axiom Reg(3) with z = ±2T and s = T 2 offers the control∑
z∈{−2T,2T}
P
(
Ln
(
1, z
)
+ 2−1/2z2 ≥ s
)
≤ 2C exp{− cT 3} = 2CεcD3k
where we used 2T ≤ cnϕ2 and T 2 ≥ 1.
From the two displayed bounds, as well as Ck ≥ C and ck ≤ c, we learn that
P
(
Fc1
) ≤ 4CkεckD3k .
Bounding P(Fc2). The probability that the lower-tail condition in F2 fails satisfies
P
(
∃x ∈ [−T, T ] : Ln
(
k + 1, x
)
< −T 2
)
(37)
≤ P
(
inf
x∈[−T,T ]
(Ln(k + 1, x) + 2−1/2x2) ≤ −(1− 2−1/2)T 2 )
≤ T k · Ek exp
{− ck(1− 2−1/2)3/2T 3} ≤ T kCkε(1−2−1/2)3/2ckD3k ,
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where the second inequality is a consequence of Proposition A.2 applied at curve index k + 1 with
parameter choices y = 0, t = T and r = (1 − 2−1/2)T 2. This proposition is a refinement of
Proposition 2.7 and appears in the appendix. The constant Ek is introduced in this proposition
and, in view of (8), satisfies Ek ≤ Ck – a bound used in the final inequality in the above display.
The application of the proposition requires that certain upper and lower bounds on the parameters t
and r be satisfied (as well as a trivial condition on y). It is readily checked that the hypotheses (33)
and (35), alongside the definition (9) and ε ≤ e−1, ensure these; thus is the preceding display
confirmed.
We will treat the upper-tail condition in F2 by applying Proposition 2.27 in order to find that
P
(
sup
x∈[−T,T ]
Ln
(
1, x
) ≥ T 2) ≤ 12TCε2−9/2cD3k . (38)
For this application of Proposition 2.27, recall that Ln is supposed to be a
(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble
for some ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3. Set r = T and t = T 2. The proposition’s hypotheses are 12cnϕ1∧ϕ2 ∧
21/2nϕ3/2 ≥ T ≥ 27/4 and n ≥ (2c)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1 ; they hold by (35) and (36). Applying the proposition
and using T ≥ 1, we bound the probability in (38) above by 12TC exp{ − 2−9/2cT 3}, and thus
derive (38).
Note then that, if the upper tail condition in F2 fails, the event in the displayed estimate occurs.
Indeed, although the F2-condition concerns the (k + 1)
st curve, rather than the first, the event
becomes less probable if the (k + 1)st curve is considered, because the ensemble
{Ln : n ∈ N} is
ordered.
Combining (37) with (38), we arrive at the bound
P
(
Fc2
) ≤ 12TCε2−9/2cD3k + T kCkε(1−2−1/2)3/2ckD3k .
Bounding P(Fc3). Note that Corner
l,F
i ≥ Ln(k + 1, l) and Cornerr,Fi ≥ Ln(k + 1, r) for i ∈ J1, kK.
Since {l, r} ⊂ [−T, T ], we see that the lower tail conditions in the definition of F3 are in fact implied
by the conditions in F2. Regarding the upper conditions, note that, for such i, Corner
l,F
i ≤ Ln(1, l)
and Cornerr,Fi ≤ Ln(1, r). Since {l, r} ⊂ [−T, T ], the occurrence of the event in (38) entails that
these conditions are satisfied. In this way, the right-hand side of the preceding display is seen to be
an upper bound not merely on P
(
Fc2
)
but in fact also on P
(
Fc2
)
+ P
(
Fc3
)
.
Gathering the estimates. In this way, we find that
P
(
Favc
) ≤ 4CkεckD3k + 12TCε2−9/2cD3k + T kCkε(1−2−1/2)3/2ckD3k .
Since T ≥ 1, Ck ≥ C and ck ≤ c, we have that P
(
Favc
) ≤ 17CkT kε2−9/2ckD3k . From (34), we have
17CkT
k ≤ ε−k; note further that Dk ≥ k1/3c−1/3k
(
2−9/2− 2−5)−1/3 yields ε2−9/2ckD3k ≤ εk · εck2−5D3k .
Thus, we obtain Lemma 4.1. 
4.1.4. More promising than the Wiener candidate: the jump ensemble. Consider
the law PF for such F-data that Fav occurs. We have understood that the candidate examination
condition M
[−2T,2T ]
1,k+1 (W ) = 1 may be satisfied only with PF -probability ε
O(1) as ε↘ 0, rather than
with the desired εo(1) probability.
We must change our approach in order to solve the discussed high jump difficulty: we will consider
a variant of the Wiener candidate ensemble W : J1, kK× [`, r]→ R. The new ensemble will be called
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the jump ensemble and denoted by J : J1, kK× [`, r]→ R. Under Fav-satisfying choices of F , it will
verify M
[−2T,2T ]
1,k+1 (J) = 1 with the sought subpolynomial ε
o(1) PF -probability.
The Wiener candidate has been found wanting because of the difficulty it encounters in passing the
middle interval test (24). We now specify a new test, the jump test, the passing of which will be a
necessary condition for (24) to hold. The new test will demand that the k candidate curves jump
over a large set of extreme points with x-coordinates in [l, r] of the graph of the (k + 1)st curve’s
concave majorant c+, so that the Wiener candidate who passes the jump test necessarily has an
overall curve geometry that offers a viable prospect of success. We will define the jump ensemble J
by conditioning the Wiener candidate on passing the jump test, alongside the side intervals test;
this ensemble will indeed resolve the high jump difficulty.
Recall then that c+ : [−T, T ]→ R is the least concave majorant of the curve Ln(k+1, ·) : [−T, T ]→
R. Let xExt(c+) ⊂ [l, r] denote the set of x-coordinates of extreme points of the closed set
{
(x, y) :
l ≤ x ≤ r , y ≤ c+(x)}. Note that xExt(c+) consists of the intersection with [l, r] of the set of points
of local non-constancy of c′+; necessarily, {l, r} ∈ xExt(c+). Introducing a parameter dip ∈ [1, r− l),
we let P denote a subset of xExt(c+) with the properties that
• {l, r} ∈ P ;
• any distinct elements p1, p2 ∈ P satisfy |p1 − p2| > dip;
• and, if x ∈ xExt(c+) \ P , then some element p ∈ P satisfies |p− x| ≤ dip.
In fact, several subsets of xExt(c+) may satisfy these conditions. If this is the case, we may select P
to be the subset among the choices of maximal cardinality that is maximal in the lexicographical
ordering. The set P , rather than xExt(c+), will be the focus of our attention; we will sometimes call
it the pole set. The quantity dip is the inter-pole distance parameter. (The role of this parameter
is determined by the application; if an understanding of the behaviour of for example Ln(1, ·) is
sought on an interval of a certain length l, we would set dip to equal l, or perhaps a bounded multiple
thereof. In applications, we may think of dip as being a constant, independent of ε > 0 and even of
k ≥ 2.)
We record for future use that
|P | ≤ 2T . (39)
Indeed, elements of P are separated by a distance that exceeds dip ≥ 1 and all lie in [l, r] ⊆ [−T, T ].
We also define the tent map Tent : [l, r]→ R to be the piecewise affine function which on any closed
interval between consecutive pole set values p1 and p2 is equal to the affine function whose values
at p1 and p2 are respectively Ln(k + 1, p1) and Ln(k + 1, p2). Note that Tent is an F-measurable
function.
We choose these names because we may think of a pole {p} × (−∞,Ln(k + 1, p)] being built over
each element p ∈ P , so that the leftmost and rightmost poles are supported at l and r. The graph
of the tent map Tent : [l, r]→ R is thus propped up by the collection of poles.
We say that the Wiener candidate passes the jump test if each of its curves clears all the pole tops,
namely if
W (i, x) > Ln
(
k + 1, x
)
for all (i, x) ∈ J1, kK× P .
The middle interval test is comprised of internal and external avoidance constraints for W on [l, r].
These constraints collectively ensure that each W -curve exceeds Ln(k + 1, ·) throughout [l, r]. The
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jump test checks that the latter condition holds only at points in P . Since P ⊆ [l, r], the jump test
is weaker than the middle interval test.
In summary, then: under PF , the candidate W ’s overall success M
[−2T,2T ]
1,k+1
(
W
)
= 1 may be tested
in three steps:
• Test 1 is the side intervals test: in one-piece list notation, M [−2T,l]∪[r,2T ]1,k+1 (W ) = 1;
• Test 2 is the jump test;
• and Test 3 is the middle interval test, i.e., M [l,r]1,k+1(W ) = 1.
Since Test 2 is weaker than Test 3, W passes the test sequence if and only if it is successful.
The event whose indicator function is checked to be one in Test i will be called Ti, for i ∈ J1, 3K.
We also write for example T12 = T1 ∩ T2; thus, T123 denotes the event that M [−2T,2T ]1,k+1
(
W
)
= 1.
We now construct the jump ensemble J under the law P. The ensemble J : J1, kK × [l, r] → R is
constructed so that, under PF , it has the conditional distribution of W : J1, kK × [l, r] → R given
that T12 = 1.
In this way, to the witness of F the jump ensemble J is a candidate W that passes Tests 1 and 2.
The construction is depicted in Figure 4.1.
4.1.5. The jump ensemble as a halfway house. The jump ensemble represents a halfway-
house between the unadulterated Brownian randomness of the Wiener candidate W and the desired
conditional distribution under PF of the actual line ensemble Ln. Under PF , the latter distribution
is obtained as the law of the jump ensemble conditioned on T3(J) = 1.
4.1.5.1. The jump ensemble’s promise realized: Proposition 4.2. Our next result emphasises
how the jump ensemble is a serious contender for passing the third and final test: provided that
the highly typical F-measurable event Fav occurs, this ensemble meets the demand that T3(J) = 1
with a probability that decays slowly, subpolynomially, as ε↘ 0.
Proposition 4.2. We have that
PF
(
T3(J) = 1
)
≥ exp
{
− 3973k7/2d2ipD2k
(
log ε−1
)2/3} · 1Fav .
In a sense, we have solved the high jump difficulty: with a choice of ζ = 1/3, the PF -probability
that J passes T3(J) = 1, and so renders to the witness of F a copy of the law Ln, is at least
exp
{−O(1)(log ε−1)1−ζ}.
4.1.5.2. The Wiener candidate’s prospects of promotion to the jump ensemble. The next result
provides a lower bound on the PF -probability of this eventuality and may be seen as part of the
overall apparatus of the jump ensemble method. It will be used to prove Proposition 4.2.
Proposition 4.3. We have that
PF
(
T12(W ) = 1
) ≥ ε36(k+2)2kD3k 2−k 1Fav .
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−2T l r 2Tp1 p2x
Ln(1,−2T )
Ln(2,−2T )
Ln(1, 2T )
Ln(3, 2T )
Ln(3, ·)
< 1
Ln(3,−2T )
Ln(2, 2T )
T−T
Figure 4.1. The jump ensemble depicted with k = 2 (and dip = 1). The depiction
is not to scale: the intervals [−2T,−T ] and [T, 2T ] are too short. The pole set P in
this example equals {l, p1, p2, r}. The vertical poles are depicted in thick solid lines.
The point x is an element of xExt(c+) but not of P , because |x− p1| < 1. (In fact,
there are almost surely infinitely many elements of xExt(c+) \ P .) The piecewise
affine dashed curve defined on [l, r] is Tent. The rougher dashed curves are the jump
ensemble J : [1, 2]× [l, r]→ R. The jump ensemble fails the criterion T3(J) = 1 due
to the meeting of the two J-curves and contact between J(1, ·) and Ln(3, ·).
4.1.6. The jump ensemble method: summary. We may summarise the jump ensemble
method for upper bounds by revisiting the articulation in (32) of the proposed Wiener candidate
method (that was found wanting for some such purposes), and formulating a counterpart inequality
for the jump ensemble. Consider a general event A, expressed as a collection of k curves on [l, r].
The analogue of (32) in the new formulation is
P
(Ln ∈ A) ≤ E[PF(J ∈ A ∣∣T3(J) = 1) · 1Fav] + P(Favc) .
On the left-hand side, we have abused notation to write Ln to indicate the restriction of this ensemble
to J1, kK× [l, r]. Recall that the favourable event Fav has been specified in Section 4.1.3.
Using Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 4.1, we see that
P
(Ln ∈ A) ≤ ε−o(1) E[PF(J ∈ A) · 1Fav ] + ε∞ ,
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where in fact ε−o(1) is exp
{
Ok(1)(log ε
−1)2/3
}
(with Ok(1) bounded for given k) and ε
∞ indicates
arbitrarily fast polynomial decay whose exponent is determined by choosing Dk > 0 high enough.
The scenario that we sought to realize in discussing (32) was not achievable, but now we have a
new variant of that scenario. In spirit, the jump ensemble method works as follows. Consider an
event A of the type we are discussing, whose Brownian bridge probability is of order ε. This means
something to the effect that B[−1,1]k;u¯,v¯ (A) = ε, where u¯ and v¯ are say typical unit-order entrance and
exit data. (We could also randomize over these vectors, choosing them to have say a Gaussian law
conditional on being k-decreasing lists.) Then, in order to conclude that the ensemble probability
P
(Ln ∈ A) is at most ε1−o(1), it is enough to establish the jump ensemble estimate that the PF -
probability that the marginal process J : J1, kK× [−1, 1]→ R lies in A is comparable (at most a large
constant multiple would suffice) to the Brownian bridge probability B[−1,1]k;u¯,v¯ (A), for all instances of
F-measurable data for which Fav occurs.
4.2. General tools for the jump ensemble method
In this section, we complete our discussion of the general apparatus of the jump ensemble method
by proving Propositions 4.2 and 4.3.
4.2.1. Trying for jump ensemble status: the Wiener candidate’s flying leap. Here
we prove Proposition 4.3. Recall that, conditionally on F , the jump ensemble J has the law of W
given T12(W ) = 1. We begin by providing an explicit condition on W that ensures that the two
concerned tests are passed. Define the flying leap event
FlyLeap =
{
W (l) ∈ Cornerl,F + 3T 2 ·D , W (r) ∈ Cornerr,F + 3T 2 ·D
}
∩
{ ∣∣W [l,r](i, x)∣∣ < T 2 ∀ (i, x) ∈ J1, kK× [l, r] } .
Here, D denotes the box [2k− 1, 2k]× · · ·× [3, 4]× [1, 2] and 3T 2 ·D the dilation by a factor of 3T 2.
We first check the inclusion
Fav ∩ FlyLeap ⊆
{
T12(W ) = 1
}
. (40)
To verify this, note first that Lemma 3.8 implies that the side intervals test T1(W ) = 1 is passed
provided that W (l)−Cornerl,F ∈ (0,∞)k> and W (r)−Cornerr,F ∈ (0,∞)k>. These latter conditions
apply because 3T 2 ·D ⊂ (0,∞)k>. For the jump test T2(W ) = 1 to be passed, it is sufficient that
W (i, x) exceed Ln(k + 1, x) whenever (i, x) ∈ J1, kK × [l, r]. Taking i = k, we have that, for all
such x, the occurrence of FlyLeap entails that W (i, x) > 3T 2 + Cornerl,Fk ∧Cornerr,Fk − T 2; on Fav,
Cornerl,Fk ∧Cornerr,Fk ≥ −T 2. Thus, on Fav∩FlyLeap, W (i, x) > T 2. On the other hand, Fav entails
that Ln(k+ 1, x) ≤ T 2 (since [l, r] ⊆ [−T, T ]). The lower bound on W (i, x) is equally true for i < k:
we have confirmed (40).
In view of (40), in order to prove Proposition 4.3, it is enough to verify that
PF
(
FlyLeap
) ≥ ε36(k+2)2kD3k 2−k 1Fav . (41)
We now do so. Let i ∈ J1, kK. When Fav occurs, Cornerl,Fi and Cornerr,Fi lie on the interval
[−T 2, T 2], while Ln(i,−2T ) and Ln(i, 2T ) are at distance at most T 2 from −2
√
2T 2. Thus, the
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quantity
PF
(
W (i, l) ∈ Cornerl,Fi + 3T 2 ·
[
2k + 1− 2i, 2(k + 1− i)] , (42)
W (i, r) ∈ Cornerr,Fi + 2T 2 ·
[
2k + 1− 2i, 2(k + 1− i)])
is seen to be at least
inf B[−2T,2T ]1;x,y
(
B(l) ∈ a+ 3T 2 · [2k + 1− 2i, 2(k + 1− i)] ,
B(r) ∈ b+ 3T 2 · [2k + 1− 2i, 2(k + 1− i)]) ,
when Fav occurs. The infimum is taken over choices of x and y in the interval [−2√2−1,−2√2+1]T 2
and of a and b in the interval [−T 2, T 2]. We may now use Corollary 2.23 to find a lower bound on
the expression whose infimum is taken. Using 3T 2 ≥ 1 in order to omit the product of the interval
lengths in the corollary, we find that the expression is at least
Z−1G1(x, a)G2(a, b)G3(b, y)
where
G1(x, a) = inf
u∈3T 2·
[
2k+1−2i,2(k+1−i)
] gx,l+2T (a+ u) ,
G2(a, b) = inf
u,v∈3T 2·
[
2k+1−2i,2(k+1−i)
] ga+u,r−l(b+ v) ,
and
G3(b, y) = inf
v∈3T 2·
[
2k+1−2i,2(k+1−i)
] gb+v,2T−r(y) .
The normalization Z equals gx,4T (y); note that Z
−1 ≥ 1 since 4T (2pi)1/2 ≥ 1.
Write G1 for the infimum of G1(x, a) over the stated choices of (x, a); and similarly define G2
and G3. Note that
G1 ≥ g(−2√2−1)T 2,l+2T
(
T 2+6T 2(k+1−i)) ≥ (2pi)−1/2( 23T )1/2 exp{− 12T ((6(k+1−i)+2√2+2)T 2)2} ,
since T ≤ l + 2T ≤ 3T/2. Thus,
G1 ≥ (2pi)−1/2
(
2
3T
)1/2 × exp{− 12(6k + 5)2T 3} ≥ exp{− 18(k + 1)2T 3} ;
in the latter inequality, we bounded the pre-× term below by ε5D3k , using ε30D3k−1 ≤ (3piDk)−3 to
do so.
The quantity G3 satisfies the same bound.
Note that
G2 ≥ g0,r−l
(
5T 2
) ≥ (2pi)−1/2( 12T )1/2 · exp{− 12T 25T 4}
since T ≤ r− l ≤ 2T . Using ε3D3k−1 ≤ 2−6pi−3D−3k , we find that
G2 ≥ exp
{− 13T 3} .
In this way, we find that the quantity in (42) is at least
exp
{− 36(k + 1)2T 3 − 13T 3} ≥ ε36(k+2)2D3k .
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We have found that the first event of the pair whose intersection constitutes FlyLeap has PF -
probability at least ε36(k+2)
2kD3k when Fav occurs, because the event is the intersection over i ∈ J1, kK
of the event in (42).
Next, note that, for i ∈ J1, kK,
PF
(
sup
x∈[l,r]
∣∣W [l,r](i, x)∣∣ ≤ T 2) = 1− 2 exp{− 2 T 4r−l} ;
since Fav ⊆ {r−l ≥ T} (and T ≥ 1), the right-hand side is at least 1−2 exp{−2T 3} ≥ 1−2e−2 ≥ 1/2
when Fav occurs.
The bridge W [l,r]
(
i, ·) is independent of the values W (i, l) and W (i, r). Thus, we obtain (41) and
Proposition 4.3. 
4.2.2. Subpolynomial success probability for the jump ensemble. Here we prove Propo-
sition 4.2. To do so, we begin by introducing an augmentation F1 of the missing closed middle
σ-algebra F , discussing its properties in a sequence of five lemmas.
The pole set P , which is determined by the curve Ln(k + 1, ·) : [−T, T ] → R, contains at most 2T
elements, as we noted in (39). Let
{
pr : r ∈ J1, |P |K} be a list of P ’s elements in increasing order.
In particular, p1 = l and p|P | = r.
The jump ensemble J : J1, kK× [l, r]→ R is specified by the data
(1) the difference values J
(
i, pr+1
)− J(i, pr) for (i, r) ∈ J1, kK× J1, |P | − 1K;
(2) the standard bridges J [pr,pr+1]
(
i, ·) : [pr, pr+1] → R, i ∈ J1, kK, 1 ≤ r ≤ |P | − 1, defined
between each pair of consecutive pole set values;
(3) and the values J(i, l) for i ∈ J1, kK.
Write F1 for the σ-algebra generated by F and the first item in the list, and let PF1 denote
conditional probability given F1. The σ-algebra generated by F1 and the third item in the list will
be called F13, and the law PF13 defined correspondingly.
We wish to note that the conditional distribution under PF13 of the item (2) data coincides with
this law under PF1 : in each case, the product law of B[pr,pr+1]k;0¯,0¯ over r ∈ J0, |P | − 1K. That this is so
may be seen by noting that this product law, which is enjoyed under PF by the bridges associated
to the Wiener candidate W , is unperturbed by the conditioning on T12(W ) = 1 that results in the
ensemble J . Indeed, the conditions in these two tests are expressible in terms of the k-vectors W (x)
as x varies over P , including its endpoints l and r. The second item plays no role in determining
the values of the k curves in J over any point in P because these values are dictated by the first
and third items.
Similarly, for i ∈ J1, kK given, the witness of F1 needs one piece of data to know the form of
J(i, ·) : [−2T, l] ∪ P ∪ [r, 2T ]→ R: the value J(i, l). She may reconstruct this curve supposing that
this unknown value equals z ∈ R. Writing Jz(i, ·) : [−2T, l] ∪ P ∪ [r, 2T ]→ R for the reconstructed
curve, we have Jz(i, p) = z + J(i, p) − J(i, l) for p ∈ P ; note that the J-difference here is F1-
measurable. The proposed value z also dictates a reconstructed form for Ln(i, s) at s ∈ [−2T, l],
given by the second line of the formula in (20) with xi taken equal to z. In the present context,
we will record this formula by Jz(i, s). (This is out of keeping with the domain of definition of the
jump ensemble being [l, r], which excludes such a choice of s, but other notational choices such as
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Lzn clash with earlier usage.) Similarly, when s ∈ [r, 2T ], we set Jz(i, s) equal to the fourth line
in (20) with yi set equal to z + J(i, r)− J(i, l).
Let hF1 : Rk → [0,∞) denote the density with respect to Lebesgue measure on Rk of the conditional
law under PF1 of the k-vector J(l). Using Lemma 2.22, note that hF1
(
x¯
)
equals
Z−1F1
k∏
i=1
exp
{
− 12(l+2T )
(
Ln
(
i,−2T )−xi)2− 12(2T−r)(xi+J(i, r)−J(i, l)−Ln(i, 2T ))2} · MF1(x¯) ,
(43)
where MF1
(
x¯
)
denotes the indicator function of the event{
Jxi
(
i, s
)
> Jxi+1
(
i+ 1, s
) ∀ (s, i) ∈ ([−2T, l] ∪ [r, 2T ])× J1, k − 1K}
∩
{
Jxk
(
k, s
)
> Ln
(
k + 1, s
) ∀ s ∈ [−2T, l] ∪ [r, 2T ]}
∩
{
Jxi
(
i, s
)
> Ln
(
k + 1, s
) ∀ (s, i) ∈ P × J1, kK} .
The normalizing quantity ZF1 ∈ (0,∞) is F1-measurable.
We now present a counterpart for the witness of F1 to the ‘corner’ Lemma 3.8. The left sketch in
Figure 4.2, a few pages hence, may be consulted for an illustration of the new lemma’s proof.
Lemma 4.4. There exists a F1-measurable random vector Cornerl,F1 ∈ Rk> such that{
x¯ ∈ Rk : MF1
(
x¯
)
= 1
}
= Cornerl,F
1
+ (0,∞)k> .
Proof. Recall the one-piece list reconstructed curve notation in (25). Given F1, and for any vector
x¯ ∈ Rk, consider the k + 1 curves on [−2T, l] ∪ P ∪ [r, 2T ] the first k of which are given by the
reconstructed jump ensemble Lxi+J(i,·)−J(i,l)n
(
i, ·) : [−2T, l] ∪ P ∪ [r, 2T ] → R, 1 ≤ i ≤ k; and the
(k+1)st of which equals Ln(k+1, ·) : [−2T, l]∪P ∪ [r, 2T ]→ R. Our task is to determine a condition
on x¯ ∈ Rk that characterises this reconstructed ensemble being ordered.
We begin to show that this condition takes the form asserted by the lemma by identifying the value
of the vector Cornerl,F1 . It is specified so that for each consecutive pair of indices (i, i+ 1) of this
(k + 1)-curve system, there exists a value of x in the set [−2T, l) ∪ P ∪ (r, 2T ] such that the two
curves indexed by the pair are equal at x; moreover, if the ith component of the vector is increased
while the (i+ 1)st is held fixed, there is no such contact between the pair of curves. (This value of
x is in fact unique P-almost surely, but we will not use this fact. In this proof, we will call the value
the (i, i+ 1)-contact point, in what we hope are the interests of exposition; however, our argument
does not depend on the uniqueness that this phrase implicitly asserts.)
This description specifies the value of Cornerl,F1 . It is useful however to describe a more explicit
means of determining this vector’s value. Doing so offers an opportunity to consider the perspective
of the witness of F1, a point of view that is valuable in understanding our use of the jump ensemble J .
The vector Cornerl,F1 may be determined in decreasing order of its component index, similarly to
the proof of Lemma 3.8. The highest indexed component Cornerl,F
1
k equals the infimum of q ∈ R
such that
• q ≥ Cornerl,Fk ;
• q + J(k, p)− J(k, l) ≥ Ln(k + 1, p) for all p ∈ P ;
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• and q + J(k, r)− J(k, l) ≥ Cornerr,Fk .
Indeed, Lemma 3.8 shows that the first, and third, conditions correspond to the (k, k + 1)-contact
point lying in [−2T, l], or [r, 2T ]. The second clearly corresponds to this point lying in the pole
set P . Note also that the J-differences are F1-measurable while the data Cornerl,Fk and Cornerr,Fk ,
as well as the form of Ln(k + 1, ·), is measurable in the smaller σ-algebra F . Thus, the witness
of F1 is certainly equipped to determine Cornerl,F1k according to this rule.
At the generic step, Cornerl,F
1
i will be determined for i ∈ J1, k − 1K. The values Cornerl,F1j have
been decided for j ∈ Ji+ 1, kK, and now Cornerl,F1i is set equal to the infimum of q ∈ R such that
• q − Cornerl,F1i+1 ≥ Cornerl,Fi − Cornerl,Fi+1;
• q + J(i, p)− J(i, l) ≥ Ln(k + 1, p) for all p ∈ P ;
• and
(
q+J(i, r)−J(i, l)
)
−
(
Cornerl,F
1
i+1 +J(i+ 1, r)−J(i+ 1, l)
)
≥ Cornerr,Fi −Cornerr,Fi+1.
The three cases correspond to the location of the (i, i + 1)-contact point just as they did in the
specification of Cornerl,F
1
k . Take the third item, for example. If the witness of F1 considers the
eventuality that the unknown J(i, l) equals q, the outcome that J(i, r) equals q + J(i, r) − J(i, l)
would be dictated; alongside the circumstance that J(i + 1, l) equals Cornerl,F
1
i+1 , this would force
J(i, r) − J(i + 1, r) to equal the third item left-hand side; thus, Lemma 3.8 shows that equality in
the third condition stipulates a point of contact between the ith and (i+ 1)st curves somewhere in
[r, 2T ] and that there is no such contact when equality is replaced by strict inequality.
That x¯ ∈ Rk satisfies MF1(x¯) = 1 precisely when x¯−Cornerl,F1 ∈ (0,∞)k> follows by the reasoning
in the final paragraph of Lemma 3.8’s proof. 
Let Fav1 denote the F1-measurable event that
• J(i, p)− J(i, l) ≥ −37k3/2T 2 for (i, p) ∈ J1, kK× P ;
• J(i, r)− J(i, l) ≤ 37k3/2T 2 for i ∈ J1, kK.
Lemma 4.5. When Fav ∩ Fav1 occurs,
−T 2 ≤ Cornerl,F1i ≤ 74k5/2T 2
for each i ∈ J1, kK.
Proof. We begin by arguing that
−T 2 ≤ Cornerl,F1k ≤
(
37k3/2 + 1
)
T 2
on Fav ∩ Fav1. Recall that Cornerl,F
1
k is an infimum over q ∈ R satisfying the first set of three
bullet-pointed lower bounds in the proof of Lemma 4.4. The first of these conditions implies that
Cornerl,F
1
k is at least −T 2 in light of Fav ⊆
{
Cornerl,Fk ≥ −T 2
}
.
To find an upper bound on Cornerl,F
1
k , we must find for each bullet point an admissible value of q.
In the first case, that Fav entails Cornerl,Fk ≤ T 2 implies that q is satisfactory when it equals T 2. In
the second and the third cases, q =
(
37k3/2 + 1
)
T 2 works. In the second case, this is a consequence
of the Fav1 constraint that J(k, p)−J(k, l) ≥ −37k3/2T 2 as well as P ⊂ [l, r] and the Fav constraint
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that Ln
(
k + 1, x
) ≤ T 2 for x ∈ [l, r]. In the third, it follows from Cornerr,Fk ≤ T 2 on Fav and this
same Fav1 constraint.
We have established the base case i = k of the assertion that
−T 2 ≤ Cornerl,F1i ≤
(
37k3/2 + 1 + (k − i)(74k3/2 + 2))T 2 ,
which we now verify by an induction in decreasing order on the variable i ∈ J1, kK.
Taking i ∈ J1, k − 1K and assuming these bounds for index i + 1, we recall the three bullet
point inequalities specifying Cornerl,F
1
i and note that the first of these already demonstrates that
Cornerl,F
1
i ≥ Cornerl,F
1
i+1 in view of Corner
l,F
i ≥ Cornerl,Fi+1 (a fact which is due to Cornerl,F ∈ Rk≥).
Thus, we obtain the lower bound in the inductive hypothesis at index i.
Regarding the upper bound, note that the three bullet point conditions are respectively satisfied by
the following values of q:
• q = Cornerl,F1i+1 + 2T 2, since Cornerl,Fi ≤ T 2 and Cornerl,Fi+1 ≥ −T 2 on Fav;
• q = (37k3/2 + 1)T 2, since J(i, p)− J(i, l) ≥ −37k3/2T 2 on Fav1 and Ln(k + 1, p) ≤ T 2 for
p ∈ P on Fav;
• and q = Cornerl,F1i+1 + 2T 2 + 74k3/2T 2, since Cornerr,Fi − Cornerr,Fi+1 ≤ 2T 2 on Fav, and
J(i, r)− J(i, l) ≥ −37k3/2T 2 and J(i+ 1, r)− J(i+ 1, l) ≤ 37k3/2T 2 on Fav1.
Hence, Cornerl,F
1
i is seen to be at most the maximum of
(
37k3/2 + 1
)
T 2 and Cornerl,F
1
i+1 +
(
74k3/2 +
2
)
T 2.
The inductive hypothesis upper bound at index i thus follows from its counterpart at index i+ 1.
The bounds stated in Lemma 4.5 follow directly from the inductively established bounds. 
Lemma 4.6.
PF
(
Favc1
) · 1Fav ≤ ε15k3D3k .
Proof. Define the counterpart to the event Fav1 for the Wiener candidate W , namely
A =
⋂
(i,p)∈J1,kK×P
{
W (i, p)−W (i, l) ≥ −37k3/2T 2
}
∩
⋂
i∈J1,kK
{
W (i, r)−W (i, l) ≤ 37k3/2T 2
}
.
We claim that
PF
(
Ac
)
1Fav ≤ ε160k3D3k . (44)
To see this, note that, under PF , the Wiener candidate ensemble member x→ W (i, x) : [l, r]→ R,
for given i ∈ J1, kK, has the marginal law on [l, r] of Brownian bridge B distributed as B[−2T,2T ]1;ui,vi , where
ui and vi each lie within T
2 of −2√2T 2 should the F-measurable event Fav occur. Consequently,
if Fav occurs, then if it is the case that
∣∣W (i, x) −W (i, l)∣∣ > 37k3/2T 2 for any given (or indeed
F-measurable) choice of x ∈ [l, r], it is easily seen that the standard bridge [−2T, 2T ] → R : x →
B[−2T,2T ](i, x) associated to B must have maximum absolute value at least 12
(
37k3/2T 2 − 2T 2) ≥
18k3/2T 2 (since k ≥ 2). This latter eventuality has probability at most 2 exp{ − 1822 k3T 3} as we
see by applying Lemma 2.24 with r = 18k3/2T 2 and b − a = 4T . There are k|P | + k ≤ k(2T + 2)
such eventualities that may cause A to fail to occur. Recalling that T = Dk
(
log ε−1
)1/3 ≥ 1,
PF
(
Ac
)
1Fav ≤ 8kDk
(
log ε−1
)1/3 · ε162k3D3k .
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The first factor on the right-hand side is at most ε−D3k because ε3D3k−1 ≤ (8kDk)−3. We have
verified (44).
Note that
PF
(
Favc1
)
1Fav =
PF
(
Ac , T12(W ) = 1
)
PF
(
T12(W ) = 1
) 1Fav .
By Proposition 4.3 and (44), the right-hand side is when Fav occurs at most
ε−36k(k+2)
2D3k 2k · ε160k3D3k ≤ 2kε16k3D3k ≤ ε15k3D3k ,
since k ≥ 2, ε < 1/2 and Dk ≥ 1. The proof of Lemma 4.6 is complete. 
Lemma 4.7. The conditional distribution under PF1 of the third item vector J(l) is the law of an
independent sequence N =
(
Ni : i ∈ J1, kK) of normal random variables conditionally on the event
that N ∈ Cornerl,F1 + [0,∞)k≥.
The component random variables Ni share a common, F-measurable, variance σ2 that satisfies
σ2 ∈ T · [1/2, 3/4] when Fav occurs. The mean of Ni, which we denote by m(i), is F1-measurable.
When Fav ∩ Fav1 occurs, it satisfies |m(i)| ≤ 38k3/2T 2.
Lemma 4.8. Let `1 < a < b < `2 and z, j ∈ R. Under the bridge law B[`1,`2]1;0,z conditioned on
B(b) − B(a) = j, the conditional distribution of B(a) is normal with mean m and variance σ2,
where m = z−j`2−bσ
2 and σ−2 = (a− `1)−1 + (`2 − b)−1.
Proof. Let N1 and N2 be two independent normal random variables. The first has mean zero and
variance a− `1; the second, mean z and variance `2 − b. Under the conditioning in the lemma, the
random variable
(
B(a), B(b)
)
has the law of the pair (N1, N2) conditioned on N2 = N1 + j.
Thus, the conditioned random variable B(a) adopts the value x with density given up to normal-
ization by
exp
{
− x2 12(a−`1)
}
· exp
{
− (x+ j − z)2 12(`2−b)
}
.
When it is normalized, this quantity equals gm,σ2(x). 
Proof of Lemma 4.7. We apply Lemma 4.8, setting `1 = −2T , a = l, b = r, `2 = 2T , z =
Ln(i, 2T )− Ln(i,−2T ) and j = J(i, r)− J(i, l). In doing so, we learn that
σ−2 =
(
l + 2T
)−1
+
(
2T − r)−1
and
m(i) =
Ln(i, 2T )− Ln(i,−2T )− ji
(l + 2T )−1(2T − r) + 1 ,
where ji denotes J(i, r)− J(i, l).
The occurrence of Fav entails that l ∈ [−T,−T/2] and r ∈ [T/2, T ], whence T/2 ≤ σ2 ≤ 3T/4.
The denominator in the expression for m(i) is at least one. On Fav, the quantities Ln(i,−2T ) and
Ln(i, 2T ) differ by at most 2T 2; and, on Fav1, |ji| ≤ 37k3/2T 2. That |m(i)| ≤ 38k3/2T 2 follows from
k ≥ 2. 
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Proof of Proposition 4.2. For q¯ ∈ Rk> and α, β > 0, let the pair separated set PSα,β,q¯ ⊆ Rk> be
given by
PSα,β,q¯ =
{
x¯ ∈ Rk : (xi − qi)− (xi+1 − qi+1) ≥ 2α for all i ∈ J1, k − 1K; and xk ≥ qk + β} .
We will prove Proposition 4.2 by adopting the perspective of the witness of F1 and considering the
eventuality that
J(l) ∈ PSα′,β′,q¯′ where
(
α′, β′, q¯′
)
=
(
T 1/2, 8dipT + T
1/2,Cornerl,F
1) ∈ (0,∞)× (0,∞)× Rk> .
Indeed, we set the value of (α′, β′, q¯′) in this way throughout the proof of this proposition (and thus
for the remainder of Section 4.2).
There are two main steps for the proof: first, in Proposition 4.9, we will argue that the above
eventuality results in a subpolynomial decay in ε for the conditional probability of T3(J) = 1; then,
in Proposition 4.13, we will find that the eventuality occurs with such a PF1-probability. The right
sketch in Figure 4.2 illustrates the ideas.
Proposition 4.9.
PF1
(
T3(J) = 1
∣∣∣ J(l) ∈ PSα′,β′,q¯′) ≥ (1− 2e−1)2Tk .
The idea of the proof of this result: under the conditioning in question, J(k, l) has a margin of
8dipT + T
1/2 over the minimum needed not to definitely violate an avoidance constraint in the eyes
of the witness of F1. The margin of 8dipT is needed because, as we shall see in Lemma 4.12, this
is the amount by which Ln(k + 1, ·) : [l, r] → R may rise above the tent map; the extra margin of
T 1/2, and an additional margin of 2T 1/2 associated to the lower indices, permit the use of channels
of width 2T 1/2 about the affine interpolation of consecutive jump ensemble curve values over the
pole set, with the channels being disjoint from each other and from the graph of Ln(k + 1, ·). This
channel width is high enough that the channels may be shown via Lemma 4.10 to have a reasonable
PF1-probability of housing the ensemble’s curves.
Proof of Proposition 4.9. To begin the rigorous argument, recall the system of standard bridges
J [pr,pr+1]
(
i, ·) : [pr, pr+1] → R, i ∈ J1, kK, 0 ≤ r ≤ |P | − 1, in the second item of the three-item list
used in specifying F1. Under the law PF1 given that J(l) is an element of PSα′,β′,q¯′ , this system has
the law of independent standard Brownian bridges on the respective intervals. It is straightforward
to find a simple criterion for these bridges that is sufficient for the success of the final test condition
T3(J) = 1 under this conditional law. Namely, the modest bridge fluctuation event MBF is given by
MBF =
{∣∣J [pr,pr+1](i, x)∣∣ ≤ T 1/2 : i ∈ J1, kK , x ∈ [pr, pr+1] , 0 ≤ r ≤ |P | − 1} .
The second of the next two lemmas shows that MBF is such a criterion; the first that this event is
not atypical: its probability decays to zero at most subpolynomially as ε↘ 0.
Lemma 4.10. We have that
PF13
(
MBF
) ≥ (1− 2e−1)2Tk .
Lemma 4.11. The inclusion
MBF ∩
{
J(l) ∈ PSα′,β′,q¯′
}
⊆ {T3(J) = 1}
holds up to a P-null set.
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Figure 4.2. The two sketches depict different aspects of the perspective of the
witness of F1, in an example where k = 2, P = {l, p1, r} and dip = 1. The three
vertical poles are shown in bold and the tent map they support is dashed in both
sketches. In each sketch, the thickest curves correspond to the top curve index
and the second thickest to the second curve. Left sketch: The vertical location
of the pair of circular beads hanging over l represents a possible outcome for the
value of
(
J(1, l), J(2, l)
)
in the eyes of the witness; in this instance, this location is
Cornerl,F1 ∈ R2>. From each bead emanates a dotted piecewise affine curve on [l, r].
These two crooked rigid rods are F1-determined; they may be translated vertically
by the witness of F1 by her rolling the circular beads up or down the line at l. In this
way, the pair dictates the values of J(1, ·) and J(2, ·) on P . In the language of the
proof of Lemma 4.4, the (1, 2)-contact point is at p1 ∈ P , and the (2, 3)-contact point
is in [r, 2T ]: see the two crosses. Right sketch: A sample of the witness’s randomness
is depicted. The pair of circles
(
J(1, l), J(2, l)
)
have been translated from the left
sketch location by (a, b), where b ≥ 8dipT + T 1/2 and a ≥ b + 2T 1/2. In the upper-
right boxes, we see the random bridges: for i ∈ {1, 2}, the dashed J [l,p1](i, ·) and
the dotted J [p1,r](i, ·), with the higher box containing the bolder i = 1 curves. This
sample illustrates the proof of Proposition 4.2 and it verifies T3(J) = 1.
Since Proposition 4.9 is a direct consequence of these two lemmas, its proof is complete subject to
deriving them. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.10. We have noted that, under PF13 , the bridge J [pr,pr+1]
(
i, ·) has the standard
bridge law B[pr,pj+1]1;0,0 , independently of the other bridges. By Lemma 2.24, this bridge has maximum
exceeding T 1/2 with probability at most exp
{ − 2T (pr+1 − pr)−1}; and likewise for the minimum
being less than −T 1/2.
Since the pole set P is a subset of [l, r] ⊆ [−T, T ], pr+1 − pr ≤ 2T for 0 ≤ r ≤ |P | − 1. Thus,∣∣J [pr,pr+1]∣∣ ≤ T 1/2 with PF13-probability at least 1−2e−1. By (39), the number of bridges is at most
k|P | ≤ 2Tk, whence we obtain Lemma 4.10. 
Proof of Lemma 4.11. Consider the law PF1 . By Lemma 4.4, the vector J(l) is a random
element of the set Cornerl,F1 + (0,∞)k>. If this random vector were to adopt the value Cornerl,F
1
(the minimal possible value, which is in fact only in the closure of the support of the vector’s law),
then each of the vectors J(x), for x in the pole set P , would be elements of Rk≥, with equality between
consecutive components being possible, but not a strict violation of decreasing order. When the
event J(l) ∈ PSα′,β′,q¯′ occurs, we may think of this vector of values being dynamically constructed
as follows: from an initial vector equal to Cornerl,F1 , the value J(k, l) is determined by increasing
from the initial value Cornerl,F
1
k by at least 8dipT + T
1/2; at the same time, each lower indexed
value J(i, l) receives the same upward push from an initial location of Cornerl,F
1
i ; J(k− 1, l) is then
further pushed up by at least 2T 1/2, with lower indexed J-values likewise rising; and each J(i, l) in
decreasing i receives its own upward push of 2T 1/2, similarly also forcing up lower indexed values,
until the final outcome values of the vector are obtained.
The values of the J-vector at l dictate the corresponding values at any x ∈ P . Indeed, we may view
the k-vector of J-values above x as being dynamically obtained from an initial state in correspon-
dence with the choice that J(l) = Cornerl,F1 by the same process of upward pushes.
For i ∈ J1, kK, consider the piecewise affine function A(i, ·) : [l, r]→ R that adopts the values J(i, x)
for each x ∈ P . We may associate a corridor Ci ⊂ [l, r]× R,
Ci =
{
(x, y) ∈ [l, r]× R : ∣∣y −A(i, x)∣∣ ≤ T 1/2 } .
Note then that the occurrence of the event J(l) ∈ PSα′,β′,q¯′ ensures that
• the corridors are ordered, in the sense that, for any x ∈ [l, r] and i ∈ J1, k− 1K, the interval
of y-coordinates such that (x, y) ∈ Ci lies strictly to the right of the corresponding interval
for Ci+1;
• and the corridor Ck lies above the graph of the tent map by more than a distance of 8dipT ,
in that the corridor’s lower boundary function [l, r] → R : x → A(i, x) − T 1/2 strictly
exceeds [l, r]→ R : x→ Tent(x) + 8dipT .
The event MBF entails that each jump ensemble curve J(i, ·) : [l, r] → R has a graph that is a
subset of the corridor Ci. When J(l) ∈ PSα′,β′,q¯′ also occurs, we see that J(i, x) > J(i + 1, x) for
(i, x) ∈ J1, k − 1K× [l, r]. Moreover, the two events’ occurrence forces J(k, x) > Tent(x) + 8dipT for
x ∈ [l, r]. Since Ln(k + 1, x) ≤ Tent(x) + 8dipT for such x by the next stated Lemma 4.12, we see
that J(k, x) > Ln(k + 1, x) for x ∈ [l, r]. We have verified that the occurrence of the two events
ensures that T3(J) = 1; this completes the proof of Lemma 4.11. 
Lemma 4.12. For each x ∈ [l, r], Ln(k + 1, x) ≤ Tent(x) + 8dipT .
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Proof. Suppose the result fails at x ∈ [l, r]. Let x ∈ [p1, p2] where p1 and p2 are consecutive
elements in P . Write `p1,p2 : R → R for the affine function whose graph interpolates the points(
p1,Ln(k+1, p1)
)
and
(
p2,Ln(k+1, p2)
)
. Note that the graph of the function [l, r] : · → Ln(k+1, ·)
intersects the region
{
(u, v) : v > `p1,p2(u) + 8dipT
}
. This forces the set of extreme points of the
convex hull of this graph also to have such an intersection, at a location that we label
(
y,Ln(k+1, y)
)
.
Note that y is an element of the set xExt(c+) of which P is by definition a subset; furthermore,
if we let y ∈ [p3, p4] for consecutive pole set values p3 and p4, the definition of P implies that
|p3 − y| ∧ |p4 − y| ≤ dip. Suppose that |p3 − y| ≤ dip; the other case is no different. Noting that
Tent(y) is bounded above by `p1,p2(y), and that the gradient of each of the planar line segments
comprising the graph of [l, r]→ R : x→ Tent(x) is in absolute value at most 4T , we see that
Ln
(
k+1, y
)
> `p1,p2(y)+8dipT ≥ Tent(y)+8dipT ≥ Tent(p3)−4T |p3−y|+8dipT ≥ Tent(p3)+4dipT ,
where the last inequality used |p3 − y| ≤ dip. The points
(
p3,Ln(k + 1, p3)
)
and
(
y,Ln(k + 1, y)
)
lie on the graph of the convex hull of [l, r] : · → Ln(k + 1, ·) (since they are extreme points of this
graph). Thus, the absolute value of the gradient of the line that connects them is at most 4T , and so
Ln
(
k + 1, y
) ≤ Ln(k + 1, p3)+ 4dipT .
Since Tent(p3) = Ln
(
k+ 1, p3
)
, we have arrived at a contradiction and thus complete the proof. 
The elements needed in the proof of Proposition 4.9 having been provided, we reach in the next
result the second stage on the road to proving Proposition 4.2.
Proposition 4.13. Recalling that
(
α′, β′, q¯′
)
=
(
T 1/2, 8dipT + T
1/2,Cornerl,F1
)
,
PF1
(
J(l) ∈ PSα′,β′,q¯′
)
≥ 14 exp
{− 3970k7/2d2ipT 2}1Fav∩Fav1 .
Remark. It may be worth emphasising a basic feature of the upcoming proof, which is already
apparent if we take k = 1. In this case, by Lemma 4.4 and 4.7, the distribution of J(1, l) un-
der PF1 is given by a Gaussian random variable N , with mean of order T 2 and variance of order T ,
conditioned on N ≥ Cornerl,F11 , where Cornerl,F
1
1 is itself of order T
2. Note then that the condi-
tional probability that the underlying Gaussian random variable N exceeds Cornerl,F
1
1 behaves as
exp
{ − O(1)(T 2)2/T} = exp{ − O(1)T 3} = εO(1), an unacceptably small term. However, when
we discuss, as we need to, the conditional probability, given that N is at least Cornerl,F
1
1 , that N
exceeds the sum of Cornerl,F
1
1 and an extra margin x, we find that, if x = o(T
2), this quantity
behaves as
exp
{− (Θ(1)T 2 + x)2T−1}
exp
{− (Θ(1)T 2)2T−1} = exp{Θ(1)Tx} ,
which is the tolerable εo(1). Note that there is a cancellation of first order kinetic costs in the
displayed line, with the smaller cross term in the exponential left to dominate on the right-hand
side. In the context of the upcoming proof, we will take x = 8dipT + T
1/2. Pointing out this
cancellation is an almost trivial observation, but similar such cancellations will play important roles
in several arguments.
Proof of Proposition 4.13. Let m¯ ∈ Rk denote the vector (m(i) : i ∈ J1, kK). By Lemma 4.7, the
probability in question is given by νkm¯,σ2
(
PSα′,β′,q¯′
∣∣Cornerl,F1 + [0,∞)k>), where the F1-measurable
quantities m¯ and σ2 satisfy bounds stated in that lemma.
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Lemma 4.14. Let q¯ ∈ Rk>, and write Q = q¯ + [0,∞)k>. For M,α, β > 0 arbitrary, write
BM,α,β = Q ∩ PScα,β,q¯ ∩
{
x¯ ∈ Rk : x1 ≤M
}
.
If a¯ ∈ [−M,∞)k, then, for any ψ2 > 0,
νka¯,ψ2
(
BM,α,β
∣∣Q) ≤ (1 + κ)−1 ,
where
κ = exp
{
− kψ−2
(
2M
(
2α(k − 1) + β)+ 12(2α(k − 1) + β)2)} .
Proof. Recall that ι¯ ∈ Rk> denotes the vector (k−1, k−2, · · · , 0). Also write 1¯ ∈ Rk for the constant
vector whose components have value one. For α, β > 0, define the translate Φ = Φα,β : Rk → Rk
according to Φ(x¯) = x¯ + 2αι¯ + β1¯. Note that Φ(Q) ⊆ Q and Φ(Q ∩ PScα,β,q¯) ⊆ PSα,β,q¯. Thus,
BM,α,β and Φ
(
BM,α,β
)
are disjoint subsets of Q, so that
νka¯,ψ2
(
BM,α,β
∣∣Q) ≤ νka¯,ψ2(BM,α,β)
νk
a¯,ψ2
(
BM,α,β
)
+ νk
a¯,ψ2
(
Φ(BM,α,β)
) .
It is enough then to establish that
νka¯,ψ2
(
Φ(BM,α,β)
) ≥ κ · νka¯,ψ2(BM,α,β) , (45)
and this we now do. Since the Jacobian of the translation Φ equals one, we have that
νka¯,ψ2
(
Φ(BM,α,β)
)
=
∫
Φ(BM,α,β)
gka¯,ψ2(x¯) dx¯ =
∫
BM,α,β
gka¯,ψ2
(
Φ(x¯)
)
dx¯
≥ κ0
∫
BM,α,β
gka¯,ψ2
(
x¯
)
dx¯ = κ0 · νka¯,ψ2
(
BM,α,β
)
,
where κ0 denotes the infimum over x¯ ∈ BM,α,β of
gk
a¯,ψ2
(
Φ(x¯)
)
gk
a¯,ψ2
(
x¯
) . For such x¯, this last ratio equals
k∏
j=1
exp
{
− 12ψ−2
(
xj − aj + 2α(k − j) + β
)2} · exp{12ψ−2(xj − aj)2}
=
k∏
j=1
exp
{
− ψ−2
(
(xj − aj) ·
(
2α(k − j) + β)+ 12(2α(k − j) + β)2)} .
The set BM,α,β is comprised of decreasing k-vectors whose first component is at most M . Thus,
xj ≤M for j ∈ J1, kK. Also using aj ≥ −M , we find that κ0 is at least κ, as we sought to show. We
have verified (45) and thus completed the proof of Lemma 4.14. 
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To prove Proposition 4.13, recall that q¯′ = Cornerl,F1 and note that
PF1
(
J(l) ∈ PSα′,β′,q¯′
)
· 1Fav∩Fav1 = νkm¯,σ2
(
PSα′,β′,q¯′
∣∣∣ q¯′ + [0,∞)k>) · 1Fav∩Fav1
≥ νkm¯,σ2
(
(−∞,M ]k ∩ PSα′,β′,q¯′
∣∣∣ q¯′ + [0,∞)k>) · 1Fav∩Fav1
≥
(
1− νkm¯,σ2
(
(−∞,M ]k ∩ PScα′,β′,q¯′
∣∣∣ q¯′ + [0,∞)k>)
− νkm¯,σ2
(
(M,∞)× Rk−1
∣∣∣ q¯′ + [0,∞)k>)) · 1Fav∩Fav1 ;
the latter inequality depends on Cornerl,F1 + [0,∞)k> ⊂ Rk>.
We now apply Lemma 4.14 with the choices ψ = σ, M =
(
38k3/2 + 144k
)
T 2, α = T 1/2, β =
8dipT + T
1/2 and q¯ = Cornerl,F1 , recalling that σ−2 ≤ 2T−1 (and that dip ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and T ≥ 1);
and also using the bound M ≤ 140k3/2T 2 (which is valid since k ≥ 2). Doing so while also making
use of the next Lemma 4.15, and k ≥ 2, we find that the bracketed expression in the final double-line
of the last display is at least
1
2 exp
{− 3970d2ipk7/2T 2} − ε1054k2D3k .
Of the two terms in this difference, the second has value at most one-half of the first, due to ε < e−1,
Dk ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and Dk
(
log ε−1
)1/3 ≥ 39711054d2ipk3/2. The proof of Proposition 4.13 is complete. 
Lemma 4.15. When the event Fav ∩ Fav1 occurs,
νkm¯,σ2
(
(M,∞)× Rk−1
∣∣∣Cornerl,F1 + [0,∞)k>) ≤ ε1054k2D3k ,
provided that M ∈ R verifies M −m(1) ≥ (12)2kT 2.
Proof. We will use the next result.
Lemma 4.16. On the event Fav ∩ Fav1,
νkm¯,σ2
(
Cornerl,F
1
+ [0,∞)k>
)
≥ ε12770k2D3k .
Proof. Set B ⊂ Rk equal to the box [k − 1, k]× [k − 2, k − 1]× · · · × [0, 1]. Note that
νkm¯,σ2
(
Cornerl,F
1
+ [0,∞)k>
)
≥ νkm¯,σ2
(
Cornerl,F
1
+B
)
=
k∏
j=1
νm(j),σ2
(
Cornerl,F
1
j + [j − 1, j]
)
=
k∏
j=1
∫ Cornerl,F1j +j
Cornerl,F
1
j +j−1
gm(j),σ2(x) dx
≥ (2piσ2)−k/2 k∏
j=1
exp
{
− 12σ−2
(|Cornerl,F1j −m(j)|+ j)2}
≥ (3piT/2)−k/2 · exp{− (113)2k5T 3} ≥ εk · ε(113)2k5D3k ≥ ε12770k2D3k ,
since T/2 ≤ σ2 ≤ 3T/4 and |m(j)| ≤ 38k3/2T 2 by Lemma 4.7 and |Cornerl,F1j | ≤ 74k5/2T 2 by
Lemma 4.5. The penultimate inequality uses ε <
(
2
3piDk
)1/3
. 
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Note also that
νm(1),σ2(M,∞) ≤ (2pi)−1/2 · σM−m(1) · exp
{
− 12σ−2
(
M −m(1))2}
≤ 1231/2(2pi)−1/2(12)−2k−1T−3/2 exp
{− 23 (12)4k2T 3} ≤ ε13824k2D3k , (46)
where we used T/2 ≤ σ2 ≤ 3T/4 and M −m(1) ≥ (12)2kT 2.
Since
νkm¯,σ2
(
(M,∞)× Rk−1
∣∣∣Cornerl,F1 + [0,∞)k>) ≤ ν1m(1),σ2
(
M,∞)
νk
m¯,σ2
(
Cornerl,F1 + [0,∞)k>
) ,
we find from Lemma 4.16 and (46) that
νkm¯,σ2
(
(M,∞)× Rk−1
∣∣∣Cornerl,F1 + [0,∞)k>) ≤ ε−12770k2D3k · ε13824k2D3k .
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.15. 
We may now complete the proof of Proposition 4.2. Note that
PF
(
T3(J) = 1
) · 1Fav
≥ EF
[
PF1
(
T3(J) = 1
)
1Fav1
]
· 1Fav
≥ EF
[
PF1
(
T3(J) = 1 , J(l) ∈ PST 1/2,8T+T 1/2,Cornerl,F1
)
1Fav1
]
· 1Fav
≥ 14 exp
{
− 3970k7/2d2ipD2k
(
log ε−1
)2/3} · (1− 2e−1)2kDk(log ε−1)1/3 · PF(Fav1) · 1Fav
≥ exp
{
− 3973k7/2d2ipD2k
(
log ε−1
)2/3} · 1Fav ,
where we used Propositions 4.9 and 4.13 in the third inequality. In the fourth inequality, we made
use of PF
(
Fav1
) ≥ 2−1 · 1Fav, which follows from Lemma 4.6 and ε ≤ 1/2; as well as k ≥ 2, dip ≥ 1,
Dk ≥ 1 and ε < e−1. Thus is the proof of the proposition completed. 
CHAPTER 5
The jump ensemble method: applications
In this chapter, our new method, and related resampling ideas, are applied to prove the more subtle
of the technical results in the article. There are three sections.
Section 5.1 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.9(1), concerning the probability of k-curve closeness
at a given point, via the jump ensemble method and other reconstruction techniques (the snap up
and swing through arguments).
Theorem 2.9(2), concerning k-curve closeness at a general location, is a consequence of the one-
point version, Theorem 2.9(1), and the locally Brownian nature of ensemble curves. This Brownian
nature, in essence Theorem 2.13, is established in Section 5.2, where the proof of Theorem 2.9(2) is
given.
The jump ensemble method is employed again in Section 5.3 to obtain the principal Brownian
regularity results: the Radon-Nikodym moment bound Theorem 1.9 for the Airy line ensemble;
Theorem 1.10, whose first part reformulates Theorem 1.9 in terms of the deformation of the proba-
bility of unlikely events; and Theorem 2.11, which is the finite-n, regular ensemble, counterpart to
Theorem 1.10(1).
5.1. Upper bound on the probability of curve closeness over a given point
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.9(1). This result concerns the k-curve closeness
probability over a given point in the case that this point is permitted to lie in a rather long interval.
We begin by reducing via Lemma 2.26 to a counterpart result in which this interval is much shorter.
For this section and the next, we let the value of Dk be specified to be
Dk = max
{
k1/3c
−1/3
k
(
2−9/2 − 2−5)−1/3 , 36(k2 − 1) , 25/3c−1/3k (k2 − 1)1/3} , (47)
so that the value of Dk is increased from the expression in (33) if necessary so that it is at least
25/3c
−1/3
k (k
2 − 1)1/3. The new condition ensures that Lemma 4.1 implies that P(Favc) ≤ εk2−1.
Theorem 5.1. For ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3, C, c > 0 and n ∈ N, let
Ln : J1, nK× [− zn,∞)→ R
be a
(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble defined under the law P. Let k ∈ N satisfy k ≥ 2 and let ε > 0
satisfy (34). For n ∈ N satisfying n ≥ k ∨ (c/3)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1 ∨ 62/δ and (35), the bound
P
(
Close
(
k;Ln, x0, ε
)) ≤ 106 exp{4962k7/2D5/2k ( log ε−1)5/6} εk2−1
holds for any given x0 ∈ R for which |x0| ≤ Dk
(
log ε−1
)1/3
/2.
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Proof of Theorem 2.9(1). We simply consider the choice x0 = 0 in Theorem 5.1 and apply the
parabolic invariance Lemma 2.26. The value of the parameter c drops by a factor of two, which in
view of (33) entails the replacement of D
5/2
k by 2
5/6D
5/2
k . 
5.1.1. Upper bound on curve closeness high above the tent map. It is our aim to use
the jump ensemble method to find the upper bound on k-curve closeness in Ln stated in Theorem 5.1.
This involves finding an upper bound on such an occurrence in the jump ensemble J , something that
is easier to do if the vertical coordinate of the location at which the k curves gather is comfortably
above the lower boundary condition (by which we mean at a significant distance above the tent
map). In this subsection, we carry out the method in this circumstance, with the order of this
distance being (log ε−1)1/2. In the next, we use different arguments to treat the probability of curve
closeness at lower heights, and thus obtain Theorem 5.1.
The real-valued parameter x0 is given by Theorem 5.1 throughout the upcoming proof. Recalling
from Section 4.1.2 that T has been fixed to be Dk
(
log ε−1
)1/3
, |x0| is thus supposed to be at most
T/2.
Definition 5.2. Let X denote one of the ensembles J or Ln. Define
High
(
X,x0
)
= High
(
X,x0, 15kDk
(
log ε−1
)1/2)
to be the event that
X(i, x0)− Tent(x0) ≥ 15kDk(log ε−1)1/2 for i ∈ J1, kK .
Proposition 5.3. We have that
PF
(
T3(J) = 1 , High
(
J, x0
)
, Close(J, x0, ε)
)
· 1Fav ≤
(
104Dk
2
k + 2k
)
εk
2−1( log ε−1)k2/2 .
(Here, and similarly later, by Close(J, x0, ε) is understood Close(k; J, x0, ε): recall the comment that
ends Definition 3.2.)
Alongside Proposition 4.2, Proposition 5.3 provides the ingredient demanded when we seek to prove
an upper bound on k-curve closeness high above the lower boundary condition using the jump
ensemble as a candidate for Ln. Indeed, we may now promptly infer the following on the basis of
these two inputs.
Proposition 5.4.
P
(
Close
(Ln, x0, ε) ∩ High(Ln, x0) )
≤ 2(104Dk2k + 2k) exp{3973k7/2d2ipD2k( log ε−1)2/3}( log ε−1)k2/2εk2−1 .
Proof. Under PF , the conditional law of Ln : J1, kK× [l, r]→ R coincides with the conditional law
of J : J1, kK × [l, r] → R given that T3(J) = 1. For this reason, it follows from Propositions 4.2
and 5.3 that
PF
(
High
(Ln, x0) ∩ Close(Ln, x0, ε) ) · 1Fav
≤ (104Dk2k + 2k) exp{3973k7/2d2ipD2k( log ε−1)2/3}( log ε−1)k2/2εk2−1 .
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We may now write
P
(
Close
(Ln, x0, ε) ∩ High(Ln, x0))) ≤ E [PF(Close(Ln, x0, ε) ∩ High(Ln, x0)))1Fav ] + P(Favc)
and apply the last inequality and Lemma 4.1 to deduce Proposition 5.4. 
The remainder of Section 5.1.1 is devoted to the next proof.
Proof of Proposition 5.3. Set
SmallJFluc =
{
J(i, x) ≥ Tent(x0) + (log ε−1)1/2 for (i, x) ∈ J1, kK× {x0 − 1, x0 + 1}} .
Why is this event so named? We will use it alongside the event High
(
J, x0
)
that J-curves at x0
exceed the tent map by 15kDk(log ε
−1)1/2. When the latter event occurs, the new event entails that
the curves in J not fluctuate too much between x0 and the neighbouring times x0 − 1 and x0 + 1.
Note that
PF
(
T3(J) = 1 , High
(
J, x0
)
, Close(J, x0, ε) , SmallJFluc
)
· 1Fav
≤ sup PF
(
NoTouch[x0−1,x0+1](J) , Close(J, x0, ε)
∣∣∣ J(x0 − 1) = x¯ , J(x0 + 1) = y¯) ,
where the supremum is taken over all choices of x¯ and y¯ in the set
(
Tent(x0) + (log ε
−1)1/2,∞)k.
(Conditioning the ensemble J to assume given values is a singular conditioning which nonetheless
has an unambiguous meaning because, under PF , this ensemble is given as the marginal on [l, r] of
a Brownian bridge ensemble conditioned on an event of positive probability.) For any given such
choice of x¯ and y¯, we have that
PF
(
NoTouch[x0−1,x0+1](J) , Close(J, x0, ε)
∣∣∣ J(x0 − 1) = x¯ , J(x0 + 1) = y¯) · 1Fav
≤
B[x0−1,x0+1]k;x¯,y¯
(
NoTouch[x0−1,x0+1](B) , Close(B, x0, ε)
)
B[x0−1,x0+1]k;x¯,y¯
(
B(i, p) ≥ Ln(k + 1, p) for i ∈ J1, kK and p ∈ P ∩ [x0 − 1, x0 + 1]) · 1Fav
≤ 2B[x0−1,x0+1]k;x¯,y¯
(
NoTouch[x0−1,x0+1](B) , Close(B, x0, ε)
)
. (48)
The inequality ≥ in the denominator in the middle line is permitted to be non-strict because
Brownian bridge has zero probability of hitting any given point. That this denominator is least
one-half whenever Fav occurs should be justified. By Lemma 2.19, this denominator is minimized
by taking both of the vectors x¯ and y¯ equal to the constant vector (that we denote by z¯0) whose
components equal Tent(x0) + (log ε
−1)1/2; since Ln(k + 1, p) = Tent(p) ≤ Tent(x0) + 4T for p ∈
P ∩ [x0 − 1, x0 + 1] on the event Fav (whose occurrence merely ensures that x0, being at most T/2
in absolute value, is an element of the tent map domain [l, r]), we see by Lemma 2.24 that the
denominator is at least
B[x0−1,x0+1]k;z¯0,z¯0
(
inf
(i,x)∈J1,kK×[x0−1,x0+1]B(i, x) ≥ Tent(x0) + 4T
)
≥ 1 − k exp
{
−
((
log ε−1
)1/2 − 4Dk( log ε−1)1/3)2} ≥ 1/2
where we used that log ε−1 ≥ (8Dk)6 ∨ 4 log(2k). The inequality in line (48) has been justified.
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Noting that Dk ≥ 36(k2−1) and ε < k−3/6, we may apply Lemma 3.7 with φ = ε to the probability
in (48), finding that
PF
(
T3(J) = 1 , High
(
J, x0
)
, Close(J, x0, ε) , SmallJFluc
)
· 1Fav
≤ 104Dk2k εk
2−1( log ε−1)k2/2 . (49)
Set R = 5kDk. We will now argue that
PF
(
¬SmallJFluc , High(J, x0)) · 1Fav ≤ 2kεR2/2 . (50)
To this end, let i ∈ J1, kK. Recall that Fav entails that Ln(i,−2T ) ≥ −(2√2 + 1)T 2. If this event
occurs, we thus see in light of Lemmas 2.18 and 2.19 that, under PF given that J(i, x0) equals
h ∈ R, the conditional distribution of J(i, ·) on [l, x0] stochastically dominates the marginal of
B1,−(2√2+1)T 2,h on [l, x0]. Recalling Definition 5.2 and that R = 5kDk, we thus find that
PF
(
J(i, x0 − 1) < Tent(x0) + (log ε−1)1/2 , High
(
J, x0
)) · 1Fav
≤ sup
r≥0
B[−2T,x0]
1;−(2√2+1)T 2,Tent(x0)+3R(log ε−1)1/2+r
(
B(1, x0 − 1) < Tent(x0) + (log ε−1)1/2
)
.
The right-hand side equals
B[−2T,x0]
1;−(2√2+1)T 2,Tent(x0)+3R(log ε−1)1/2
(
B(1, x0 − 1) < Tent(x0) + (log ε−1)1/2
)
by another use of Lemma 2.19. This last expression is increasing when regarded as a function of
the variable Tent(x0). Since the occurrence of Fav entails that Ln
(
k+ 1, x
)
, and thus also Tent(x),
is at most T 2 whenever x ∈ [l, r], we see that
PF
(
J(i, x0 − 1) < Tent(x0) + (log ε−1)1/2 , High
(
J, x0
)) · 1Fav
≤ B[−2T,x0]
1;−(2√2+2)T 2,3R(log ε−1)1/2
(
B(1, x0 − 1) < (log ε−1)1/2
)
. (51)
In the last line, the random variable B(1, x0 − 1) is normally distributed. Its mean is less than
3R(log ε−1)1/2 by
1
x0 + 2T
(
3R(log ε−1)1/2 + 2(
√
2 + 1)D2k(log ε
−1)2/3
)
which quantity is, in view of the bounds x0 ≥ −T , ε < e−1, Dk ≥ 6 and R ≥ 4(
√
2 + 1)Dk, at most
R(log ε−1)1/2. The mean is thus at least 2R(log ε−1)1/2. The event in (51) entails that B(1, x0)
drops below its mean by at least (2R− 1)(log ε−1)1/2. Since R ≥ 1, we find that the expression (51)
is at most
B[−2T,x0]1;0,0
(
B(1, x0 − 1) < −R(log ε−1)1/2
)
≤ ν0,1
(
R(log ε−1)1/2,∞) ≤ (2pi)−1/2R−1( log ε−1)−1/2 exp{− 12R2 log ε−1} ≤ εR2/2 ,
where lastly we used R(log ε−1)1/2 ≥ 1. We now sum over i ∈ J1, kK to learn that, when Fav occurs,
the probability
PF
({
∃ i ∈ J1, kK : J(i, x0 − 1) < Tent(x0)− (log ε−1)1/2} ∩ High(J, x0))
is at most kεR
2/2. A similar bound holds with x0 + 1 in place of x0 − 1 and thus we obtain (50).
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Combining (49) and (50),
PF
(
T3(J) = 1 , High
(
J, x0
)
, Close(J, x0, ε)
)
· 1Fav
≤ 104Dk2k εk
2−1( log ε−1)k2/2 + 2kεR2/2 .
Noting that R2/2 ≥ k2 − 1, we complete the proof of Proposition 5.3. 
5.1.2. Curve closeness at low height: the snap up and the swing through. To obtain
Theorem 5.1, to which we have reduced Theorem 2.9(1), it remains to address the probability of
k-curveness closeness at lower locations than those with which the event High
(Ln, x0) is concerned.
This will be the subject of the present subsection. We want a version of Proposition 5.4 without
the presence of the High event. We will use a snap up to prove this new version: if the top k
curves in Ln at x0 come close, they do so at a random height that in this paragraph of overview
we will denote simply by h; (the value of h is essentially the same for each of the k curves, because
they are close). If h is low relative to Tent(x0), we will argue that this system of k curves in a
locale of x0 can collectively be snapped up; that is, all these curve pieces can be raised by a quite
large common amount. By ‘quite large’, we mean at least the sum of two quantities: the distance
below the tent map Tent(x0) − h, and the above tent margin 15kDk(log ε−1)1/2 that appears in
the High event Definition 5.2. This operation thus forces the occurrence of High
(Ln, x0), while
preserving the occurrence of the k-curve closeness event Close
(Ln, x0, ε). We will seek to argue that
the snapped up configuration is roughly as probable as the original: in this way, we will be able
to invoke Proposition 5.4 to strengthen this proposition so that the presence of the High event is
dropped from its statement (at the expense of a manageable increase in the right-hand side). We
will succeed in arguing that the new configuration has a comparable probability to the old one only
in the case that the below tent distance Tent(x0) − h is not too large, which is to say, at most
O
(
T 3/2
)
= O
(
(log ε−1)1/2
)
. We will specify an event BigDrop that the below tent distance exceeds
this order. When it fails to occur, we will use the snap up; when it does, we will apply a different
technique, the swing through, to argue that the occurrence of High may be forced with comparable
probability. The main concepts in the two techniques are illustrated in Figure 5.1.
The snap and swing arguments make no use of the jump ensemble, though they do to a degree build
on the more basic apparatus of the missing closed middle σ-algebra F . The natural perspective
of the snap up argument is the viewpoint of the witness of a new σ-algebra G which we begin by
specifying. It will contain F . For the new witness, the top k curves in Ln near x0 will be in a
determined configuration modulo a height shift. The only randomness for this witness will be a
one-dimensional random variable that determines this height.
Recall that F is generated by the ensemble Ln outside of the index set J1, kK×(−2T, 2T ) alongside
the side interval standard bridges I → R : x → LIn(i, x), i ∈ J1, kK, with I equal to [−2T, l] and
[r, 2T ]. The information absent from F may be gathered in the following form:
• the shifted curves [l, r]→ R : x→ Ln(i, x)− Ln(i, l), indexed by i ∈ J1, kK;
• the differences Ln(i, l)− Ln(i+ 1, l) for i ∈ J1, k − 1K;
• and the value Ln(k, l).
In this section, we denote by G the σ-algebra generated by F and the first two items in this list.
To the witness of G, whose perspective is represented by the conditional law PG , only the R-valued
quantity Ln
(
k, l
)
is random. If this random quantity adopts the value u ∈ R, the ensemble may be
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Figure 5.1. The snap up on the left and the swing through on the right, with
k equal to two. Vertical poles are depicted in thick solid lines. In each sketch,
s =
(
2(k−1)+4T )(2T )1/2 is the big drop distance and t = 15kDk( log ε−1)1/2 is the
smaller above-tent margin specifying the event High(Ln, x0). Left: The snap up is
used to prove Lemma 5.9. The clear circular bead over l represents all that is random
to the witness of G. As it rolls up or down, it dictates a joint displacement of the top
two curves on [l, r]. An original configuration of these curves (dashed, thin), in which
the governing bead is lower, is snapped up by pushing the bead higher to obtain a
new configuration (dashed, thick) high above the tent map. Right: The upcoming
proof of Lemma 5.10 is illustrated. The point x0 lies in [p1, p2] with p1, p2 ∈ P
consecutive pole set elements. The original configuration of the top two curves on
[p1, p2] (dashed-dotted, thin) is ε-close at x0 and has a big drop. The kinetic energy
bound up in these curves’ displacements during [p1, x0] and [x0, p2] is unleased in
the swung through configuration (dashed-dotted, thick) that as a result reaches high
above the tent map at x0 while maintaining ε-closeness at x0.
reconstructed in its entirety by the witness. Denoting the reconstructed ensemble by Lun, we have
that for (i, x) ∈ J1, kK× [l, r],
Lun(i, x) = u +
(
Ln
(
i, l
)− Ln(k, l)) + (Ln(i, x)− Ln(i, l)) .
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The two bracketed terms are determined by the data in the second and first items in our new list;
thus, the witness of G may compute Lun(i, x) from these values.
For (i, x) ∈ J1, kK× ([−2T, l] ∪ [r, 2T ]), we instead have
Lun
(
i, x
)
=
{
L[−2T,l]n
(
i, x
)
+ l−xl+2T Ln
(
i,−2T )+ x+2Tl+2T Lun(i, l) x ∈ [− 2T, l] ,
L[r,2T ]n
(
i, x
)
+ x−r2T−rLn
(
i, 2T
)
+ 2T−x2T−rLun
(
i, r
)
x ∈ [r, 2T ] ,
similarly as we did in the F-case in (20). Note that the values Lun
(
i, l
)
and Lun
(
i, r
)
used in this
formula have already been defined.
Our notation Lun clashes with that for the reconstruction made in Section 3.2 by the witness of F .
Embellishing the notation with the symbol G would relieve this difficulty. Since the new notation
is employed only in this subsection, we hope that by omitting the G symbol, there is little danger
of confusion.
Let hG : R → [0,∞) denote the density with respect to Lebesgue measure on R of the conditional
law under PG of the random variable Ln
(
k, l
)
. By Lemma 2.22, hG(u) equals
Z−1G
k∏
i=1
exp
{
− 12(l+2T )
(
Ln
(
i,−2T )−Lun(i, l))2 − 12(2T−r)(Lun(i, r)−Ln(i, 2T ))2} · MG(u) , (52)
where MG(u) denotes the indicator function of the event{
Lun
(
k, x
)
> Ln
(
k + 1, x
) ∀ x ∈ [−2T, 2T ]} .
The G-measurable ZG ∈ (0,∞) is of course a normalization.
There are only two kinetic terms in the product in (52): the third, associated to the middle inter-
val [l, r], is absent because it is independent of the value of u ∈ R.
Lemma 5.5. There exists a G-measurable random variable CornerGk,l ∈ R such that{
x ∈ R : MG(x) = 1
}
=
(
CornerGk,l , ∞
)
.
Proof. Unsurprisingly, this result has a similar proof to Lemma 3.8’s. As u falls, so does the
curve Lun
(
k, ·) : [−2T, 2T ]→ R, until a value of u is reached at which the curve makes contact with
[−2T, 2T ] → R : u → Ln(k + 1, u). The value of u at which contact is made is CornerGk,l. The
location of contact may lie in [−2T, l], [l, r] or [r, 2T ]. Indeed, we may specify a formula for CornerGk,l
by considering each of these three eventualities: CornerGk,l equals the infimum of q ∈ R such that
• q ≥ Cornerl,Fk ;
• q + Ln(k, x)− Ln(k, l) ≥ Ln(k + 1, x) for all x ∈ [l, r];
• and q + Ln(k, r)− Ln(k, l) ≥ Cornerr,Fk .
That u ∈ R satisfies MG(u) = 1 precisely when u > CornerGk,l follows by the reasoning in the
final paragraph of Lemma 3.8’s proof, but without the need of iteratively making further upward
displacements of lower indexed curves. 
Define the G-measurable event
FavG =
{∣∣Ln(i, r)− Ln(i, l)∣∣ ≤ (2 + 2−1/2)T 2 for i ∈ J1, kK} ∩ {CornerGk,l ≤ T 2} .
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Lemma 5.6. The conditional distribution of Ln(k, l) under PG is that of a normal random variable N ,
of mean m and variance σ2, conditionally on the event that N ≥ CornerGk,l. We have that m =
k−1
∑k
i=1m(i), where m(i) equals(Ln(k, l)− Ln(i, l)) + l + 2T
4T + l− r
(
Ln(i, 2T )−
(Ln(i, r)− Ln(i, l))) + 2T − r
4T + l− rLn(i,−2T )
and
σ−2 = k
((
l + 2T
)−1
+
(
2T − r)−1) .
The occurrence of the event Fav ∩ FavG entails that m ≥ −12T 2 and σ2 ∈
[
1
2 ,
3
4
] · Tk−1.
Note that the first, bracketed, term in the expression for m(i) equals −∑k−1j=i (Ln(j, l)−Ln(j+1, l))
and is thus G-measurable; and so is Ln(i, r)−Ln(i, l). The remaining random parameters, Ln(i, 2T ),
Ln(i,−2T ), l and r, are measurable in the smaller σ-algebra F . Thus, m(i) is G-measurable and σ2
is F-measurable.
Lemma 5.7. Let `1 < a < b < `2, and let y¯, z¯, ¯ and r¯ be elements of Rk. Under the law B[`1,`2]k;y¯,z¯
conditioned on B(b)−B(a) = ¯ and B(i, a)−B(i+1, a) = ri−ri+1 for i ∈ J1, k−1K, the conditional
distribution of B(k, a) is normal, of mean and variance that we denote by m0 and ζ
2. If we write
xˆ = k−1
∑k
i=1 xi for any x¯ ∈ Rk, then
m0 = rk − rˆ + a− `1
(a− `1) + (`2 − b)
(
zˆ − ˆ) + `2 − b
(a− `1) + (`2 − b) yˆ
and
ζ−2 = k
(
(a− `1)−1 + (`2 − b)−1
)
.
Proof. The conditioned random variable B(k, a) adopts the value x with density given up to
normalization by
k∏
i=1
exp
{
− 12(a−`1)
(
x+ ri − rk − yi
)2} · exp{− 12(`2−b)(x+ ri − rk + ji − zi)2} ;
again up to normalization, this quantity equals
exp
{
− k2
(
(a− `1)−1 + (`2 − b)−1
)(
x−m)2} ,
where m0 satisfies
m0k
(
(a− `1) + (`2 − b)
)
= −
k∑
i=1
(
(`2 − b)(ri − rk − yi) + (a− `1)(ri − rk + ji − zi)
)
.
Rearranging yields the stated formulas for m0 and the reciprocal of ζ
2. 
Proof of Lemma 5.6. We apply Lemma 5.7, setting `1 = −2T , a = l, b = r, `2 = 2T , y¯ = Ln(−2T ),
z¯ = Ln(2T ) and ¯ = Ln(r)− Ln(l) and r¯ = Ln(l).
The occurrence of Fav entails that l ∈ [−T,−T/2] and r ∈ [T/2, T ], whence Tk−1/2 ≤ σ2 ≤
3Tk−1/4.
The quantity m(i) is a sum of three terms. When Fav occurs, these terms satisfy certain bounds:
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• the first term satisfies
Ln(k, l)− Ln(i, l) ≥ −(2−1/2 + 1)T 2 − T 2 = −
(
2 + 2−1/2
)
T 2 ,
since l ∈ [−T, 0];
• the second term is at least − 3
4
√
2
(
5 + 3
√
2
)
T 2, since
∣∣Ln(i, r) − Ln(i, l)∣∣ ≤ (2 + 2−1/2)T 2
on FavG and L(i, 2T ) ∈ −2
√
2T 2 + T 2 · [−1, 1] on Fav, while
l + 2T
4T + l− r ≤
3T/2
2T
=
3
4
;
• and the third term satisfies Ln(i,−2T ) ≥
(− 2√2− 1)T 2.
Note that σ−2 ∈ kT−1 · [4/3, 2] since 2T − r and l + 2T both lie in the interval [T, 3T/2]. 
Lemma 5.8.
P
(
FavcG
) ≤ εk2−1 .
Proof. We begin by noting that the occurrence of FavG is forced by the conditions
inf
x∈[−T,T ]
Ln(k + 1, x) ≥ −T 2 and sup
x∈[−T,T ]
Ln(1, x) ≤ T 2 .
Indeed, l, r ∈ [−T, T ] and Ln being ordered imply that the conditions entail the stronger-than-
required
∣∣Ln(i, r)−Ln(i, l)∣∣ ≤ 2T 2 for i ∈ J1, kK; and, in view of CornerGk,l ≤ Ln(k, l) ≤ Ln(1, l), the
latter condition ensures that CornerGk,l ≤ T 2.
Note however that the failure of the displayed conditions entails the occurrence of one or other of the
events whose probabilities are bounded above in the analysis of P
(
Fc2
)
in the proof of Lemma 4.1.
Given the form of this lemma, we find then that P
(
FavcG
) ≤ ε2−5ckD3k . The imposition made on Dk
in (47) that 2−5ckD3k ≥ k2 − 1 then yields Lemma 5.8. 
We are about to present our snap up assertion, Lemma 5.9, a result to the effect that the witness of G
typically has a reasonable, εo(1)-order, probability of observing a value for the random height Ln(k, l)
which is high enough compared to its minimum CornerGk,l that the High
(Ln, x0) event occurs. As we
mentioned in overview, the snap up order of magnitude is great enough to deliver the occurrence of
this High
(Ln, x0, 15kDk(log ε−1)1/2) event with the requisite probability only if we impose a further
‘no big drop’ condition on G-measurable data.
To describe the necessary condition, let r ∈ J1, |P | − 1K satisfy x0 ∈ [pr, pr+1] and define the event
NoBigDrop
(Ln, x0) = {L[pr,pr+1]n (k, x0) ≥ −(2(k − 1) + 4T )(2T )1/2 } .
This is the event that Ln(k, x0) does not drop by more than the stated quantity below the affine
interpolation of the values of Ln(k, ·) at the pole set values pr and pr+1 that neighbour x0. We also
write BigDrop
(Ln, x0) for the complementary event ¬NoBigDrop(Ln, x0).
When the witness of G observes the G-measurable event NoBigDrop(Ln, x0) alongside certain other,
typical, data, she deploys the snap up, as we now explain in detail.
Lemma 5.9.
PG
(
High
(Ln, x0)) ≥ 14 exp{− 987k3T 5/2} · 1Fav∩FavG∩NoBigDrop(Ln,x0) .
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Proof. We claim that{
Ln(k, l) ≥ CornerGk,l +
(
2(k − 1) + 4T )(2T )1/2 + 15kDk(log ε−1)1/2} ∩ NoBigDrop(Ln, x0)
is a subset of High
(Ln, x0). To verify this, consider an instance of the data specifying G for which
NoBigDrop
(Ln, x0) occurs. Under the law PG , the lowest value that the random variable Ln(k, l)
may adopt is CornerGk,l, in which case, the maximal drop Tent(x0) − Ln(k, x0) of the kth curve in
Ln below the tent map at x0 would be at most the quantity(
2(k − 1) + 4T )(2T )1/2 .
By raising L(k, l) above this minimum value by this quantity, and then by a further distance of
15kDk(log ε
−1)1/2, the occurrence of the event High
(Ln, x0, 15kDk(log ε−1)1/2) is assured.
It is enough then to confirm the lemma’s statement with the event High
(Ln, x0) replaced by{
Ln(k, l) ≥ CornerGk,l +
(
2(k − 1) + 4T )(2T )1/2 + 15kDk(log ε−1)1/2} .
We remarked on the cancellation of first order kinetic costs after Proposition 4.13, and we now
exploit a similar cancellation. Indeed, note that, for y > 0, on Fav ∩ FavG ,
PG
(
Ln(k, l) ≥ CornerGk,l + y
)
=
νm,σ2
(
CornerGk,l + y , ∞
)
νm,σ2
(
CornerGk,l , ∞
)
≥ ν−12T 2,σ2
(
T 2 + y , ∞)
ν−12T 2,σ2
(
T 2 , ∞) = ν0,1
(
13T 2σ−1 + yσ−1 , ∞)
ν0,1
(
13T 2σ−1 , ∞)
≥ 13T
2σ−1
2
(
13T 2σ−1 + yσ−1
) g0,1(13T 2σ−1 + yσ−1)
g0,1
(
13T 2σ−1
)
≥ 14 · exp
{− 13T 2σ−2y − y2σ−2/2} ≥ 14 · exp{− 26kTy − ky2T−1} , (53)
the first inequality due to Lemmas 2.21 and 5.6; the second to Lemma 2.20 via
13T 2σ−1 + yσ−1 ≥ 1 ,
which certainly follows from the bound σ2 ≤ 34Tk−1; the third to y ≤ 13T 2, and the fourth to
σ2 ≥ Tk−1/2. We now take
y =
(
2(k − 1) + 4T
)
(2T )1/2 + 15kDk(log ε
−1)1/2 .
Using T ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and Dk ≥ 1, we see that y ≤ 21kT 3/2; thus, y is indeed at most 13T 2, since
ε < e−18D
−3
k k
6
. Applying y ≤ 21kT 3/2 and T ≥ 1 to find a lower bound on the expression in line (53)
completes the proof of Lemma 5.9. 
Of course, the witness of G may hold G-data that dictates the occurrence of BigDrop. The swing
through will replace the snap up in this case. We now state the resulting conclusion, Lemma 5.10.
We then close out the proof of Theorem 5.1 before providing the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 5.10.
P
(
Close
(Ln, x0, ε) ∩ BigDrop(Ln, x0) ∩ Fav) ≤ P(Close(Ln, x0, ε) ∩ High(Ln, x0)) .
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. Applying Lemma 5.9, we find that
P
(
Close
(Ln, x0, ε) ∩ High(Ln, x0) ) = E [PG(High(Ln, x0)) · 1Close(Ln,x0,ε) ]
≥ 14 exp
{− 987k3T 5/2}P(Close(Ln, x0, ε) ∩ Fav ∩ FavG ∩ NoBigDrop(Ln, x0)) .
We set the inter-pole distance dip used to specify the jump ensemble equal to one. Using Proposi-
tion 5.4 and Lemma 5.10, we find that P
(
Close(Ln, x0, ε)
)
, being equal to the sum of the probabilities
of two disjoint events,
P
(
Close
(Ln, x0, ε) ∩ NoBigDrop(Ln, x0))+ P(Close(Ln, x0, ε) ∩ BigDrop(Ln, x0)) ,
is at most(
4 exp
{
987k3T 5/2
}
+1
)
·2(104Dk2k +2k) exp{3973k7/2D2k( log ε−1)2/3}( log ε−1)k2/2εk2−1 + 2εk2−1 ,
where the 2εk
2−1 term is composed of two parts, contributed by Lemmas 4.1 and 5.8.
Using ε < e−1 and Dk ≥ 1, the last display is bounded above by
2 · 7(104Dk2k + 2k) exp{4960k7/2D5/2k ( log ε−1)5/6}( log ε−1)k2/2εk2−1
and thus by
14
(
104 + 1
) · exp{4961k7/2d2ipD5/2k ( log ε−1)5/6}( log ε−1)k2/2εk2−1 .
Since ε < e−23/2 ensures that x ≤ ex5/6 where x = log ε−1, we use Dk ≥ 1 to obtain the upper bound
stated in Theorem 5.1. 
Proof of Lemma 5.10. Recall that r ∈ J1, |P | − 1K satisfies x0 ∈ [pr, pr+1]. It is our task to
explain why, conditionally on the top k curves Ln collecting closely together at x0 ∈ [pr, pr+1], it
is not likely that the locale of this meeting is so low that the kth of these curves (and by ensemble
ordering, the higher k − 1 as well), must drop precipitously from time pr to reach the locale at
time x0 before rising again rapidly as time pr+1 is reached. (At least, this description is correct in
coordinates chosen so that the kth curve has equal height at pr and pr+1.)
Such downward swooping on the part of the k curves during [pr, pr+1] is presumably kinetically
costly. We will release this kinetic energy via the swing through in order to find an alternative
configuration of comparable probability in which k-curve closeness at x0 is maintained but where
High(Ln, x0) also occurs. To set up the swing through technique, we introduce another σ-algebra
that we label H[x0].
Note that the ensemble Ln is entirely specified by the data:
• the curves Ln on J1, kK× (pr, pr+1)c and Jk + 1, nK× (−zn,∞);
• the standard bridges L[pr,x0]n : J1, kK× [pr, x0]→ R and L[x0,pr+1]n : J1, kK× [pr, x0]→ R;
• the differences Ln(i, x0)− Ln(i+ 1, x0), i ∈ J1, k − 1K;
• and the value Ln(k, x0).
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Let H[x0] denote the σ-algebra generated by the first three items. Note first that F ⊂ H[x0]. Only
the final one-dimensional piece of data remains random to the witness of H[x0]. This witness may
be depicted as holding a bead at an unknown height Ln(k, x0) on a vertical rod at coordinate x0;
as the bead is pushed up or down, it forces the values of the lower indexed curves at x0 in lockstep;
these placements in turn force the form of the curves on the intervals [pr, x0] and [x0, pr+1] in accord
with the fixed values at pr and pr+1 by means of affine displacement.
Note that since the differences are fixed in the third bullet point, the event Close(Ln, x0, ε) is H[x0]-
measurable.
Under PH[x0], the occurrence of BigDrop
(Ln, x0) is characterized by the condition that the random
quantity Ln(k, x0) is at most anH[x0]-measurable quantityR := `(x0)−
(
2(k−1)+4T )(2T )1/2. Here,
` : [pr, pr+1]→ R denotes the affine interpolation of pr → Ln
(
k, pr
)
and pr+1 → Ln
(
k, pr+1
)
. Under
this same measure, on the other hand, the event High
(Ln, x0, s) occurs precisely when Ln(k, x0) is
at least Tent(x0) + s (for any s > 0).
Consider now the law PH[x0]. By the argument that leads to Lemma 5.5, the conditional distribution
of the random variable Ln(k, x0) takes the form of a Gaussian random variable conditioned to exceed
a certain H[x0]-quantity that we label CornerHk,x0 . (We use the shorthand H = H[x0] in so doing.)
This Gaussian has an H[x0]-measurable mean and variance that we denote by m and σ2. With
a view to making some inferences about the values of these parameters, we note that the kinetic
energy associated to the Gaussian equals
1
2
k∑
i=1
(
1
x0−pr
(
x + Ln(i, x0)− Ln(k, x0)− Ln
(
i, pr
))2
+ 1pr+1−x0
(
x + Ln(i, x0)− Ln(k, x0)− Ln
(
i, pr+1
))2)
,
which up to normalization is given by
k
2 ·
pr+1 − pr
(x0 − pr)(pr+1 − x0)
(
x + 1k
k∑
i=1
((
Ln(i, x0)− Ln(k, x0)− Ln
(
i, pr
))pr+1−x0
pr+1−pr
+
(
Ln(i, x0)− Ln(k, x0)− Ln
(
i, pr+1
)) x0−pr
pr+1−pr
))2
.
We find then that
m = − 1k
k∑
i=1
(Ln(i, x0)− Ln(k, x0)) + 1k k∑
i=1
(
pr+1−x0
pr+1−prLn(i, pr) +
x0−pr
pr+1−prLn
(
i, pr+1
))
,
and that σ2 = k−1 (x0−pr)(pr+1−x0)pr+1−pr .
In this formula for m, the summand in the latter sum is at least the affine interpolation `(x0) defined
a few moments ago. On the event Close(Ln, x0, ε), the earlier summand, Ln(i, x0)− Ln(k, x0), lies
in (0, ε] for each i ∈ J1, k − 1K; thus m ≥ `(x0) − ε on this event. Note also that `(x0) ≥ Tent(x0)
because ` and Tent are both affine on [pr, pr+1], with ` having the higher boundary data since
Tent(p) equals Ln(k + 1, p) for p ∈ {pr, pr+1} ⊂ P .
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With these things observed, we may note that, for any specification ofH[x0] that realizes Close(Ln, x0, ε),
PH[x0]
(
High
(Ln, x0))) = νm,σ2(Tent(x0) + 15kDk(log ε−1)1/2,∞ ∣∣∣CornerHk,x0 ,∞)
≥ νm,σ2
(
Tent(x0) + 15kDk(log ε
−1)1/2,∞)
≥ νTent(x0)−ε,σ2
(
Tent(x0) + 15kDk(log ε
−1)1/2,∞)
= ν0,σ2
(
15kDk(log ε
−1)1/2 + ε,∞) ,
where recall that High
(Ln, x0)) = High(Ln, x0, 15kDk(log ε−1)1/2). (In the second inequality, we
used `(x0) ≥ Tent(x0).) We also have that, for such a specification,
PH[x0]
(
BigDrop(Ln, x0)
)
= νm,σ2
(−∞, R ∣∣CornerHk,x0 ,∞) ≤ νm,σ2(−∞, R)
≤ ν`(x0)−ε,σ2
(
−∞ , `(x0)−
(
2(k − 1) + 4T )(2T )1/2)
= ν0,σ2
((
2(k − 1) + 4T )(2T )1/2 − ε,∞) .
That
15kDk(log ε
−1)1/2 + ε ≤ (2(k − 1) + 4T )(2T )1/2 − ε
is due to Dk ≥ 1, ε < e−1 and Dk ≥ 132(15k + 1)2; we learn that
PH[x0]
(
High
(Ln, x0)) ≥ PH[x0](BigDrop(Ln, x0)) .
That F ⊂ H[x0] implies that Fav is H[x0]-measurable. Thus,
P
(
Close
(Ln, x0, ε) ∩ BigDrop(Ln, x0) ∩ Fav)
≤ E
[
PH[x0]
(
BigDrop
(Ln, x0)) · 1Close(Ln,x0,ε)∩Fav ]
≤ E
[
PH[x0]
(
High(Ln, x0)
) · 1Close(Ln,x0,ε)∩Fav ] ≤ P(Close(Ln, x0, ε) ∩ High(Ln, x0))) .
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.10. 
5.2. Closeness of curves at a general location
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.9(2) and Theorem 2.13. In view of Theorem 2.9’s first part,
the rough form of its second part is plausible: since the curves of Ln are expected to be locally
Brownian, the failure of k-curve ε-closeness at any given point may be expected to dictate this
eventuality in a neighbourhood of width ε2 about the point. Since ε−2 such neighbourhoods are
needed to cover a unit-order interval, the exponent value changes from k2 − 1 and k2 − 3 between
the theorem’s first and second part. We will follow this proof approach, and for this reason, we
begin by showing that the local fluctuation of ensemble curves is Gaussian in magnitude.
Recall that jump ensemble method parameter conditions (33), (34), (35) and (36) remain in force.
Recall also the k-line modulus of continuity Definition 2.12.
Proposition 5.11. Take the inter-pole distance parameter dip equal to one. Let φ ∈
(
0, 14T
−1 ∧
C21T
−2). Then, for any C1 ≥ 96,
PF
(
ωk,[l,r]
(
J, φ
)
> C1φ
1/2
(
log φ−1
)1/2) · 1Fav ≤ ε−36(k+2)2kD3k2k · 3k · φ C214608 .
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Corollary 5.12. Let φ ∈ (ε8, 14T−1 ∧ C21T−2). Then, for any C1 ≥ 96,
P
(
ωk,I
(Ln, φ) > C1φ1/2( log φ−1)1/2)
≤ φ
C21
4608 · ε−36(k+2)2kD3k2k · 3k · 8 exp
{
3973k7/2D2k
(
log ε−1
)2/3}
+ P
(
Favc
)
,
where the interval I is given by I = 14Dk
(
log φ−1
)1/3 · [−1, 1].
Proof. Note that, under PF , the marginal law of Ln on J1, kK × [l, r] coincides with that of J :J1, kK× [l, r]→ R given T3(J) = 1. Since dip = 1, Propositions 5.11 and 4.2 thus imply that
PF
(
ωk,[l,r]
(Ln, φ) > C1φ1/2( log φ−1)1/2)1Fav
≤ φ
C21
4608 · ε−36(k+2)2kD3k2k · 3k · exp
{
3973k7/2D2k
(
log ε−1
)2/3}
.
Recalling that Fav ⊆ {[−T/2, T/2] ⊆ [l, r]} and φ ≥ ε8 implies the result. 
Proof of Theorem 2.13. We begin by recalling the parameter Dk that was introduced as part
of the jump ensemble apparatus in Section 4.1.2. We mentioned there that we would permit an
increase in the value of this parameter according to the requirements of the given application.
Since the failure probability of Fav is known by Lemma 4.1 to be at most ε2
−5ckD3k , while the present
application demands a conclusion of the form εO(1)K
2
, we see that we must increase Dk if necessary
so that these last two expressions are roughly equal.
The hypotheses of the present theorem already imply that K ≥ √3973(k + 2)k3/4√3 · 4608D3/2k .
This theorem presents a given choice of Dk, and it hypotheses a lower bound on K in terms of
Dk. We cope with the need to increase Dk as described for the purpose of proving the theorem by
permitting a notational abuse, for the purposes only of the present proof, in which the value of Dk
is increased so that in fact K is actually equal to
√
3973(k+2)k3/4
√
3 · 4608D3/2k . This abuse would
be problematic for hypotheses of Theorem 2.13 which involve bounds expressed in terms of Dk. In
this regard, note that the condition (11) is (35) reexpressed in terms of K, rather than Dk, in view
of Dk =
(
3973 · 3 · 4608)−1/3(k+ 2)−2/3k−1/2K2/3; and similarly is the upper bound on ε expressed.
We have then that 13·4608K
2 ≥ 36(k+ 2)2kD3k and, alongside ε < e−1 and Dk ≥ 1, that the quantity
1
3·4608K
2
(
log ε−1
)1/3
is at least 3973k7/2D2k. We now apply Corollary 5.12 with φ = ε and with
C1 = K, using Lemma 4.1 to bound P
(
Favc
)
. We learn that
P
(
ωk,I
(Ln, ε) > Kε1/2( log ε−1)1/2) ≤ 24k · 2kε K23·4608 + ε2−5ckD3k .
We bound ε2
−5ckD3k above in terms of K by the expression ε10
−10ck(k+2)−2k−3/2K2 .
The last displayed expression is thus seen to be at most(
24k2k + 1
)
ε(6·10
9)−1ck(k+2)−2k−3/2K2 ≤ 25k2k ε10−10ck(k+2)−2k−3/2K2 .
This completes the proof. 
For the proof of Proposition 5.11, a lemma is needed.
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Lemma 5.13. Let δ ∈ (0, 1/6) and R ≥ 24√2 δ1/2( log δ−1)1/2. Then
B[0,1]1;0,0
(
ω(B, δ) > R
)
≤ 3 exp{− 11152R2δ−1} ,
where ω = ω1,[0,1] denotes the modulus of continuity of a single curve.
Proof. Our argument has similarities to the proof of Theorem 2.14. We mentioned there that
standard Brownian bridge B : [0, 1]→ R may be represented in the form
B(t) = (1− t)X( t1−t) , t ∈ [0, 1] ,
where X : [0,∞)→ R is standard Brownian motion. Note that, when r, s ∈ [0, 2/3], r < s,∣∣B(s)−B(r)∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣X( s1−s)−X( r1−r)∣∣∣+ (s− r) sup
x∈[0,2/3]
|X|( x1−x) .
Since [0, 2/3] : x→ x/(1− x) has nine as a Lipschitz constant, we find that
ω1,[0,2/3](B, δ) ≤ ω1,[0,2](X, 9δ) + δ sup
t∈[0,2]
|X(t)| .
Note that, for any parameter φ > 0, interval I ⊆ R of length at least φ, and function f : I → R,
ω1,I(f, φ) ≤ 2 sup |f(x+ y)− f(x)| ,
where the supremum is taken over pairs (x, y) ∈ φZ × [0, 2φ] such that x and x + y are elements
of I. From this, we find that, if we write
X = 2 max
i∈J0,2/(9δ)K supt∈[0,18δ]
∣∣X(9δi+ t)−X(9δi)∣∣ + δ sup
t∈[0,2]
|X(t)| ,
then X is an upper bound on ω1,[0,2/3](B, δ). A random variable sharing the law of X offers an
upper bound on ω1,[1/3,1](B, δ), from which it follows in light of δ ∈ (0, 1/6) and stationarity of
Brownian motion increments that
B[0,1]1;0,0
(
ω(B, δ) > R
)
≤ 2 ( 29δ + 1)P(2 sup
t∈[0,18δ]
∣∣X(t)∣∣ > R/2) + 2P(δ sup
t∈[0,2]
|X(t)| > R/2
)
;
here, we write P for the probability measure associated to the Brownian motion X. Using δ ≤ 1,
the X → −X symmetry of Brownian motion, and the reflection principle, followed by the standard
upper bound on the tail of the Gaussian distribution, we find that
B[0,1]1;0,0
(
ω(B, δ) > R
)
≤ 229 δ−1 · 4P
(
X(18δ) > R/4
)
+ 8P
(
X(2) > 12Rδ
−1)
≤ 88·43 pi−1/2δ−1/2R−1 · exp
{− R232·18δ} + 8(2pi)−1/2 · 2√2R−1δ · exp{− R216δ2} .
We make use of our assumption that R2 ≥ 2 · 32 · 18δ log δ−1 (and also use δ ≤ e−1) in order to find
that the latter expression is at most
88·4
3 pi
−1/2(2·32·18)−1/2 exp{− R22·32·18δ}+ 4√2pi−1/2· 2(32·18)1/2 δ1/2 exp{− R216δ2} ≤ 3 exp{− 11152R2δ−1} .
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.13. 
Proof of Proposition 5.11. Recall that, if Fav occurs, then, under PF , the conditional distribution
of the jump ensemble J : J1, kK × [l, r] → R is obtained by conditioning the Wiener candidate
W : J1, kK × [l, r] → R on success in the test conditions T12(W ) = 1. Recall also that, under PF ,
W is the marginal on J1, kK× [l, r] of a bridge ensemble with law B[−2T,2T ]
k;Ln(−2T ),Ln(2T ). For our present
purpose, it will be a convenient notational abuse to allow W to denote this bridge ensemble of which
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it is in reality a marginal. In this way, W is in this argument defined on J1, kK × [−2T, 2T ]. We
have then that
PF
(
ωk,[l,r]
(
J, φ
)
> C1φ
1/2
(
log φ−1
)1/2) · 1Fav (54)
≤ PF
(
ωk,[−2T,2T ]
(
W,φ
)
> C1φ
1/2
(
log φ−1
)1/2) · PF(T12(W ) = 1)−1 · 1Fav
≤ ε−36(k+2)2kD3k2k PF
(
ωk,[−2T,2T ]
(
W,φ
)
> C1φ
1/2
(
log φ−1
)1/2) · 1Fav
where the second inequality is due to Proposition 4.3.
Recall that, when Fav occurs, Ln
(
i, x
) ∈ −2√2T 2 + [−T 2, T 2] for (i, x) ∈ J1, kK×{−2T, 2T}. Thus,
for any r > 0,
PF
(
ωk,[−2T,2T ]
(
W,φ
)
> r
)
· 1Fav ≤ k · sup
(x,y)∈[0,2T 2]2
B[−2T,2T ]1;x,y
(
ω1,[−2T,2T ]
(
W,φ
)
> r
)
.
For any x, y ∈ R, Brownian bridges B and B′ under the laws B[−2T,2T ]1;0,0 and B[−2T,2T ]1;x,y may be coupled
by affine shift; when they are, the processes’ moduli of continuity satisfy ω(B′, δ) ≤ ω(B, δ) +
δ(4T )−1|y − x|. This right-hand side is at most ω(B, δ) + δT/2 when x, y ∈ [0, 2T 2]. Choose δ = φ
and note that
δT
2
≤ C1
2
· φ1/2( log φ−1)1/2
holds since φ ≤ e−1 ∧ C21D−2k
(
log ε−1
)−2/3
. Hence,
PF
(
ωk,[−2T,2T ]
(
W,φ
)
> C1φ
1/2
(
log φ−1
)1/2) · 1Fav
≤ k · B[−2T,2T ]1;0,0
(
ω1,[−2T,2T ]
(
B,φ
)
> C1/2 · φ1/2
(
log φ−1
)1/2)
≤ k · B[0,1]1;0,0
(
ω1,[0,1]
(
B, φ4T
)
> (4T )−1/2 · C1/2 · φ1/2
(
log φ−1
)1/2)
≤ 3k · φ
C21
4608 ,
where we take δ = φ4T and R =
1
4 · T−1/2C1 · φ1/2
(
log φ−1
)1/2
in Lemma 5.13 to obtain the final
inequality. The hypothesis of the lemma that R2 ≥ 1152δ log δ−1 is satisfied because C21 log φ−1 ≥
4608
(
log(4T ) + log φ−1
)
holds due to φ−1 ≥ 4T and C21 ≥ 2 · 4608.
Applying this bound to (54) alongside T = Dk
(
log ε−1
)1/3
proves Proposition 5.11. 
Turning next to the task of deriving Theorem 2.9(2), we begin by reducing to the assertion made
for an interval centred at y = 0.
Proposition 5.14. For ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3, C, c > 0 and n ∈ N, let
Ln : J1, nK× [− zn,∞)→ R
be a
(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble defined under the law P. For k ≥ 2, let Dk be given by (47). Let
ε > 0 satisfy the bound (34). For n,∈ N satisfying n ≥ k∨ (c/3)−2ϕ−12 ∨62/δ and nϕ1/4∧ϕ2/4∧ϕ3/2 ≥(
c/2 ∧ 21/2)−1Dk( log ε−1)1/3, the following bound holds:
P
(
∃x ∈ R , |x| ≤ 14Dk
(
log ε−1
)1/3
: Close
(
k;Ln, x, ε
))
≤ εk2−3 · 1044 26k2D18k exp
{
4963k7/2D
5/2
k
(
log ε−1
)5/6}
.
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Proof of Theorem 2.9(2). Proposition 5.14 implies the result via the parabolic invariance
Lemma 2.26, with the value of c decreasing by a factor of two, resulting in the replacement of
factors of Dk by 2
1/3Dk. 
Proof of Proposition 5.14. It suffices to prove
P
(
∃x ∈ R , |x| ≤ 14Dk
(
log ε−1
)1/3
: Ln
(
1, x
) ≤ Ln(k, x)+ ε/2) (55)
≤ εk2−3 · 1044k18D18k exp
{
4963k7/2D
5/2
k
(
log ε−1
)5/6}
;
indeed, the result then follows by replacing ε/2 by ε, this replacement leading to an additional factor
of 2k
2−3 on the right-hand side, and applying k18 ≤ 25k2 when k ≥ 2.
Note that {
∃x ∈ [− T/4, T/4] : Close(Ln, x, ε/2)} ∩ {ωk,[−T/4,T/4](Ln, φ) ≤ ε/2}
⊆
{
∃x ∈ φZ ∩ [− T/4, T/4] : Close(Ln, x, ε)} .
Set
ε/2 = C1φ
1/2
(
log φ−1
)1/2
. (56)
Note that φ < e−1 implies that φ ≤ 14ε2C−21 . We also claim that
φ ≥ 14ε2C−21
(
log
(
16C41ε
−4))−1 . (57)
To verify this, note first that log φ−1 ≤ φ−1/2 when φ ≤ e−1. Squaring (56), applying this last
bound and squaring again, we find that φ−1 ≤ 16C41ε−4. Returning to the square of (56) with this
bound, we obtain (57).
Thus, by Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.12,
P
(
∃x ∈ [− T/4, T/4] : Close(Ln, x, ε/2))
≤ φ
C21
4608 · ε−36(k+2)2kD3k2k · 3k · 8 exp
{
3973k7/2D2k
(
log ε−1
)2/3}
+ εk
2−1 (58)
+
(
T/2 + 1
)
φ−1 · 106 exp
{
4962k7/2D
5/2
k
(
log ε−1
)5/6}
εk
2−1 , (59)
where the first instance of εk
2−1 appears via Lemma 4.1 in light of the comment following (47).
Choose C1 > 0 so that
C21
2304 − 36(k+ 2)2kD3k = k2− 3. Using φ ≤ 14ε2C−21 , as well as k ≥ 2, ε < e−1
and Dk ≥ 1, we find that the term in line (58) is then bounded above by
ε
C21
2304−36(k+2)2kD3k
(
4C21
)− 14608C21 · 2k · 3k · 8 exp{3973k7/2D2k( log ε−1)2/3}
≤ εk2−3 · 2k · 3k · 8 exp
{
3973k7/2D2k
(
log ε−1
)2/3} ≤ εk2−3 · exp{3974k7/2D2k( log ε−1)2/3} .
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Using (57), the term is line (59) is found to be at most
(T + 1) · 4ε−2C21 log
(
16C41ε
−4) · 106 exp{4962k7/2D5/2k ( log ε−1)5/6} εk2−1
≤ εk2−3 · 2Dk
(
log ε−1
)1/3 · 4C21 · 16C41 · 4 log (ε−1) · 106 exp{4962k7/2D5/2k ( log ε−1)5/6})
≤ εk2−3 · 512 · 106 · (663552)6k18D18k exp
{
4963k7/2D
5/2
k
(
log ε−1
)5/6}
,
where in the first displayed inequality we used T ≥ 1; and also the bound log(ar) ≤ a log r, which
is valid when a ≥ 1 and r ≥ 2, was applied in the case that a = 16C41 and r = ε−4. In the
second inequality, we used that our choice of C1 satisfies C
2
1 ≤ 2304 · 2 · 36 · 4k3D3k. We also used(
log ε−1
)4/3 ≤ exp{(log ε−1)5/6} if ε < e−8, and Dk ≥ 1.
Using these bounds alongside the inequality (58), we find that, since ε < 1,
P
(
∃x ∈ [− T/4, T/4] : Close(Ln, x, ε/2)) ≤ εk2−3 · 1044k18D18k exp{4963k7/2D5/2k ( log ε−1)5/6} .
This completes the proof of (55) and thus of Proposition 5.14. 
5.3. Brownian bridge regularity of regular ensembles
In this section, we will prove our principal results – notably Theorems 1.9 and 2.11 – concerning
Brownian regularity of standard bridges derived from curves in regular ensembles. Throughout
the section, the value of Dk be specified to satisfy the general condition (33) and as well a new
constraint, equalling
Dk = max
{
k1/3c
−1/3
k
(
2−9/2 − 2−5)−1/3 , 36(k2 − 1) , 16c−1k } . (60)
As we prepare for the proofs of these theorems, we first mention that the parabolic invariance
Lemma 2.26 in essence allows us to reduce immediately to the case where K = 0 in the theorems’
statements (see the actual proofs later in the section for a precise explanation in this regard). As
we develop the tools that we will use, we will make this choice.
Proposition 5.15. Let d ∈ [1, T/2). For any i ∈ J1, kK and A ⊆ C0,0([0, d],R) any measurable
collection of standard bridges on [0, d],
PF
(
J [0,d](i, ·) ∈ A
)
1Fav ≤ 2101d1/2D2k log ε−1 · exp
{
54dD2k
(
log ε−1
)5/6} · B[0,d]1;0,0(B ∈ A) + εD2k/2 .
The next result follows since ε < e−1 and Dk ≥ 1.
Corollary 5.16. If the set A in the proposition satisfies B[0,d]1;0,0
(
B ∈ A) ≥ εD2k/2, then
PF
(
J [0,d](i, ·) ∈ A
)
1Fav ≤ 2102d1/2D2k log ε−1 · exp
{
54dD2k
(
log ε−1
)5/6} · B[0,d]1;0,0(B ∈ A) .
Remarks: (1). Throughout this section, we set the inter-pole distance parameter dip equal to d.
This assignation reflects our aim in proving Theorem 2.11 of understanding the behaviour of the
process L[K,K+d]n (k, ·) on an interval of length d.
(2). We remind the reader that the jump ensemble method’s general hypotheses on the parameters ε
and n – namely (34), (35) and (36) – remain in force; recall further that an n-dependence is
suppressed in the notation J for the jump ensemble.
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Proof of Proposition 5.15. Elements of the pole set P are separated from each other by gaps
whose distance exceeds dip = d; thus, there is at most one element of P ∩ [0, d]. If this element
exists, we label it p. When Fav, and thus
{
[−T/2, T/2] ⊆ [l, r]}, occurs, and p exists, this element
is neither the greatest nor the least member of P ; in this case, we write p− and p+ for the elements
of P that precede and follow p in the increasing order.
On the event that P ∩ [0, d] 6= ∅, set
σ21 =
−p− · p
p− p− and σ
2
2 =
(d− p)(p+ − d)
p+ − p . (61)
For later use, we further define on the same event
σ23 =
p(d− p)
d
and σ24 =
(
1− pd−1)2σ21 + p2d−2σ22 . (62)
Recall from Section 4.1.4 that Tent : [l, r] → R is the F-measurable tent map, which piecewise
linearly interpolates the pole tops indexed by poles in P ⊂ [l, r].
The next lemma provides a Gaussian upper bound on the density of the location of J(i, x) relative
to the tent map in the event that this curve drops below the tent map at a given location x.
Lemma 5.17. Let i ∈ J1, kK.
(1) For x ∈ {0, d}, write hF1,x : R → [0,∞) for the F-measurable random variable that, when
Fav occurs, equals the density under the law PF of
J(i, x)− Tent(x) ;
(and equals zero when ¬Fav occurs).
Then, for any s ∈ (−∞, 0),
hF1;x(s) · 1Fav∩{P∩[0,d] 6=∅} ≤ g0,σ2(s) ,
where σ equals σ1 or σ2 according to whether x equals 0 or d.
(2) Write hF2;0,d : R2 → [0,∞) for the F-measurable random variable that, when Fav occurs,
equals the density under the law PF of the pair(
J(i, 0)− Tent(0) , J(i, d)− Tent(d)
)
(and equals (0, 0) when ¬Fav occurs).
Then, for any (s, t) ∈ (−∞, 0)2,
hF2;0,d(s, t) · 1Fav∩{P∩[0,d] 6=∅} ≤ g0,σ21 (s)g0,σ22 (t) .
Proof. The first statement follows by the reasoning that proves the second and its proof is omitted.
Recall that, when P intersects [0, d], p is the unique element of intersection, and p− and p+ the
adjacent elements of P . Let F [i; p−, p, p+] denote the σ-algebra generated by F and the random
variables J(i, x) for x ∈ {p−, p, p+}. (These random variables provide extra information only when
P intersects [0, d].) The density hF2;0,d(s, t) has a counterpart under the augmented σ-algebra, and
indeed it is sufficient to argue that
h
F [i;p−,p,p+]
2;0,d (s, d) · 1Fav∩{P∩[0,d] 6=∅} ≤ g0,σ21 (s)g0,σ22 (t) ,
since then Lemma 5.17(2) will arise by averaging.
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Under the law PF [i;p−,p,p+], the processes J(i, ·) on [p−, p] and [p, p+] are conditionally independent.
Supposing that the data in F [i; p−, p, p+] causes Fav ∩ {P ∩ [0, d] 6= ∅} to occur, it is thus enough
to argue that
• the conditional density of J(i, 0)− Tent(0) at s ≤ 0 is at most g0,σ21 (s);
• and the conditional density of J(i, d)− Tent(d) at t ≤ 0 is at most g0,σ22 (t).
These statements are quite straightforward to verify. Indeed, the conditional law under F [i; p−, p, p+]
of J(i, 0) is normal with mean p
p−p−J(i, p
−) + −p
−
p−p−J(i, p) and variance σ
2
1. Note that J(i, p
−) ≥
Tent(p−) and J(i, p) ≥ Tent(p) since p−, p ∈ P , and that Tent is affine on the interval between
consecutive pole set elements p− and p; thus, we see that this mean is at least Tent(0). The
first bullet point statement follows, and the second is proved in the same fashion. This proves
Lemma 5.17(2). 
For H,H ′ ⊆ R, write
GH,H
′
0,d =
{
J(i, 0)− Tent(0) ∈ H , J(i, d)− Tent(d) ∈ H ′
}
,
and abbreviate G0,d = G
H,H′
0,d when the choice
H =
(− σ1Dk( log ε−1)1/2,∞) and H ′ = (− σ2Dk( log ε−1)1/2,∞)
is made. By Lemma 5.17(1),
PF
(
Gc0,d
) · 1Fav∩{P∩[0,d] 6=∅} ≤ 2 (2pi)−1/2D−1k ( log ε−1)−1/2 exp{− 12D2k log ε−1} ≤ εD2k/2 , (63)
the latter bound since Dk ≥ 1 and ε < e−1.
Note that
PF
(
J [0,d] ∈ A
)
1Fav ≤ PF
(
J [0,d] ∈ A , G0,d
)
1Fav∩{P∩[0,d]6=∅} (64)
+ PF
(
J [0,d] ∈ A
)
1Fav∩{P∩[0,d]=∅} + PF
(
Gc0,d
)
1Fav∩{P∩[0,d] 6=∅} .
It is the first term on the right-hand side that is the most subtle to analyse. In order to do so, we
introduce another augmentation of the σ-algebra F . Let F [0,d]ci denote the σ-algebra generated by
F and the curve J(i, ·) on [l, 0] ∪ [d, r]. (If either of these intervals is badly specified because the
endpoints are out of order, we may treat the interval as the empty-set. However, the occurrence of
Fav will avoid this formal difficulty.)
Using this new device, the first term on the right-hand side of (64) equals
EF
[
PF [0,d]ci
(
J [0,d](i, ·) ∈ A)1G0,d] · 1Fav∩{P∩[0,d]6=∅} ;
in adopting this point of view, we are led to ask: ‘what is the conditional distribution of J [0,d] under
PF [0,d]ci
?’ For an instance of F-measurable data that dictates the occurrence of Fav∩{P ∩ [0, d] 6= ∅},
the process J(i, ·) on [0, d] under PF [0,d]ci is distributed as Brownian bridge B on [0, d] under the law
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B[0,d]1;J(i,0),J(i,d) conditionally on B(p) ≥ Ln(k + 1, p). Thus,
PF [0,d]ci
(
J [0,d](i, ·) ∈ A
)
· 1Fav∩{P∩[0,d]6=∅}
= B[0,d]1;J(i,0),J(i,d)
(
B[0,d] ∈ A
∣∣∣B(p) ≥ Ln(k + 1, p))
≤ B[0,d]1;0,0
(
B ∈ A
)
· B[0,d]1;J(i,0),J(i,d)
(
B(p) ≥ Ln(k + 1, p)
)−1
.
Note that B(p) under B[0,d]1;J(i,0),J(i,d) is normally distributed with mean
(
1−pd−1)J(i, 0)+pd−1J(i, d)
and variance σ23, where recall that σ
2
3 = p(d− p)d−1. The tent map is affine on [0, p] and [p, d], with
a slope in each section of absolute value at most 4T : thus,
Tent(0) ≥ Ln(k + 1, p)− 4Tp and Tent(d) ≥ Ln(k + 1, p)− 4T (d− p) .
If we set x1 = J(i, 0)− Tent(0) and x2 = J(i, d)− Tent(d), we see then that this mean is at least
Ln(k + 1, p)− 8σ23T +
(
1− pd−1)x1 + pd−1x2 .
Set H1 =
(− σ1Dk( log ε−1)1/2, 0] and I1 = (− σ2Dk( log ε−1)1/2, 0] as well as H2 = I2 = [0,∞).
Note then that
EF
[
B[0,d]1;J(i,0),J(i,d)
(
B(p) ≥ Ln(k + 1, p)
)−1
1G0,d
]
1Fav∩{P∩[0,d]6=∅}
=
∑
EF
[
B[0,d]1;J(i,0),J(i,d)
(
B(p) ≥ Ln(k + 1, p)
)−1
1
GH,I0,d
]
1Fav∩{P∩[0,d]6=∅} ,
where the sum is performed over (u, v) ∈ {1, 2}2, and the (u, v)-indexed summand, which we call
Auv, is specified by setting H = Hu and I = Iv.
Using the notation and the statement of Lemma 5.17, we may note that
A11 ≤
∫
H1×I1
hF2;0,d(x1, x2)ν0,σ23
(
8σ23T −
(
1− pd−1)x1 − pd−1x2,∞)−1 dx1 dx2
≤
∫
H1×I1
g0,σ21 (x1) · g0,σ22 (x2) · ν0,σ23
(
8σ23T −
(
1− pd−1)x1 − pd−1x2,∞)−1 dx1 dx2 .(65)
The latter integrand here has three factors, two small allies and one large opponent. The third term
is unmanageably large in isolation and we will depend on a cancellation of first order kinetic costs
between the third term and the first two. See Figure 5.2.
Let N1 and N2 denote independent normal random variables of zero mean and respective variance
σ21 and σ
2
2. Set N =
(
1− pd−1)N1 + pd−1N2. Let V equal N in the event that
N1 ∈
(
− σ1Dk
(
log ε−1
)1/2
, 0
)
and N2 ∈
(
− σ2Dk
(
log ε−1
)1/2
, 0
)
;
in the other case, we may take V = ∞. Writing E for the expectation associated to these random
variables, the expression in line (65) equals
E
[
ν0,σ23
(
8σ23T − V , ∞
)−1 · 1(N1,N2)∈H1×I1 ] = E [ ν0,σ23(8σ23T − V , ∞)−1 · 1V <∞ ] .
Further set W equal to N if
N ∈
(
− (σ1(1− pd−1) + σ2pd−1)Dk( log ε−1)1/2, 0) ;
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d|x1|
d|x2|
|x2|
|x1|
pp− p+d0
8Tp(d− p)
(1− pd−1)|x1| + pd−1|x2|
σ2Dk(log ε
−1)1/2
σ1Dk(log ε
−1)1/2
Figure 5.2. This figure discusses a key aspect of the proof of Proposition 5.15: the
form of the integrand in (65). Three vertical solid poles support the dashed tent map.
The Gaussian factors g0,σ21 (x1) and g0,σ22 (x2) arise from Lemma 5.17; the reason for
their presence is illustrated by the dotted and dashed jump ensemble curves on [p−, p]
and [p, p+], which must pay these kinetic costs to reach |x1| and |x2| below tent at
0 and d. The pole at p rises distance 8σ23T +
(
1 − pd−1)|x1| + pd−1|x2| above its
intersection with the line segment joining (0, x1) and (d, x2) (where, in identifying
these points, the vertical coordinate is measured relative to the tent map). The
remaining factor in the integrand is the reciprocal of the probability that Brownian
bridge between these two points vaults over the pole at p. The factor is at least as
large as exp{O(x21 + x22)} (if d is of unit order and p is close to d/2, say), a quantity
that is intolerably, polynomially-in-ε−1, high when |x1| ∨ |x2| = Θ
(
(log ε−1)1/2
)
.
However, the factor’s dominant term is cancelled by the earlier two Gaussian factors.
The picture illustrates this: the thick solid Brownian bridge that vaults over the pole
at p has the same first order kinetic costs associated to fluctuation during [0, p] and
[p, d] as the dotted and dashed motions attached to the first two Gaussian factors.
take W =∞ otherwise. Note then that when V is finite, W equals V . Thus,
E
[
ν0,σ23
(
8σ23T − V , ∞
)−1 · 1V <∞] ≤ E[ν0,σ23(8σ23T −W , ∞)−1 · 1W<∞]
≤
∫
R
g0,σ24 (x)ν0,σ23
(
8Tσ23 − x,∞
)−1
1[−(σ1(1−pd−1)+σ2pd−1)Dk(log ε−1)1/2,0] dx , (66)
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where σ24 equals the variance of N . We pause to collect some bounds satisfied by the four σ
2
from (61) and (62) that we are using.
Lemma 5.18. We have that
(1) σ23/8 ≤ σ24 ≤ σ23,
(2) and σ1
(
1− pd−1)+ σ2pd−1 ≤ σ3((1− pd−1)1/2 + (pd−1)1/2).
Proof: (1). If p ≤ d/2, then −p−
p−p− ≥ 1/2 and thus σ21 ≥ p/2 so that σ24 ≥ p/8. If p ≥ d/2, then
σ24 ≥ (d− p)/8. Thus, σ24 ≥ σ23/8. Since σ21 ≤ p and σ22 ≤ d− p, we have that σ24 ≤ σ23.
(2). This follows from 0 ∈ [p−, p] and d ∈ [p, p+]. 
Setting
I =
[
0 , σ3
((
1− pd−1)1/2 + (pd−1)1/2)Dk(log ε−1)1/2 ] ,
and using the notation −I = {−x : x ∈ I}, the quantity in (66) is seen by means of Lemma 5.18(2)
to be at most∫
R
g0,σ24 (x)ν0,σ23
(
8Tσ23 − x,∞
)−1
1−I(x) dx =
∫
I
g0,σ24 (x)ν0,σ23
(
8Tσ23 + x,∞
)−1
dx
≤
∫
I
g0,σ24 (x)ν0,σ23
(
8Tσ23 + σ3 + x,∞
)−1
dx
The addition of the +σ3 term in the last expression enables us to apply the Gaussian tail lower
bound Lemma 2.20 with t = (8Tσ23 + σ3 + x)σ
−1
3 safe in the knowledge that t ≥ 1; the last integral
is thus seen to be at most∫
I
g0,σ24 (x)g0,σ23 (x+ 8Tσ
2
3 + σ3)
−12
(
x+ 8Tσ23 + σ3
)
σ−13 dx
≤
∫
I
g0,σ24 (x)g0,σ23 (x+ 9d
1/2Tσ3)
−12
(
x+ 9d1/2Tσ3
)
σ−13 dx
≤
∫
I
g0,σ24 (x)g0,σ23 (x)
−1 exp
{
9d1/2xTσ−13 + 9
2dT 2/2
} · 2(x+ 9d1/2Tσ3)σ−13 dx
≤
∫
R
exp
{
9d1/2Txσ−13 + 41dT
2
} · 2(x+ 9d1/2Tσ3)σ−14 1[0,√2σ3 Dk(log ε−1)1/2](x) dx
≤
√
2σ3Dk(log ε
−1)1/2 exp
{
9d1/2T
√
2Dk(log ε
−1)1/2 + 41dT 2
}
× 2(√2σ3Dk(log ε−1)1/2 + 9d1/2Tσ3)σ−14
≤ 4Dk(log ε−1)1/2 exp
{
13d1/2T Dk(log ε
−1)1/2 + 41dT 2
} · (3d1/2Dk(log ε−1)1/2 + 18d1/2T )
≤ 84d1/2D2k log ε−1 · exp
{
54dD2k(log ε
−1)5/6
}
.
The first displayed inequality depended on σ3 ≤ d1/2 and d ∧ T ≥ 1 while the third made use
of g0,σ24 (x)g0,σ23 (x)
−1 ≤ σ3σ−14 , which is a consequence of σ4 ≤ σ3. The fifth used σ3 ≤ d1/2 and
σ4 ≥ 8−1/2σ3. That T = Dk
(
log ε−1
)1/3
, d ≥ 1 and ε < e−1 were applied to obtain the final
inequality.
We find then that
A11 ≤ 84d1/2D2k log ε−1 · exp
{
54dD2k(log ε
−1)5/6
}
. (67)
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Note that
A12 = EF
[
B[0,d]1;J(i,0),J(i,d)
(
B(p) ≥ Ln(k + 1, p)
)−1
1
G
H1,I2
0,d
]
1Fav∩{P∩[0,d]6=∅}
≤ EF
[
B[0,d]1;J(i,0),Tent(d)
(
B(p) ≥ Ln(k + 1, p)
)−1
1
G
H1,[0,∞)
0,d
]
1Fav∩{P∩[0,d] 6=∅}
≤
∫
H1
hF1;0(x)ν0,σ23
(
8σ23T −
(
1− pd−1)x,∞)−1 dx
≤
∫
H1
g0,σ21 (x)ν0,σ23
(
8σ23T −
(
1− pd−1)x,∞)−1 dx
≤ Z[2, I1]−1
∫
H1×I1
g0,σ21 (x1)g0,σ22 (x2)ν0,σ23
(
8σ23T −
(
1− pd−1)x1 − pd−1x2,∞)−1 dx .
Lemma 5.17(1) was used in the penultimate inequality. In the final line, the quantity Z[2, I1] denotes∫
I1
g0,σ22 (x) dx, which is the probability that N2 assumes a value in I1; Dk ≥ 1 and ε < e−1 imply
that
Z[2, I1] ≥ 1
2
− (2pi)−1/2D−1k
(
log ε−1
)−1/2
exp
{− 12D2k log ε−1} ≥ 14 .
Thus, A12 is at most four times the upper bound on A11 appearing in (65). Thus, A12 satisfies the
bound (67) when the right-hand side is quadrupled. By a similar analysis, A21 may be shown to
satisfy the same bound.
Finally, note that
A22 = EF
[
B[0,d]1;J(i,0),J(i,d)
(
B(p) ≥ Ln(k + 1, p)
)−1
1
G
H2,I2
0,d
]
1Fav∩{P∩[0,d] 6=∅}
≤ EF
[
B[0,d]1;Tent(0),Tent(d)
(
B(p) ≥ Ln(k + 1, p)
)−1
1
G
[0,∞),[0,∞)
0,d
]
1Fav∩{P∩[0,d]6=∅}
≤ ν0,σ23
(
8σ23T , ∞
)−1
;
were σ3 known to be bounded away from zero, we would find this last quantity to be bounded and
thus that it would easily satisfy the bound (67). Lacking this knowledge, we instead bound the
quantity above by
Z[1, H1]
−1Z[2, I1]−1
∫
H1×I1
g0,σ21 (x1)g0,σ22 (x2)ν0,σ23
(
8σ23T −
(
1− pd−1)x1 − pd−1x2 , ∞)−1 dx ,
where Z[1, H1] =
∫
H1
g0,σ21 (x) dx ≥ 1/4. Thus, A22 is at most a multiple of sixteen of the expression
in (65) and thus also of the right-hand side of (67).
We find then that
PF
(
J [0,d] ∈ A , G0,d
)
1Fav∩{P∩[0,d] 6=∅}
≤ (1 + 4 + 4 + 16) · 84d1/2D2k log ε−1 · exp{54dD2k(log ε−1)5/6} · B[0,d]1;0,0(B ∈ A) .
The second term on (64)’s right-hand side equals
PF
(
J [0,d] ∈ A
)
1Fav∩{P∩[0,d]=∅} = B[0,d]1;0,0
(
B ∈ A
)
1Fav∩{P∩[0,d]=∅} .
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Applying the last two estimates along with (63) to (64),
PF
(
J [0,d] ∈ A
)
1Fav ≤ 2101d1/2D2k log ε−1 · exp
{
54dD2k
(
log ε−1
)5/6} · B[0,d]1;0,0(B ∈ A) + εD2k/2 .
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.15. 
Proposition 5.19. Suppose that ε ∈ (0, e−23/2D−3k ). For any i ∈ J1, kK and any measurable standard
bridge collection A ⊆ C0,0
(
[0, d],R
)
that satisfies B[0,d]1;0,0
(
B ∈ A) ≥ εD2k/2,
P
(
L[0,d]n
(
i, ·) ∈ A) ≤ 2103 d1/2 exp{4028 d2k7/2D2k( log ε−1)5/6} · B[0,d]1;0,0(B ∈ A) .
Proof. Note that
PF
(
L[0,d]n
(
i, ·) ∈ A) · 1Fav = PF(J [0,d](i, ·) ∈ A ∣∣∣T3(J) = 1) · 1Fav
≤
PF
(
J [0,d]
(
i, ·) ∈ A)
PF
(
T3(J) = 1
) · 1Fav .
Recall that the inter-pole distance parameter dip has been set equal to d. Applying Proposition 4.2
and Corollary 5.16, we find that, provided that B[0,d]1;0,0
(
B ∈ A) ≥ εD2k/2, the last quantity is at most
exp
{
3973k7/2d2D2k
(
log ε−1
)2/3} · 2102d1/2D2k log ε−1 · exp{54dD2k( log ε−1)5/6} · B[0,1]1;0,0(B ∈ A) .
By Lemma 4.1, we have P
(
Favc
) ≤ εD2k/2 provided that Dk ≥ 16c−1k . Using this bound, we find that
P
(
L[0,d]n
(
i, ·) ∈ A) ≤ P(L[0,d]n (i, ·) ∈ A , Fav) + P(Favc)
≤ E
[
PF
(
L[0,d]n
(
i, ·) ∈ A) · 1Fav ] + εD2k/2
≤ 2102d1/2D2k log ε−1 · exp
{
4027d2k7/2D2k
(
log ε−1
)5/6} · B[0,d]1;0,0(B ∈ A) + εD2k/2 ,
where in the latter inequality, we applied the bound just derived, alongside dip ≥ 1, Dk ≥ 1
and ε < e−1. Noting that ε < e−23/2D
−3
k implies that D2k log ε
−1 ≤ exp{D2k(log ε−1)5/6} (since
D4k(log ε
−1)5/3/2 lies in the interval between these two quantities), we obtain Proposition 5.19. 
Equipped with Proposition 5.19, we are now able to conclude this section with the proofs of our
principal results on Brownian regularity: in order, Theorem 2.11; Theorem 1.10; and Theorem 1.9.
Proof of Theorem 2.11. First it may be useful to recall that the general hypotheses that govern
the jump ensemble method are in force. That is, the strengthening (60) of (33) holds; and (34),
(35) and (36) also hold. Note that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.11 enforce these requirements when
we take, as we will, ε = a. In particular, the condition (35) is validated by the hypothesis (10) that
stipulates an n-dependent lower bound on a of the form a ≥ exp{−O(1)nϕ1/4∧ϕ2/4∧ϕ3/2}, where
the O(1) carries a k-dependence.
By Lemma 2.26, if we prove Theorem 2.11 with K taken equal to zero and the appearance of Dk
replaced by 2−2/3Dk, then we will succeed in proving the theorem itself, with Dk assuming its
presently specified value given by (60). This is because the thus specified Dk regarded as a function
of the regular ensemble parameter c > 0 satisfies Dk(c/2) ≤ 21/3Dk(c). Since D2k ≥ 2, we may
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apply Proposition 5.19 with ε = a and i = k; since 4028 · 22/3 ≤ 6395, we then arrive at the desired
result. 
Proof of Theorem 1.10(1). Take n =∞ and Ln = L in Theorem 2.11. The sought result emerges
when we set its parameters according to βk = 6395d
2k7/2D2k and γk = e
−1 ∧ (17)−1/kC−1/kk D−1k ;
note that (8) and (9) imply the stated bounds on the growth and decay rates of these quantities. 
Proof of Theorem 1.10(2). Harmlessly take K = 0 in view of the stationarity of the Airy line
ensemble. For s > 0, take A ⊂ C0,0
(
[0, d],R
)
equal to the collection of standard bridges f on [0, d]
such that supx∈[0,d] |f(x)| > sd1/2. By Lemma 2.24, B[0,d]1;0,0(A) ∈ e−2s
2 · [1, 2]. We may thus apply
Theorem 1.10(1) with a having the value re−2s2 for r lying somewhere in the interval [1, 2]. We find
that
P
(
L[0,d](k, ·) ∈ A
)
≤ re−2s2 · 2103 d1/2 exp
{
βk
(
2s2 − log r
)5/6}
.
The right-hand side is at most 4206 e−2s2 exp
{
25/6βks
5/3
}
= 4206 exp
{− 2s2(1− 2−1/6βks−1/3)}.

Proof of Theorem 1.9. The ensemble L : N × R → R in the theorem’s statement is formed by
parabolically curving the Airy line ensemble – see (2). We claim that there exist positive c and C
such that, for any ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3, L is a (ϕ¯, c, C)-regular ensemble. Since the curve cardinality n of L
is infinite, this statement is technically an abuse of the meaning of Definition 2.4. Working however
with that definition in the case n = ∞, we see that conditions involving n disappear, whatever
the value of ϕ¯, making this vector parameter redundant. Anyway, our task is to check that L is
Brownian Gibbs, as well as regular. The Brownian Gibbs property is verified due to Proposition 2.6.
The condition Reg(1) holds because zn equals ∞; Reg(2) and Reg(3) with ϕ2, ϕ3 > 0 arbitrary are
implied by [CH14, (18)]. That the value of the integral in Theorem 1.9 is independent of K ∈ R
follows from the stationarity of the Airy line ensemble. (In [CS14], the stronger statement that the
Airy line ensemble is ergodic with respect to horizontal shifts is proved.)
We will prove Theorem 1.9 with the setting αk = d0D
−2/5
k d
−12/5k−21/5 where the constant d0 equals
1
42378 . Since we take the parameter n equal to infinity, the jump ensemble method hypotheses (35)
and (36) are vacuously satisfied. The parameter ε > 0 will be reset countably often, always consis-
tently with the hypothesis (34).
By the stationarity of the Airy line ensemble, it is enough to prove Theorem 1.9 with K taken equal
to zero. Write µ = B[0,d]1;0,0, and ξ for the distribution of L[0,d]
(
k, ·) under P; abbreviate f = fk. For
m ∈ N, set Am ⊆ C0,0
(
[0, d],R
)
equal to f−1(m,m+1]. On Am, f ≥ m, and thus ξ(Am) > m·µ(Am).
We seek to specify ε > 0 so that
2103d1/2 exp
{
4028d2k7/2D2k
(
log ε−1
)5/6}
= m ;
such a choice would entail that
ε = exp
{
−
(
1
4028D
−2
k d
−2k−7/2 log
(
m/2103 · d−1/2))6/5} .
Since we demand of ε > 0 that it satisfy the upper bound (34), we specify ε = εm > 0 in this
way only if m ≥ τk where τk = 2103d1/2 exp
{
4028d2k7/2D2k(log q
−1
k )
5/6
}
, where qk denotes the
right-hand of (34).
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When m satisfies this bound, Proposition 5.19 implies that µ(Am) < ε
D2k/2. We find then that∫
C0,0([0,d],R)
exp
{
d0D
−2/5
k d
−12/5k−21/5
(
log f
)6/5}
dµ
≤
∞∑
m=0
µ(Am) exp
{
d0D
−2/5
k d
−12/5k−21/5
(
log(m+ 1)
)6/5}
≤ exp
{
d0D
−2/5
k k
−21/5( log(τk + 1))6/5}
+
∑
m≥τk
exp
{
− 12D2k
(
1
4028d
−2D−2k k
−7/2 log
(
m/2103 · d−1/2))6/5
+ d0D
−2/5
k d
−12/5k−21/5
(
log(m+ 1)
)6/5}
.
Recalling that d0 equals (42378)
−1, the last sum is seen to be finite. 
APPENDIX A
Properties of regular Brownian Gibbs ensembles
In this appendix, we establish some important properties of regular Brownian Gibbs ensembles.
Proposition 2.5 is the result that makes the theory of such ensembles applicable to the Brownian
last passage percolation setting, showing that scaled ensembles from that setting verify the regular
ensemble axioms. In Section A.1, we present the proof of this proposition.
The higher curve index one-point lower tail bound Proposition 2.7 is necessary to set up the jump
ensemble method. Section A.2 proves this proposition by employing a different Brownian Gibbs
argument, which is a variant of one used in the KPZ line ensemble construction [CH16].
Finally, in Section A.3, we furnish a proof of Proposition 2.30, which asserts that regular ensemble
curves decay rapidly very far from the origin.
A.1. Scaled Brownian LPP line ensembles are regular
The aim of this section is to prove Proposition 2.5.
Recall the Brownian LPP ensemble Ln and its equality in law with Dyson’s Brownian motion
(in Proposition 1.14), as well as the relation (5) that specifies the scaled counterpart Lscn of this
ensemble.
Lemma A.1. There exist constants C, c > 0 such that for every n ∈ N it is the case that
(1) for s ∈ [0, 21/2n1/3],
P
(Lscn (1, 0) ≤ −s) ≤ C exp{− cs3/2} ,
(2) and, for s ≥ 0,
P
(Lscn (1, 0) ≥ s) ≤ C exp{− cs3/2} .
Proof. (1). By Proposition 1.14 and Brownian scaling, Ln(1, n) is equal in law to 2nLn
(
1, (4n)−1
)
and thus by Proposition 1.15 to the GUE top eigenvalue multiple 2nλn
(
1, (4n)−1
)
. By (5), we see
that
P
(Lscn (1, 0) ≤ −s) = P(Ln(1, n) ≤ 2n− 21/2n1/3s) = P(λn(1, (4n)−1) ≤ 1− 2−1/2n−2/3s) .
By (6), this quantity is at most C ′ exp
{ − 23/2s3/2c′} when s ∈ [21/2, 21/2n1/3]. We set C = C ′
and c = 23/2c′. Lemma A.1(1) follows by an increase if necessary in the value of C in order to
accomodate s ∈ [0, 21/2).
(2). We obtain this result with C = Cˆ and c = 2−3/2cˆ by applying Aubrun’s bound (7), using (5)
as in the first proof. 
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Proof of Proposition 2.5. We must show that each ensemble Lscn , n ∈ N, satisfies Reg (1), (2)
and (3).
Condition Reg(1) is satisfied since the left endpoint of Lscn equals −n1/3/2.
Writing X
(d)
= Y to denote that the random variables X and Y are equal in law, note that
Ln
(
1, n+ 2n2/3x
) (d)
=
(
1 + 2n−1/3x
)1/2
Ln
(
1, n
)
(68)
(d)
=
(
1 + 2n−1/3x
)1/2(
2n + 21/2n1/3Lscn
(
1, 0
))
.
Introducing the variable φ = n−1/3x, the latter expression may be written(
1 + φ− φ2/2 +O(φ3)
)(
2n + 21/2n1/3Lscn (1, 0)
)
= 2n + 2n2/3x − x2n1/3 + n ·O(φ3) + 21/2n1/3Lscn (1, 0)(1 +O(φ)) ,
where the big-O notation implies a bounded factor associated to the term in question on any given
compact interval of φ-values that contains zero.
In light of (5), we see that, if |x| ≤ c0n1/3 for a small constant c0 > 0, then Lscn
(
1, x
)
is equal in law
to a random variable that satisfies
−2−1/2x2 + n2/3O(φ3)+ Lscn (1, 0)(1 +O(φ)) .
When |x| ≤ n1/9, we have that |φ| ≤ n−2/9, in which case the displayed random variable is
−2−1/2x2+Lscn
(
1, 0
)(
1+O(n−2/9)
)
+O(1). We obtain the one-point upper tail Reg(3) with ϕ2 = 1/9
from Lemma A.1(2), and one-point lower tail Reg(2) with ϕ3 = 1/3 from Lemma A.1(1). 
A.2. The lower tail of the lower curves
Here we prove Proposition 2.7. Recall that Q : R → R denotes the parabola Q(x) = 2−1/2x2 that
appears in the definition of a regular ensemble.
Set r0 = 5(3− 23/2)−1, r1 = 23/2, and rk = max{53, r0rk−1
}
for k ≥ 2.
Proposition A.2. For ϕ¯ ∈ (0,∞)3, C, c > 0 and n ∈ N, let
Ln : J1, nK× [− zn,∞)→ R
be a
(
ϕ¯, c, C
)
-regular ensemble defined under the law P. For k ∈ N, let Ek = 20k−12k(k−1)/2E1 and
ck =
(
(3−23/2)3/22−15−3/2)k−1c1 where E1 = 10C and c1 = 2−5/2c∧1/8. Set δ = ϕ1/2∧ϕ2/2∧ϕ3.
Whenever (n, k) ∈ N2 satisfies n ≥ k ∨ (c/3)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1 ∨ 62/δ, t ∈ [5 ∨ (3 − 23/2)−1/2r1/2k−1, nδ],
r ∈ [rk , 2nδ] and y ∈ c/2 · [−nδ, nδ],
P
(
inf
x∈[y−t,y+t]
(Ln(k, x) +Q(x)) ≤ −r) ≤ tk · Ek exp{− ckr3/2} .
Proof of Proposition 2.7. Choosing t = 5 ∨ (3− 23/2)−1/2r1/2k−1 in Proposition A.2, we see that
P
(
Ln(k, y) +Q(y) ≤ −r
)
≤
(
5 ∨ (3− 23/2)−1/2r1/2k−1
)k · Ek exp{− ckr3/2} .
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for r ∈ [rk , 2nδ] and y ∈ c/2 · [−nδ, nδ]. Recalling (8), it is easily verified that, for k ≥ 1,
max
{(
5 ∨ (3− 23/2)−1/2r1/2k−1
)k
Ek , exp
{
ckr
3/2
k
}} ≤ Ck ;
thus, we find that
P
(Ln(k, y) +Q(y) ≤ −r) ≤ Ck exp{− ckr3/2}
for r ∈ [0 , 2nδ] and y ∈ c/2 · [−nδ, nδ]. 
Proof of Proposition A.2. Lemma 2.26 promptly permits us to reduce to verifying this assertion
when y equals zero, except for the detail that we must prove the version of the y = 0 statement in
which appearances of the quantity c are replaced by 2c. In an abuse of notation adopted to cope
with this detail, we take c1 equal to 2
−3/2c ∧ 1/8 henceforth in this proof.
We will prove the y = 0 assertion by induction on k ∈ N. Explicitly, our inductive hypothesis states
that if
(n, k, t, r) ∈ N× N× [5 ∨ (3− 23/2)−1/2r1/2k−1, nδ]× [rk , 2nδ]
satisfies n ≥ k ∨ (2c/3)−2(ϕ1∧ϕ2)−1 ∨ 62/δ, then
P
(
inf
x∈[−t,t]
(Ln(k, x) +Q(x)) ≤ −r) ≤ tk · Ek exp{− ckr3/2} . (69)
We explain first why this hypothesis is valid in the base case k = 1. Note that nδ · [−1, 1] ⊆
cnϕ2 · [−1, 1] because δ ≤ ϕ2/2 and n ≥ c−2ϕ−12 . Thus we may apply the one-point lower tail
bound Reg(2) with k = 1 at points in the set [−t, t] ∩ Z ∪ {−t} ∪ {t}, because all such points have
absolute value at most nδ; then a union bound yields
P
(
inf
x∈[−t,t]∩Z∪{−t}∪{t}
(Ln(1, x) +Q(x)) ≤ −r/2) ≤ (2t+ 3) · C exp{− c(r/2)3/2} (70)
when 1 ≤ r/2 ≤ nϕ3 (which upper bound is ensured by r ≤ 2nδ). In a temporary notation, write P∗
for the law P conditioned on the occurrence of the complement of the event in the last display. Our
first claim regarding P∗ is that, when r ≥ 23/2,
P∗
(
inf
x∈[0,1]
(Ln(1, x) +Q(x)) ≤ −r) ≤ exp{− r2/8} . (71)
To verify this, note that, by the monotonicity Lemmas 2.18 and 2.19, the conditional distribution
of Ln(1, ·) : [0, 1] → R under P∗ stochastically dominates B[0,1]1;−r/2,−Q(1)−r/2. Since Q(1) = 2−1/2,
Lemma 2.24 implies that, for s > 0,
B[0,1]1;−r/2,−Q(1)−r/2
(
inf
x∈[0,1]
B(x) ≤ −s− r/2− 2−1/2
)
≤ exp{− 2s2} .
Taking s = r/4 and using r ≥ 23/2, we learn that
P∗
(
inf
x∈[0,1]
Ln(1, x) ≤ −r
)
≤ exp{− r2/8} .
Since Q is non-negative, we obtain (71).
The argument just given shows that the claim (71) is equally true if in the definition of P∗ we
further condition on more information concerning the curve Ln(1, ·) outside [0, 1]. Since δ equals
ϕ1/2 ∧ ϕ2/2 ∧ ϕ3, this quantity is bounded above by the quantity θ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 appearing in the
parabolic invariance Lemma 2.26, and thus the claim is also valid if we replace the interval [0, 1]
by any other of the form [m,m + 1] with [m,m + 1] ⊂ [−nδ, nδ]. Finally, the intervals [btc, t] and
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[−t, d−te] may also be accomodated, because the bound obtained using Lemma 2.24 is valid when
an interval of less than unit length is used instead. Our conclusion then is that
P∗
(
inf
x∈[−t,t]
(Ln(1, x) +Q(x)) ≤ −r) ≤ (2t+ 3) exp{− r2/8}
when r ≥ 23/2. By the definition of P∗, we may replace P∗ by P here at the expense of intersecting
the event in the left-hand side with the complement of the event in (70). Combining then with (70),
we find that
P
(
inf
x∈[−t,t]
(Ln(1, x) +Q(x)) ≤ −r) ≤ (2t+ 3) · C exp{− c(r/2)3/2} + (2t+ 3) exp{− r2/8} .
when r ∈ [23/2, 2nδ]. Since t ≥ 1 and r ≥ 1, the quantity 10tC exp{ − 1/8 ∧ c2−3/2 · r3/2} is an
upper bound on the right-hand side. Thus, we confirm the inductive hypothesis at k = 1 with the
choice E1 = 10C and c1 = 2
−3/2c ∧ 1/8.
We now verify the inductive hypothesis at general index k > 1, assuming the validity of this assertion
for index k − 1. Our proof follows the same approach as that by which Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 are
proved in [CH16].
We begin with a fact about the basic parabola −Q. Consider any real interval of length t, and
the affine function whose values at the interval’s endpoints coincide with the parabola’s. Then the
difference between the value of the parabola and the value of the affine function at the interval’s
midpoint will be independent of the interval in question and equal to Lt2, where here we introduce
the quantity L = 2−5/2. It is moreover the case that the maximal value of this difference evaluated
at any point in the interval is achieved at the interval’s midpoint.
In the first instance, we will verify the inductive hypothesis under the additional assumption that
the parameter t is at most 3nδ/2. Suppose then that t satisfies
t ∈ [5 ∨ (3− 23/2)−1/2r1/2k−1 , 3nδ/2] . (72)
Define the event
Low
[t,2t]
k =
{
sup
x∈[t,2t]
(Ln(k, x) +Q(x)) ≤ −12Lt2 − t1/2}
and its counterpart Low
[−2t,−t]
k associated to the interval [−2t,−t].
We next establish a key part of the proof of the inductive step, namely the bound
P
(
Low
[t,2t]
k
) ∨ P(Low[−2t,−t]k ) ≤ 4C exp{− c · 2−27/4t3} . (73)
We will prove this upper bound for P
(
Low
[t,2t]
k
)
; the other proof is identical. The argument is
illustrated by Figure A.1.
For s ≥ −zn, define
Gk−1(s) =
{
Ln(k − 1, s) +Q(s) ≤ 12Lt2
}
.
We set
A
[t,2t]
k = Gk−1(t) ∩ Gk−1(2t) ∩ Low[t,2t]k .
The monotonicity Lemmas 2.18 and 2.19 imply that, under P given A[t,2t]k , the conditional distribu-
tion of Ln
(
k − 1, ·) : [t, 2t]→ R is stochastically dominated by B[t,2t]1;u,v( · ∣∣NoTouchf), where
u = −Q(t) + 12Lt2 , v = −Q(2t) + 12Lt2
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b
a
a + b
a/2
t 3t/2 2t
Ln(k − 1, t)
Ln(k − 1, 2t)
Ln(k, ·)
a
−Q
Figure A.1. Illustrating the proof of (73). In the labels in the sketch, we write
a = 12Lt
2 and b = t1/2. The central concave curve is −Q; the other two are obtained
by vertical translation by a and −a − b. The highest of the four parallel dashed
sloping line segments has a point of tangency with −Q at 3t/2. When Low[t,2t]k
occurs, the curve Ln(k, ·) : [t, 2t] → R lies below the lowest of the three parabolas.
In this location, it can offer no support to the (k− 1)st curve. Indeed, in the typical
circumstance that Gk−1(s) occurs for s ∈ {t, 2t}, the curve Ln(k − 1, ·) at t and
2t lies below the endpoints of the highest parabola. This curve on [t, 2t] only rises
stochastically if instead it begins and ends at this parabola’s endpoints and the lower
indexed curves disappear. Brownian bridge with such endpoints easily bypasses
Ln(k, ·) because it may avoid this curve by remaining above the third highest of the
sloping dashed line segments, as the dashed-dotted curve illustrates. Thus, Ln(k −
1, ·) tends to adopt a linear, rather than a parabolic, route during [t, 2t], giving it
a uniformly positive probability to lie below the point marked by a square at the
midpoint time 3t/2. However, this point is very low judged in parabolically curved
coordinates, so this eventuality is known to be rare by the one-point lower tail for
the (k − 1)st curve. Thus, Low[t,2t]k is unlikely.
and f : [t, 2t]→ R equals f(x) = −Q(x)− 12Lt2 − t1/2.
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Consider now the affine function ` whose graph contains the points (t, u) and (2t, v). Suppose the
graph of ` is translated downwards until it makes contact with the graph of f . Our parabolic fact
implies that first contact will occur at x-coordinate 3t/2, when the distance of translation equals t1/2.
In this light, we find that Lemma 2.24 has the consequence that
B[t,2t]1;u,v
(
NoTouchf
) ≥ 1− e−2 .
The location −Q(3t/2)− 14Lt2 is the midpoint of the interval
[
`(3t/2),−Q(3t/2)]. Thus,
B[t,2t]1;u,v
(
B(3t/2) ≥ −Q(3t/2)− 14Lt2
)
= B[t,2t]1;u,v
(
B(3t/2) ≥ `(3t/2) + 14Lt2
)
= ν0,t/4
(
1
4Lt
2,∞) = ν0,1(12Lt3/2,∞)
≤ (2pi)−1/2(2L−1t−3/2)1/2 exp{− 8−1L2t3} ≤ exp{− 2−8t3} ,
where the last inequality depended on the certainly valid t ≥ 2pi−2/3.
The quantity L/4 equals 2−9/2. We find then that, for such values of t,
P
(
Ln
(
k − 1, 3t/2) ≥ −Q(3t/2)− 2−9/2t2 ∣∣∣A[t,2t]k )
≤ B[t,2t]1;u,v
(
B
(
3t/2
) ≥ −Q(3t/2)− 2−9/2t2 ∣∣∣NoTouchf)
≤ (1− e−2)−1B[t,2t]1;u,v(B(3t/2) ≥ −Q(3t/2)− 2−9/2t2) ≤ (1− e−2)−1 exp{− 2−8t3} .
If a ∈ (0, 1) and two events E and F satisfy P(E|F ) ≤ a, then P(F ) ≤ (1− a)−1P(Ec). Expressing
the last derived inequality in these terms, we infer that
P
(
A
[t,2t]
k
) ≤ 2P(Ln(k − 1, 3t/2) ≥ −Q(3t/2)− 2−9/2t2) ,
since a =
(
1 − e−2)−1 exp{ − 2−8t3} is at most one-half provided that t3 ≥ 28 log (2e2(e2 − 1)−1)
(which is valid since t ≥ 5). Using the one-point lower tail bound Reg(2), we learn that, since
|3t/2| ≤ cnϕ2 and 2−9/2t2 ∈ [1, nϕ3 ],
P
(
A
[t,2t]
k
) ≤ 2C exp{− c · 2−27/4t3} .
(These bounds on t are ensured by our choice of this parameter, with t ≤ 2c/3 · nϕ2 following from
t ≤ nδ, δ ≤ ϕ2/2 and n ≥ (2c/3)−2ϕ−12 .) Hence,
P
(
Low
[t,2t]
k
) ≤ P(A[t,2t]k )+ P(¬G1(t))+ P(¬G1(2t))
≤ 2C exp{− c · 2−27/4t3} + 2C exp{− c · 2−21/4t3} ≤ 4C exp{− c · 2−27/4t3} .
This completes the derivation of (73).
We now present a further argument that leads from the bound (73) to the end of the inductive step.
To do so, we now introduce the event
Up
[−2t,2t]
k−1 (s) =
{
inf
x∈[−2t,2t]
Ln(k − 1, x) ≥ −Q(2t)− s
}
where s ≥ 0. Since Q(2t) = supx∈[−2t,2t]Q(x), we may apply the inductive hypothesis (69) at
index k − 1 to bound above the failure probability of this event. The parameter t appearing in
the hypothesis will not be its presently assigned value, which is associated to this stage k, but
rather twice that value. We also take r equal to s. These choices are permissible if we insist that
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s ∈ [23/2 ∨ rk−1 , 2nδ], because the other requirement, that t ∈ 1/2 · [5 ∨ (3− 23/2)−1/2r1/2k−1, nδ], is
due to assumption and n ≥ 62/δ. For such s, the inductive hypothesis tells us that
P
(
¬Up[−2t,2t]k−1 (s)
)
≤ (2t)k−1 · Ek−1 exp
{− ck−1s3/2} . (74)
Our plan for completing the inductive step is to consider the event
E = NoLow
[−2t,−t]
k ∩ NoLow[t,2t]k ∩ Up[−2t,2t]k−1 (s) ,
where for now the parameter s ≥ 0 remains unspecified. From what we have already learnt, and as
we will record shortly in (75), we know that Ec is unlikely if s is high. We now seek to argue that
under P
( · ∣∣E), Ln(k, ·) is unlikely to drop low anywhere in [−t, t].
u = t2
−4t2
−Q−Q
a + b
−Q(2t)
s = (3− 23/2)t2
σ1
σ2
2tt−t−2t
Ln(k − 1, ·)
Ln(k, ·)
Ln(k, ·)
−3t2
Figure A.2. The study of the conditional law P
(·∣∣E) leads to the derivation of (76).
As in Figure A.1, we write a = 12Lt
2 and b = t1/2. The sketch depicts an occurrence
of E. The conditional distribution of Ln(k, ·) on [σ1, σ2] is stochastically decreased by
using endpoint values −4t2, marked with crosses, and by removing curves of higher
index. The Brownian bridge dashed curve on [σ1, σ2] is unlikely to drop by a further
u = t2 units; thus, nor is Ln(k, ·), because the curve Ln(k − 1, ·) is at a comfortable
distance upwards, staying above the coordinate −Q(2t)− s = −3t2 that is indicated
with a bold dotted line.
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To argue that this is so, define random variables σ1 ∈ [−2t,−t] and σ2 ∈ [t, 2t] so that
σ1 = inf
{
x ∈ [−2t,−t] : Ln(k, x) +Q(x) ≥ −2−7/2t2 − t1/2
}
and
σ2 = sup
{
x ∈ [t, 2t] : Ln(k, x) +Q(x) ≥ −2−7/2t2 − t1/2
}
;
it is immaterial how these random variables are specified when the infimums are taken over the
empty-set, because this circumstance does not arise when NoLow
[−2t,−t]
k ∩ NoLow[t,2t]k takes place,
and we will now use the random variables only in a situation where this event occurs. Note thatJ1, kK× (σ1, σ2) is a stopping domain.
Consider the law P
( · ∣∣E) (and consult Figure A.2 for a visual explanation of the argument con-
cerning this law). By the strong Gibbs and monotonicity Lemmas 2.17, 2.18 and 2.19, the resulting
conditional distribution of Ln
(
k, ·) : [σ1, σ2]→ R stochastically dominates
B[σ1,σ2]1;v1,v2
( · ∣∣NoTouchg) ,
where v1 = −Q(σ1)− 2−7/2t2 − t1/2, v2 = −Q(σ2)− 2−7/2t2 − t1/2 and the function g is identically
equal to −Q(2t)− s. Note that, since |σ1| ∨ |σ2| ≤ 2t and t ≥ 1,
v1 ∧ v2 ≥ −
(
23/2 + 2−3/2
)
t2 ≥ −4t2 .
We now specify the parameter s to be equal to (3 − 23/2)t2, so that g equals the constant func-
tion −3t2.
(In order that s lie in the interval [23/2 ∨ rk−1, 2nδ], as we have demanded, it is sufficient that
t ∈ [5 ∨ (3− 23/2)−1/2r1/2k−1, 3nδ/2], a requirement that we have imposed in (72).)
This choice of s yields
P
(
Ec
) ≤ 2 · 4C exp{− c · 2−27/4t3} + (2t)k−1 · Ek−1 exp{− ck−1(3− 23/2)3/2t3} (75)
by means of (73) and (74).
We have seen that, under P
( · ∣∣E), the conditional distribution of the kth Ln-curve on [σ1, σ2]
stochastically dominates B[σ1,σ2]
1;−4t2,−4t2
( · ∣∣NoTouch−3t2).
Note that, since σ2 − σ1 ≤ 4t,
B[σ1,σ2]
1;−4t2,−4t2
(
NoTouch−3t2
) ≥ B[0,4t]1;0,0 (NoToucht2) = 1− exp{− 12 t3} ≥ 1/2 ,
where the equality is due to Lemma 2.24 and the latter inequality to t ≥ (2 log 2)1/3.
By Lemmas 2.17 and 2.19, it follows that, for u ≥ 0,
P
(
inf
x∈[σ1,σ2]
Ln
(
k, x
) ≤ −4t2 − u ∣∣∣E)
≤ B[σ1,σ2]
1;−4t2,−4t2
(
inf
x∈[σ1,σ2]
B(x) ≤ −4t2 − u
∣∣∣NoTouch−3t2)
≤ 2B[σ1,σ2]
1;−4t2,−4t2
(
inf
x∈[σ1,σ2]
B(x) ≤ −4t2 − u
)
≤ 2 exp{− 12u2t−1}
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where the final inequality depended on σ2 − σ1 ≤ 4t and Lemma 2.24. Since [−t, t] ⊆ [σ1, σ2], we
find that
P
(
inf
x∈[−t,t]
Ln
(
k, x
) ≤ −4t2 − u) ≤ 2 exp{− 12u2t−1}P(E) + P(Ec) .
We now set u = t2. Using (75), we see that
P
(
inf
x∈[−t,t]
Ln
(
k, x
) ≤ −5t2) (76)
≤ 2 exp{− 12 t3} + 8C exp{− c · 2−27/4t3} + (2t)k−1 · Ek−1 exp{− ck−1(3− 23/2)3/2t3} .
Now setting h = 5t2 and using [−1, 1] ⊂ [−t, t], we find that
P
(
inf
x∈[−1,1]
(Ln(k, x)+Q(x)) ≤ −h) ≤ 5(2t)k−1 · Ek−1 exp{− ck−1(3− 23/2)3/25−3/2 · h3/2} ,
where Q ≥ 0 has permitted the introduction of the +Q(x) term. Note that the choice h = 5t2 allows
h to take any value in
[
53 ∨ 5(3 − 23/2)−1rk−1, 45nδ
]
by specifying t suitably within its permitted
range (72). Note that the lower bound on h here equals rk.
By Lemma 2.26, the replacement of ck−1 by ck−1/2 in the exponent on the right-hand side of
the preceding display produces an inequality which is equally valid when the interval [−1, 1] over
which the infimum is taken is replaced by any interval of length two that lies in [−nδ, nδ] (since
nδ ≤ c/2 · nϕ1∧ϕ2). By taking a union bound of the resulting inequalities, we learn that, if t ≤ nδ
and h ∈ [rk, 45nδ],
P
(
inf
x∈[−t,t]
(Ln(k, x)+Q(x)) ≤ −h) ≤ (2t+1)·5(2t)k−1 ·Ek−1 exp{−ck−12−1(3−23/2)3/25−3/2 ·h3/2} .
Setting h = r, and noting that t ≥ 1, we verify the inductive hypothesis (69) at index k if we note
that Ek = 20 · 2k−1Ek−1 and ck = ck−1(3 − 23/2)3/22−15−3/2. The inductive step completed, we
have obtained Proposition A.2. 
A.3. Regular ensemble curves collapse near infinity
Proof of Proposition 2.30. Recall that Q(x) = −2−1/2x2 denotes the parabola that appears
in the definiton of a regular ensemble. Set h = 2−5/2η2n2ϕ2 . Note that `(x) = Q(x) − h when
x = η/2 ·nϕ2 and `(x) = Q(x) +h when x = ηnϕ2 . Recall that the restriction of ` to [0,∞) is affine.
For y ∈ [ηnϕ2 ,∞], write RightHigh(y) for the event that
Ln
(
1, z
) ≥ `(z) for some z ∈ [ηnϕ2 , y) ,
and LeftHigh(−zn) for the event that
Ln
(
1, z
) ≥ `(z) for some z ∈ [−zn,−ηnϕ2) .
The proposition is implied by
P
(
RightHigh(∞)) ∨ P(LeftHigh(−zn)) ≤ 3C exp{− cη32−15/4n3ϕ2∧3ϕ3/2} . (77)
We will prove this bound for the first probability. The argument for the second is the same. In regard
to the first, it is enough to argue that the bound holds on P
(
RightHigh(y)
)
for any y ∈ [ηnϕ2 ,∞),
and this we now do.
Thus we let y ∈ [ηnϕ2 ,∞) be given. We set χ = sup{x ∈ [ηnϕ2 , y] : Ln(1, z) ≥ `(z)}, with
χ = −∞ when the infimum is over the empty-set. The event that χ > −∞ equals RightHigh(y),
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and thus we aim to bound above P
(
χ > −∞). The random set {1} × [η/2 · nϕ2 , χ ∨ η/2 · nϕ2] is
a stopping domain. Applying Lemma 2.17 and then dispensing with the lower boundary condition
Ln(2, ·) :
[
η/2 · nϕ2 , χ ∨ η/2 · nϕ2]→ R via the strong Gibbs Lemma 2.17, we find that
P
(
Ln
(
1, ηnϕ2
) ≥ `(ηnϕ2) ∣∣∣RightHigh(y) , Ln(1, η/2 · nϕ2) ≥ `(η/2 · nϕ2)) ≥ 1/2 .
Thus,
P
(
RightHigh(y)
) ≤ 2P(Ln(1, ηnϕ2) ≥ `(ηnϕ2))+ P(Ln(1, η/2 · nϕ2) < `(η/2 · nϕ2)) . (78)
Recall that `
(
η/2 · nϕ2) = Q(η/2 · nϕ2)− h and `(ηnϕ2) = Q(ηnϕ2)+ h with h = 2−5/2η2n2ϕ2 .
Applying one-point lower tail Reg(2) with z = η/2 · nϕ2 and s = h ∧ nϕ3 , we find that
P
(
Ln
(
1, η/2 · nϕ2) < `(η/2 · nϕ2)) ≤ C exp{− cη32−15/4n3ϕ2∧3ϕ3/2} ,
where we used η ≤ c ≤ 25 in the form s ≥ 2−5/2η2n2ϕ2∧ϕ3 . (We are using a boldface notation here
to indicate the parameters in the Reg condition.) Note that
P
(
Ln
(
1, ηnϕ2
) ≥ `(ηnϕ2)) = P(Ln(1, ηnϕ2) ≥ Q(ηnϕ2)+ h)
whose right-hand side is seen by the one-point upper tail Reg(3) with s = h to be at most
C exp
{
− cη32−15/4n3ϕ2
}
,
where we used Proposition 2.30’s hypothesis n ≥ (25/4c−1)ϕ−12 , and η ≤ c, to ensure that h ≥ 1.
Returning to (78), we find then that
P
(
RightHigh(y)
) ≤ 3C exp{− cη32−15/4n3ϕ2∧3ϕ3/2} .
As we have noted, this suffices to prove (77). This completes the proof of Proposition 2.30. 
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